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Abstract

Otter trawling has been the prevalent method of ground fishing in Atlantic Canada.

Despite lhis, little is known about associated impacts to benlhic habitat and communities.

This thesis examines the impacts of otter trawling on bivalves living in sand. a bonom lype

occUlTing widely over the Grand Banks. Bivalves an: dominant members of sandy bonoms

on continental shelves and an: good indicators ofphysical distUrbance. Two broad categories

of impacts to benthos from mobile fishing gear are direct harvest and incidental damage.

Bivalves have low susceptibility to capture by groundfish otter trawls; trawl capture

efficiency is on the order of 10·'. In order to investigate incidental impacts, a three-year otter

trawling experiment was conducted on a fine 10 medium sand bottom on the northeastern

Grand Bank. Each year a total of 12 trawl passes were made along the centre line of two 13

km by 200 m experimental corridors. Sampling was conducted inside experimental and

adjacent reference corridors with a O.S m1 hydraulic grab. No significant effects of trawling

were detected on bivalve populations in any year. Shallow burrowing species showed no

significant changes in density or biomass and reauitment ofjuveniles 5 3 mm was apparent

inside trawled corridors. The size structure ofpopulations from trawled and reference areas

were similar. Mean (± sd) pc:rccnt major shell damage immediately after trawling was low,

ranging from 2.8 ± 6.1% to I3.S ± 9.4%. Trawl doors are the most destructive gear

component ofoner trawls. A physical trawl door model was towed through an artificial sand

testbed, constructed to resemble an offshore seabed. Although bivalves within the scour path

were displaced, levels of damage were low (c. S%), similar to levels of damage from the

combined effects of all gear components recorded in the field experiment. The anomaly of

displacement, accompanied by few instances ofdamage. is explained by sediment mechanics

:ISSOCiated with scouring and size and life position ofinfaunal bivalves. Compamllo natural.



sediment-mediated disturbances, otter trawling can be manipulated over a wide range of

frequencies. Individual and population-level adaptive traits probably confer considerable

stability to sandy bottom bivalve populations exposed to typical patterns of trawling activity

on the Grand Banks.
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Chapter I

Background and Study Approach

1.1 Inlroduclion

"And hesides this, the great and long iron of the Wondyrchoun presses 50 haed on the

ground when fishing that it destroys the living slime and the plants growing on the

bottom under the water, and also the spat of oysters, mussel, and of other fi,h, by

which the large fish are accu,tomed 1.0 live and be nourished."

-excerpt from a 1366 petition put before Britain's Commons to ban the Wondyrchoun

(from the Dutch Wonderkuil meaning "marvellous fishing trawl"XCrowley, 1996)

"What we've done is destroy the curying capacity of the habitat to support those

fisheries by removing the organisms that provide shelter for little &she,.~

·ElIiott A. Norse commenting on impacts 10 habitat from trawling (in RalofT. 1996)

Mobile, bottom fishing gears are used in all seas to harvest bottom-dwelling fish,

invenebrates and algae. Variations in gear design reflect the type of fishery, habitat and

preference. The earliest mobile gears were European dredges and beam trawls; the otter

trawl is a further development of the beam trawl (Brandt. 1972).

Concerns over potential damage to marine habitat from mobile bottom fishing gears

have been expressed since the advent of these fishing practices. Subsequent to the 14th

Century petition, numerous attempts were made to suppress trawl fisheries in Europe because

they were perceived to be destructive to young fish and to seabed life in general (Salvage and



Lundbeck, 1992). In 1583, the Dutch banned shrimp trawling in Holland's estuaries while

the trawl was banned in France the following year (Crowley, 1996). Early references to

'trawl' probably refer 10 dredge and beam trawl designs. More: recently, groundfish and

shrimp otter trawlers were banned from Bristol Bay, Alaska and South Carolina coastal

waters based on perceived impacts to bottom habitat and impacts to non-target commercial

species (Van Dolah, et aI., t991; Loshbaugh, 1996). Apparently, incentives for complying

with gear restrictions were greater in earlier times as evidenced by the two fishennan in 16th

Century Britain who were executed for daring to use metal chain on their beam trawls

(Crowley, 1996).

The primary driving force behind conservation minded changes to trawl gear is gear

selectivity, aimed at reducing various fonos ofbycalch. Public awareness and concern over

impacts to benthic habitat has intensified in recent years (Manin, 1991; Anon., 1996;

Crowley, 1996; Kaiser, 1996). The 1996 Grttnpeace campaign, opposing the operations of

faclory lrawlers in Ihe Pacific Nonhwesl, was based on damage 10 habitat and excessive

bycalch attributed to this fishing technology (Berril!, 1991). Concems have been expressed

al various international fOOl regarding the clear signs of over-exploitation of fish stocks and

damage to ecosystems. In addition, awareness ofthc environmental damage associated with

currenl fishing practises is reflected in the many references to these elements in recent

international treaties and agreements (FReC, 1996). In 1991, the Food and Agriculture

Organizalion (FAO) CommittC'C on Fisheries recommended that FAO should develop the

concept of responsible fisheries and elaborate a Cock of Conduct to that end (FAO, 1995).

In support oflhis, Canada hosted an Expert Consultation on Responsible Fishing Opemions

in 1994 (Stilt, 1994). A number of general principles were subsequently adopted for

inclusion in the Coci~ of Conduct. The Code stated that responsible fishing should ensure:

that: (i) the productive character of the environment is maintained; (ii) biodiversity of the



ecosystem is not threatened; (iii) mortalities in non-target species are minimized, and (iv)

there are no undesirable environmental impacts of fisheries. Unfortunately, it has taken

fisheries crises to focus attention on the environmental impacts of mobile fishing gears.

Appraisal of fishing gear and harvesting technology in the wake ofa fishery collapse is not

unique to finfish resources. For instance, environmental assessment of AustraJian scallop

dredge technology was undertaken only after the collapse of the southeast Australian

commercial scallop fishery (Gonnan, 1997). This stock collapse was the impetus to develop

new scallop gear that would inflict minimal disturbance to the seabed, in addition to

improving selectivity and harvesting efficiency. Another example of intense bouom fishing

causing !.he collapse ofa scallop stock is the Brazilian scallop (Pecten ziczac) fishery. OUer

trawls modified with heavy tickler chains were used to harvest !.his species. The end result

of sustained unregulated harvesting was the complete collapse of the resource (PelZUto and

Bor2one, 1997). It is important to distinguish between the effects of fishing gear on the

targeted stock (i.e. depletion through harvesting) and effects associated with physical

disturbance to the seabed. Rarely has this been done,

Since 1992, Canada has been at the forefront of the debate over responsible fishing

gears and harvesting practises. Much of the background work has been conducted through

the Fisheries Resource Conservation Council (FRCC), which is an independent advisory

body to Minister of the Deparunent of Fisheries and Oceans. The Gear Technology

Subcomminee of FRCC was commissioned to report on the state of knowledge of

conservalion implications of major fishing gears used throughout Atlantic Canada. These

reports, in addition to DFO sponsored fishing industry workshops, have provided much of

the necessary technical framework for fulUre conservation strategies (Canadian Fishery

Consultants Limited, 1994; Roache etal., 1995; FRCC 1994, 1996, 1997).



1.2 Mobile bottom fisbinggean: physical asp«ts of CUNeabed intenclioll

Details of gear-seabed interaction vary considerably between the different gear types.

The following sections summarize key features of gear design for the more common types

of mobile bottom gears in use: beam trawls, shellfish dredges and otter trawls. Interactions

with the seabed by specific gear components are highlighted.

1.2.1 Dredges

Dredges are used primarily to harvest molluscs. The two basic classes of dredge are

hydraulic and ·dry' (i.e. no pumping of water). The most familiar type ofdry dredge is the

scallop dredge or rake. Basic dredge design has changed very linle over the years. In

common with most gear types however. there are many variations that reflect target species,

size of vessel and bottom type. Gonnan (1993) describes the European, North American.

Japanese and AustralianlNew Zealand scallop dredge designs.

North American offshore dredges rank amongst the largest ofdredges and can weigh

up to four tOMes when full of scallops and rocks (Gonnan, 1993). The Lunenburg (or New

Bedford) style scallop dredge is used in the offshore scallop fisheries in Atlantic Canada.

Basic components of this dredge include a rectangular steel frame fitted with a pressure plate

on top and a cutting bar along the bottom (Fig 1.1). Attached to the frame is a bag (3-4 m

in length) comprised primarily of steel rings linked togemer. The largest rings (9·10 rom

thickness. 7S rom diameter) line the bottom of the net. The net terminates in a metal

dumping bar. The dimensions of a typical offshore dredge are approximately 5 m wide by

0.3 m high. On hard bonom. dredge width does not normally exceed 4 m and the mouth may

be fitted with rock chains. Usually one. or at most two. offshore dredges are towed at a time

(F. Cahill. Fisheries and Oceans. St. John·s. NF. pers. corom.•).



Due to their heavy, unwieldy design, dry dredges cause considerable physical

disturbance to the seabed and can inflict significant incidental damage to benthos. This,

combined with the relatively low harvesting efficiency of most dry dredges (Medcof and

Caddy, 1971; Brandt, 1972; Chapman et aI., 1977; Messieh et aI., 1991; Gonnan, 1993.

1997) has led to the suggestion that such gear attributes would not be tolerated in other

fisheries (Gorman, 1993). A particularly damaging component of many models ofdredge

is a toothed metal bar that runs along the bottom leading edge of the frame. For mussel and

clam fisheries, the cutting bar or teeth dig into the sediment and excavate buried individuals.

The rigid frame of some dredges (e.g. Australian box dredge) contributes to instability and

significant digging action, particularly over uneven hard sand. Dredges that incorporate both

Ilexible and rigid gear components, such as the Lunenburg model, travel more smoothly over

the seabed. Nonelheless, physical disturbance can stHl be considerable.

Hydraulic dredges are used in Atlantic Canada to harvest Stimpson's swf clam

Maclromeri~'polynyma (Fig. 1.1). Hydraulic dredges have an entirely rigid design due to the

use of a steel cage as a collecting device. A New England style dredge has length, width and

height dimensions of approximately 2 m, 1.5 m. and 42 cm, respectively (Lambert and

Goudreau. 1996). The bottom of the cage consists of a series of metal rods spaced

approximately 2.5 cm apart. An oblique, adjustable cutting blade digs deeply into the

sediment and excavates and directs clams into the cage. The entire dredge travels over the

seabed on a pair of flat runners. Hydraulic dredges used with factory freezer trawlers in

offshore fisheries can be significantly larger.

A key component of the hydraulic dredge, lacking in the dry dredge, is a series of

high pressure water jets that are directed downwards in front of the cutting blade. This SClVes

to loosen the sediment so that infaunal clams can be collected more readily. The digging

action can result in the suspension of significant quantities of sediment (Lambert and



Goudreau. 1996). In the early 1960s. clams and cock.les were collected in a cage that was

lhen retrieved and emptied on-board the towing vessel. Although this method is still used

in some offshore clam fisheries. a recent innovation is a suction pipe (20-25 em diam.)

extending from the vessel to Ihc top of the cage. 1bc catch can then be continuously pumped

aboard the vessel without the necessity of retrieving the cage.

Hydraulic dredging has the capacity to modify benthic topography to a greater extent

than any other type of bonom fishing gear. It is not unusual for this gear to dig trenches in

the sediment to depths ranging between 6 and 15 cm deep. Trench depths of30 em have

been rC1::orded (Lambert and Goudreau. 1996). There are also variations of hydraulic

dredging in which fluidized sand and clams are sucked aboard using a hose or pipe. This

method can leave holes in the seabed up to 3.5 m wide and 60 em deep (Hall et aI .• 1990).

Since the early 19705 there has been a S1eady increase in the use ofhydraulic methods

for harvesting shellfish in intertidal and shallow subtidal areas in Europe (Hall et aI.• 1990).

OlTshore hydraulic dredging of surf clams and ocean quahogs has been a major industry

along the U.S. nonhcast coast since 1985 (Serthuk and Murawski. 1997). Harvesting of

Stimpson's surf clam has been ongoing on the Scotian Shelf for the past decade (Messieh et

aI.• 1991) and for several years on the Grand Banks and at inshore locations in Quebec.

1.2.2 Beam tnwls

The beam uawl is used extensively in Europe to harvest stuimp and flatfish (Polet

et aI.. 1994). Holland is considered the centre of the beam uawl industry in Europe and the

Dutch beam trawl design is widely used (Bates, 1993). The beam lrawl is considered to be

the simplest type of bonom uawl due to its fixed configuration. This is achieved by a

cylindrical S1eel beam (approximately 10 em in diameter) that spans the mouth oCthe trawl

(Fig. 1.2). Attached to each end of the beam are wide, flat shoes ( 0.5 m x 1 m) upon which



most of the weight of the gear is borne. The largest 'beamers' are restricted to offshore areas

and have a maximum beam length of 12 m. Vertical height of the trawl mouth is set by the

height of the shoes and is about 80 em.

Beam trawls cause considerable physical disturbance to the seabed for several

reasons. They are very heavy gear with high drag. A fully rigged 12 m beam trawl can

weigh 3.000 kg. excluding the chain mat (Pole! et aI.. 1994). Unlike otter boards, the wide

nat shoes of beam trawls are not considered 10 be the most destructive gear component.

Rather. the various chains cause mosl of the physical disturbance. Beam trawls can be

clussified as either 'open' or 'closed'. In the case of closed or slone mat gear, the mouth oftbe

trawl is protected by a mat of heavy chains that extends from the beam down [Q the footgear

(Fig. 1.2). The mat is used on rough bottom 10 prevent large boulders from entering the trawl

(Bales. 1993). The heaviest chain mats can weigh as much as seven tonnes. Possibly even

more destructive are the series of heavy chains (14-22 mm diameter), known as 'ticklers', that

arc strung between the beam shoes, and the lighter chains. Le. 'dusters', that span the trawl

mouth from points along the footrope. All the various chains are rigged so that they will dig

into the sediment and disturb flatfish which then swim upwards inlo the trawl. A 12 m beam

trowl may have as many as 12 heavy tickler chains, in addition to numerous dusters. 1be

heaviest tickler chains are used on hard, sandy bottoms. A series of new tickler chains can

lose up to 15% of their original weight through wear, after just six weeks of fishing (Polel

et aI., 1994). In soft muddy sediments, tickler chains can penetrate to depths of20 cm, but

Ihis is reduced to a few centimetres on hard sand (Kaiser, 1996). Although less common,

tickler chains have also been used with otter trawls, particularly prawn trawls (Bridger, 1970;

Pownall. 1979).

While Europe is the stronghold for large beam trawls, a smaller version is popular

in shallow lagoons and inlets along the southern Uniled States. The plumb-staff beam trawl



is used in Louisiana to harvest shrimps. This variation of the beam trawl is smaJler and

considerably lighter since it lacks shoes and tickler chains.

Similar to otter trawls. beam trawls have flexible footgear that is dragged over the

seabed. A typical assembly consists of rubber disks ranging in size from approximately 15

to 25 em (Gorman. 1992). The net of beam trawls is made of nylon or polyethylene.

1.2.3 OUer trawls

An otter trawl isa large net bag that is towed over the seabed (Fig. 1.3). Various types

of otter trawl are used 10 harvest groundfish and shrimp and some species of scallop. A

fundamental distinction of the beam trawl from the otter trawl is that the fanner has a fixed

opening. The otter trawl derives its name from the pair of otter boards (doors) that are used

to hold the net open. Otter boards are constructed of steel, wood, or polyvalent material.

Attached to their base are steel or manganese shoes. The shoes provide ballast for the otter

boards and protect the boards against wear. The alter board has undergone few changes.

relative to the net and working gear components, since its introduction to lrawl fisheries in

Ireland around 1885 (Brandt, 1972). The olter board was not an invention of the trawl

fishery, but rather it was first used in the hook and line fisheries in order to deploy gear in

currents. In order to conserve fuel and to minimize wear and damage to gear, the doors and

footgear ofalter lrawls should travel over !he seabed with minimal penetration (Mounsey and

Prado, 1997). This is in contrast to the cutting bars of dredges and !he tickler chains ofbeam

trawls, for which harvesting efficiency requires that these gear components dig into

sediments. Considerable research has been directed at detennining optimum alter board

towing conditions (i.e. contact with the seabed and orientation) and trawl configurations

(Crewe, 1964; Carrothersetal., 1969; Carrothers and Foulkes, 1972; FAD, t974; Main and

Sangster, 1979; Patterson and Watts, 1985; Anon., 19930.). Recent developments in both



footgear and otter board designs has permitted fishing over rough bouom, areas which have

been traditionally non-accessible. While this is not particularly good news for fish stocks,

it should serve to reduce physical disturbance to the seabed by otter boards. Rock hopper

trawl doors are rigged to work 7-8 m above the seabed (Madden., 1990).

Otter board dimensions vary considerably depending on the fishery and size oftraw!.

They range from the relatively small doors (2-3 m2 and 250 kg) used with prawn trawls

(Pownall. 1979) to the massive doors (c. 17 m1 and 4500 kg) used with the largest otter

trawls. Cold waler shrimp fisheries in northern regions of the western Atlantic and eastern

Pacific are prosecuted with gear similar to that used for harvesting groundfish. In contrast,

multi-rig otter trawls used in wann water prawn fisheries (e.g. Australia, Gulf of Mexico,

South America), are usually filled with lighter gear. While the size ofdoors used with prawn

lr<lwls varies. they are typically relatively light. Their basic design is rectangular, typically

of wood construction.

Based on weight and towing action, otter boards transmit the highest forces, per unit

area of seabed. of any trawl gear component. Due to towing characleristics., typically it is the

heel of an oller board that is in contact with the seabed (Main and Sangster, 1979; Gibbs et

aI., 1980: van Dolah el al., 1991; Anon. 1993b). On sandy bottoms. ouer boards create

plumes of sediment that can extend several metres above the seabed. On smooth bottom,

otter boards maintain their contact with the seabed. On rough or Wleven bottom, they

periodically leave the seabed after contacling boulders or sand waves. Main and Sangster

(1979) describe the action of various designs of ouer board over smooth and rough

topography.

The footgear of most otter trawls consist of combinations of rubber discs or steel

bobbins of varying size. number and a1igrunent (Fig. 1.3). The purpose of the footgear is to

protect the fishing line (to which the lower net panels are strung) and to ensure that the net



remains in close proximity to the seabed. Otter trawls used in warm water prawn fisheries

employ light foolgear. often consisting merely of small diameter (8 mm) wire cable. Oller

trawls used to harvest groundflSh and shrimp (Pando/us sp.) in the Newfoundland region

employ heavier foolgear. consisting of strings of individual steel bobbins or rubber discs that

can reach diameters of 60 em. Our understanding of the interaction of trawl gear

components with the seabed is very limited. Groundfish trawls equipped with rockhopper

footgear (rubber discs) have been observed to stir up clouds of sediment along the entire

footrope (West, 1987). Rockhopper footgear has gained IXlpularity in recent years by

pennitting trawling over rough bottom. It is just this attribute that has implicated rock

hopper footgear as the chief cause of habitat desttw:tion in boulder fields in the Gulf of

Maine (RaIolT, 1996).

Portions of the trawl rigging. i.e. groWld-warps (sweeps) and bridles. also make

contact with the seabed and may serve an imponant role by herding fish towards the mouth

of me trawl (Loverichand West, 1988). Cootactmade with the seabed by the various trawl

wires will depend upon rigging parameters and towing speed. There is evidence that the high

aspecl-ratio (i.e. large heightllength ratio) trawl doors used in the Bering Sea commercial

groundfisheries, results in minimal seabed contact by the ground-warps and bridle-wires

(Goudey and Loverich, 1987; West. 1987). The low aspect-ratio doors used in me Atlantic

region lJUly result in a greater degree of rigging-seabed contacL

The net itselfis generally regarded as the least destructive gear componcnL However.

it is known that the last several metres of the cod end will drag on the bottom at least some

of me time and mat area ofcontact will increase as the catch accumulates (West. 1987).
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1.3 Otter trawl tecbnology in Atlantic Canada

An overview of otter trawl technology in Atlantic Canada is given by Canadian

Fishery Consultants Limited (I994). Single-vessel. stem otter trawling is the prevalent

method of bottom trawling in Atlantic Canada. Otter trawling has dominated groundfish

landings in the Northwest Atlantic since the arrival of the distant water fleets in the 1960s

(FRee. 1997). Advantages of the otter trawl include high harvesting efficiency and

suitability on most bottom types. The following sections summarize key technical aspects

of otter trawl gear used in Atlantic Canada. The focus is on gear components thai come into

contact with me seabed dwing trawling; the net. footgear, otter boards and various ground

wires.

1.3.1 Otter boards

A variety ofoner board designs have been used in Atlantic Canada (Fig. 1.4). The

oval door is the design ofchoice for trawling over rough bottom and is used by over 800/0 of

trawlers in Atlantic Canada (Canadian Fishery Consultants Limited, 1994). Partly due to the

environment and distant nature of fishing operations. trawlers operating on the Grand Banks

have been large and powerful. with corresponding large trawls. Large trawls require large,

heavy otter boards. Very little is known about the physical impact ofotter boards in offshore

benthic habitats. Side-scan sonar surveys on the Grand Banks and Scotian Shelf have

revealed characteristic trawl door marks, in the Conn of furrows (Harrison el al.. 1991;

Jenneret aI., 1991). Overall, a small proportion « IOOA) of the total area of the sonar tracks

revealed signs of trawl marks. However, the true extent of scowing is obscured by

hydrodynamic processes thai re-distribute sediments and bioturbation, which leads to the in

filling of furrows.
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1.3.2 Footgear

Traditionally,large offshore trawls have been equipped with steel bobbin footgear.

This type offootgear rolls easily over level bottoms. [n recent years, there has been a gradual

change to rockhopper footgear. primarily due to its suitability for fishing on rocky. uneven

terrain. Rockhopper footgear consists of rubber disks assembled under tension. This allows

the trawl to "hop' over the bottom when contact is made with obstructions. Individual disks

(up to 60 cm diam.) are connected to a chain strung through the entire assembly which

prevents rotation of individual disks. This results in a ploughing kind of disturbance in

unconsolidated sediments. Variations in footgear assembly reO~t function. For instance,

when Oounder are the target species. footgear (i.e. small robber discs) are often strung for

a distance along the ground warp, in order to stir up the fish.

1.3.3 Ground wires

Otter boards are connected to the net by the ground warp and bridles. Collectively,

these wires are referred to as lhe rigging. In Atlantic Canada, olter trawls have rigging that

is constructed of 15 to 22 mm diameter galvanized steel cable (Carrothers. 1988; McCallwn

and Walsh, 1996). While the overall length of the rigging depends on the type of trawl.

typically it is greater than 50 m. A series of three bridle wires (i.e. upper, central,lower) can

also be adjusted (let in or out) in order 10 alter the vel1ical opening of the net. This may

intluence the degree of contact bet\\'een the rigging and the seabed. Although the rigging is

known to make contact with the seabed, very Iiule is known about the extent of the

interaction and the associated physical effects.

1.3.4 Net

Several different types of nelS have been used in the Newfoundland-Labrador region.
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The Western Trawl was popular in the mid-l960s. In the 1970s, the larger stem trawlers

fishing the Grand Banks and the North Atlantic in general, favoured the Engel Hi-Lift and

Granton otter trawls (McCallum and Walsh. 1996). The various types of ouer trawl nets

differ in tenns of overall assembly (Le. shape and numbers of net panels) and size. This is

reflected by differences in h.eadline and footrope lengths, weight offootgear and size ofotter

boards. Net mesh size and type (square or diamond) have also changed through the years and

is primarily under regulatory control. Material used to make net twine has undergone a

gradual sequence of change, progressing in the order- conon, hemp. manila, nylon and

synthetic 'poly' materials. Codends are currently constructed of hard polytwine, which

minimizcs escapement of smaller fish since the meshes are not very pliable. Chafing

material is often added externally, over the codend, as protection against abrasion.

1.4 History of investigations into environmental impacts of mobile bottom

fishinggean

Scientific investigations into the environmental impacts of mobile bouom fishing

gears have been ongoing for the past 25 years although it has been most intense in recent

years (see recent reviews by Dayton et al.. 1995 and Jennings and Kaiser. 1998 and special

issue ofConservation Biology vol. 12, no. 6. 1998: Effects of mobile fishing gear on marine

benthos; also Dorsey and Pederson, 1998). The most extensive research on this issue has

been conducted in Ew-ope (see de Groot and Lindeboom, 1994 and Lindeboom and de

Groot. 1998). Numerous short-term experiments, where the level of fishing has been

controlled, have been conducted with beam trawls. scallop. and clam dredges. Relatively

few experiments have been undertaken with ouer trawls. Manipulative experiments must

be conducted in areas that are closed to fishing and that have not had a recent history of
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fishing activity. Several dosed areas have been established in~t years in the Nonhwest

Atlantic and in neighbouring seas of the eastern Atlantic (ICES, 1996). In addition. there

have also been larger-scale investigations into impacts of mobile gear on benthic habitat

(Auster et aI.• 1996; Collie et aI.• 1997; Service and Magorrian, 1997). 11lesc represent

comparative surveys between areas with different fishing histories.

The ICES Working Group on Ecosystem Effects of Fishing Activities has convened

on a regular basis since 1988. when it was formed by cotmCil resolution (ICES. 1991-1997).

[n addition to these meetings and those of tile ICES Benthic Ecology Working Group, there

have been recent workshops devoted to the impacts of mobile bottom fishing gear on marine

benthic habitats and marine ecosystems in general (Dayton, 1995; Kaiser. 1995; RalofT.

1996; Anon.. 1997). The attendance of both the scientific and trade press at these

workshops. undefS(:Ores the increasing profile of this topic (Kaiser, 1995).

The history of investigations into impacts of mobile fishing gears on marine benthic

C1:osystems in Atlantic Canada dates to 1990 with the initiation of collaborative research

between the Maritimes and Newfoundland regions of Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO).

A lhrec-year otter trawling impact experiment was recently completed on the northeastern

Grand Bank (DFO experimental trawling study area). This experiment was conducted on a

level-bottom. dcnse sand seabed. In 1997. an otter trawling experiment was initiated on a

rocky bottom on Western Bank, ofT Nova Scotia. Long-tcnn objectives oflhe:se studies

include: (i) thc dcvclopment of sampling gear specific to offshore environments (Rowell et

a\.. 1997; McKeown and Gordon. 1997) and. (ii) quantitative information on impacts to

benthic habitat (Prena et aI., 1996, 1998; Gilkinson et aI., 1998; Gordon ct. aI., 1998;

Schwinghamer et aI.• 1996, 19(8).

The DFO studies have been multidisciplinary. involving collabomtion between the

Habitat Ecology Section (Bedford Institute of Oceanography [DIO)), Ocean Ecology
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Division (Northwest Atlanlic Fisheries Centre), Ocean Science and Technical Services

Divisions (BIO), Geologica! Survey of Canada, Atlantic Region (810) and numerous

contractors in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.

1.5 Environmental CODcerns associated with otter trawliDg jq Atlantic Canada

Otter trawling has been condemned for its harvesting capacity and resource wastage,

and for the destruction of habitat. Although evidence 10 support the fonner claim is

compelling, impacts in specific benthic habilats as a function of fishing patterns are less

clear. Nonetheless, there is considerable evidence for a variety of physical and biological

disturbances to seabed habitat cause by otter trawling (Krest et aI., 1990; Engel and Kvitek.

1998; Kaiser, 1998; Pilskalnetal.• 1998; Tucket aI., 1998; Wading and Norse, 1998). The

results of these studies as well as investigations with other gear types, show that it is not

possible to make generalizations about impacts of mobile fishing gear on benthic habitat.

The types of impacts and their magnitude will depend on a number of factors including

habitat type (coarse or soft bottom, low energy vs. high energy), gear type and the resident

biological commWlity. In Atlantic Canada., much ofthe infamy surrounding otter trawl gear

technology probably arises from its tremendous harvesting capability which has had a history

of misuse. In Canada, controversy has surrounded otter trawling since at least 1928 when a

Royal Commission on the Atlantic Fisheries recommended a ban on trawling (Canadian

Fishery Consultants Limited, 1994). The issue of the nature of interaction of otter trawl gear

with the seabed was prominent in 1947, a decade before this gear gained wide use in the

Northwest Atlantic. Trawlennen contended that their gear glided along the ocean bottom

like 'a skate on smooth ice'. Not to be outdone, fishermen from other gear sectors claimed

that the otter trawl had the same general effect as a bulldozer (Ketchen, 1947). The current
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debate over 'draggers' has pitted various user groups against each other, and in panicular,

fixed gear fishers and environmentalists against trawlennen. The prevailing opinion is that

otter trawling invariably inflicts severe damage to the seabed. as evidenced by frequent use

of the terms 'destroyed', 'devastated' and ·crushed' to describe impacts 10 the seafloor.

Environmental concerns and impacts that have been attributed to otter trawling in Atlantic

Canada are listed in Table I. These have been compiled from various FRCC documents,

fishing industry workshop proceedings and from the Canadian Report of the 1994

Consultation for the Code of Conduct for Responsible Fishing. As such. these views largely

reflect the views of the fishing induslty. special interest groups and their consultants. The

results and conclusions of sciemific research concerning impacts of OUer trawling are

presenled in Chapters 2 through 5 (particularly 3 and 4).

The relatively fast-tracked assessments of current fishing methods and their impacts.

without a sufficiem database, has resulted in the dissemination of several unsubstantiated

claims of impacts attributable to otter trawling. In addition. several of these claims are based

on the results of experiments conducted with other types of gear. In the case ofcomparative

studies, it is difficullio attribule habitat damage 10 otter trawling when fishing grounds have

had histories of multiple gear use.

1.6 Thesis Topic

That otter trawling disturbs the seabed and impacts biological commWlities is not

disputed. However. the nature of these impacts are poorly understood with respect to a

variety of variables including habitatlype, gear type. fishing patterns and resident benthic

communities. This thesis focuses on the impacts of olter trawling on infaunal bivalves living

in sandy bottom habitats on the Grand Banks and specifically. impacts associated with
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capture rates (i.e. bycatch) and non-capture physical damage (Le. incidental damage). A

major component of this thesis is a three-year trawling experiment conducted in a sandy

bottom ecosystem on northeast Grand Bank. This experiment investigated the physical and

biological impacts of all gear components combined. It is stressed that results are only

applicable to this bottom type. Large areas of the Grand Banks consist of this bonom type.

on which the otter trawl is used to harvest gcoundfish. Both the spatial scale (13 kIn long

lrawling corridors) and panern ofexperimental trawling were intended to mimic relatively

high intensity commercial trawling. This study was initiated prior to the implementation of

the 1992 cod fishery moratorium. when otter trawlers were still fishing over the entire Grand

Banks. The role oroner trawling in fUlwe fisheries has not been decided.

In some cases, impacts from mobile bollom gear can be traced to the physical effects

of specific gear components. Compared to other otter trawl gear components, oner boards

arc generally considered to inflict the greatest degree of disturbance to the seabed (Ketchen,

1947; Arntz and Weber, 1972; Krostet al., 1990; Rumohr and Krost, 1991; Anon.• 1993b;

Auster et aI.. 1995; Laevestu et al .• 1996). Nonetheless, there is very lillIe direct evidence

of physical impacts of otter boards on benthic habitat. A second component of this thesis

was a detailed study of the physical processes associated with trawl door scouring in dense

sand. This was accomplished by conducting a trawl door scouring experiment in a scour

tank facility (see below).

A third component was a comparison of temporal and spatial scales of natural and

trawling disturbances.

1.6.1 Bivalves as iDdi~.tonorpbysi~aldisturbance

Bivalves were selected as the experimental subjects for trawling impacts for several

lnfaunal bivalves are dominant members of sandy bottom benthic communities on
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the Grand Banks (Nesis, I96S; Hutcheson et al., 1981; Hutcheson and Stewart. 1994) and

on continental shelves in general (Theroux and Wigley, 1983; Petersen, 1977; Brey et al.,

1990; Steimle, 1990). Bivalves are good indicators of physical disturbance caused by

mobile bottom gears. In particular, their shells rttord physical damage caused by contact

with mobile gear (Rumohr and Krost, 1991; Shepard and Auster, 1991; Witbaard and Klein..

1994; Gaspar et al., 1998; Robinson and Richardson. 1998). Particularly relevant is the fact

that populations of infaunal bivalves occur over a wide range of sediment depths. Pauems

of d3ll\age and displacement can be used to assess the venical extent of physical disturbance.

Increasingly. bivalves are being harvested on continental shelves for food. These are

often large-scale operations conducted in offshore areas with a variety of mobile bouom

gears including beam trawls, scallop and clam dredges and modified oUer trawls. In many

cases. lhese fisheries have been unregulated or have been managed with insufficient

information on the slock SlaWS and as a result, the resources have either declined markedly

or have collapsed. However, it is not knO\\'I1 what the relalive roles of over-harvesting and

effects of gear-seabed interaction were on depletion of the resource. When assessing the

impacts of any gear type: or fishing panem. it is important to distinguish between the effects

of removal of the resource and other direct and indirect physical effects of the gear on the

seabed. In areas such as the Grand Banks, which are exploited with a variety of mobile

bottom gears, it is also imponant to detennine the effects of the vanow types ofgears on

benthic habitat Only then may infonned decisions be made conceming conservation aspects

of fishing gear.

1.6.2 Thesis Organizatioa

The thesis consists of four main chaplers. Chapler 2 deals with bivalve bycatch of

the otter trawl. The analysis is based on the results of sampling the bycalch of two types of
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groundfish oner trawls that differed in tenns of type of footgear and nct mesh size. Bycatch

was recorded over a wide area of the Grand Banks from a range ofbonom types and depths.

These results were supplemented by limiled bycalch statistics of Iceland scallops (Ch/amys

isfundicu). from commercial oner trawling (Fisheries and Oceans Observer Program). The

results of a tluee·year field trawling experiment are presented in Chapter 3. The findings

aner the first year of experimental trawling were the impetus for a detailed study of the

physical processes associated with trawl door scouring (Chapter 4). Given the relatively

intense and localized paltem of the trawling, the very low rates of incidental damage to

bivalves was a paradox. The physical interaction of gear with the seabed and bivalves could

not be directly observed in the field experiment. A physical trawl door model scouring

experiment was conducted in the ice scour research tank at the Faculty of Engineering and

Applied Science, Memorial University. From this, a mechanism was developed for the

physical processes associated with oner board-bivalve interaction on sandy bottoms. One

limitation of all fishing impact experiments is the inability to stUdy long·term and ecosystem

level impacts. However, trawling impacts were placed in the context of natural sediment·

mediated physical disturbances occurring on the Grand Banks (Chapter 5). An overall

summary with conclusions is presented in Chapter 6.
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Table 1.1. EnvironmentaJ impacts attributed loaner trawling in Atlantic Canada.

Impact

Org:tnismlPopulation
- incidental mortalities from otter boards and. to
a lesser extent. groundgear '

- displacement of individuaJs from their habitats

- loss of species that provide food or shelter

Habitat
- physical disturbance including:

(i) marks on seabed after gear passage!

(ii) door furrows:
• to 8·10 cm depth on soft bottom
• to 30 cm depth on soft bottom
• to 20 cm on gravel bottom

(iii) resuspended sediment- adverse effects on
some organisms? BeneficiaJ effects through
nutrient release?

(iv) changes in sediment grain size, texture,
porosity, chemicaJ exchanges and oxygen
penetration

1- confinned impacts
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Figure 1.1. Representative dry and hydraulic dredge designs. a) Lunenburg style scallop
dredge. b) Hydraulic clam dredge (taken from Messieh et aI., 1991).
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Figure 1.2. Variations of the Dutch beam trawl design. a) Closed or chain mat gear.
b) Plan view ofopen gear, A·K=oet tickler chains (14-20 mm diam.). L-S=tickler chains (18
22 mm diam.Xtaken from Polet et at., 1994 and Gonnan, 1992).
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Figue 1.3. Otter trawl gear components that make contact with the seabed. a) Typical
orientation of gear during fishing operations. b) Types of footgear used with otter trawls in
Atlantic Canada (i) steel spherical bobbins on wire (ii) rubber bobbins on wire (iii) rope
rounded wire (iv) lead weight fibre rope (taken from Canadian Fishery Consultants Ltd.,
1994).
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Figure 1.4. Otter board designs used in Atlantic Canada. a) Bison b) Oval c) Rectangular
wood d) Vee e) Portuguese (taken from Canadian Fisbery Consultants Ltd., 1994).
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Chapter 2

Invertebrate Byeateh or Otter Trawls

2.1 lntroduction

There are two broad categories of impacts on benthos caused by mobile bonom

fishing gears: (i) capture and. (ii) collateral or incidental. Incidental impacts include aU

direct and indirect impacts to non-harvested organisms and habitat caused by passage of the

gear over the seabed. This chapter deals with capture related impacts while Chapter 3

addresses incidental impacts. In its simplest fonn, bycatch is the capture of non-target

organisms. Bycatcn can be classified according to species, size and live or dead status of

discards (Hall. 1996).

Debates over bycatch issues continue to focus on ways of reducing capture rates of

commercial or recreational species, most often fish (Kennelly et aI., 1997). In recent years.

there has been increasing concern over the incidental capture of sea turtles, birds and marine

mammals with a variety of gear types (Dayton et 0.1 .• 1995; Baxter and Kaynor, 1997).

Because of the high profile nature of this bycatcb, bonom trawl fisheries have introduced

bycatch. reduction devices for these species (Robins, 1997; Rogers et aI., 1997). Otter trawls

used in groundfish. prawn and. shrimp fisheries have the capacity to capture large quantities

and a wide diversity of benthic invertebrates (Wassenberg and Hill, 1987, 1990; Hutchings,

1990; Andrew and Peppere!l, 1992; Kennelly, 1995; Philppart. 1996). The invertebrate

bycatch in these fisheries often is a large proportion (or significantly larger) ofthe total catcb

of the target organisms (Jennings and Kaiser, in press). For instance, in the North Sea sole

fisheries prosecuted with beam trawls, every kg of marketable sole may yield up to 6 kg of

discarded invertebrates (de Groot and Lindeboom. 1994). Most invertebrate bycatch is

considered a nuisance or inconvenience by fishers.

Potential impacts related to removal ofbenlhos in mobile bonom fisheries include:



(i) habitat modification through removal of large, emergent epifauna (e.g. sponges), (ii)

changes to benthic community structure, (iii) changes in size and/or age distributions of

benthic populations and, (iv) changes in ecosystem trophic relationsh.ips as a consequence

of the capture and re-distribution (through discard) of large quantities of benthos.

Few studies have addressed any of the above impacts although the significance of

discards (including benthos) in the diet and to the breeding success of seabirds has been

studied (Slaber. 1995; Oro, 1995). Most of what is known concerning bycatch impacts

associated with demersal fisheries relates to species-specific capture rates and mortalities.

2.l.1 Purpose of study

The primary objectives of the study were to quantify capture rates of benthic

invertebrates by groundfish otter trawls and to detennine the role of commercial otter

trawling in the capture of bivalves on the Grand Banks. The invertebrate bycatch was

quantified from two types of survey otter trawl that differed in footgear specifications and

net mesh sizes. Survey trawls are representative of the types of trawls used in the

commercial fisheries on the Grand Banks (see section 2.5). This was supplemented with

limited data on commercial otter trawl capture rates of Iceland scallops (Chlamys islandica)

collected in the Fisheries Observer Program.

2.2 Literature re'Vi",

Much of the bycalch literature can be classified as 'bycatches of unknown level' since

basic data on abundance and/or mortality is lacking (Hall, 1996). While the quantification

of bycatch is the first step in assessing impacts, characterization ofthe bycatch in commercial

fisheries is rare (Kennelly, 1995; Hall, 1996). Most ofour understanding about invertebrate

byc:uch from mobile bottom gears comes from impact experiments and fisheries surveys,
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primarily with beam trawls and shrimp (or prawn) otter trawls. There are few records of

groundfish otter trawl invertebrate bycatch. Snow crabs (Chionocetes opi!io), basket sws

(Gorgonocephalus arcticus) and sea urchins (Strongylocentrolus pallidus) were the most

common invertebrate bycatch in the otter trawl used in the Fisheries and Oceans otter

trawling impact experiment (Prena et aI., in press). The sampling protocol for Fisheries and

Oceans groundfish surveys on the Grand Banks does not include the partitioning of the

invertebrates by taxa. These are recorded as total pooled invenebrale biomass per trawl set.

One reason for this is a time constraint for processing the fish catch, which has the highest

priority. The Fisheries Observer Program is designed to monilor offshore commercial

fishing activilies. While there has been some characterization ofa portion of the invertebrate

bycatch of commercial otter trawls, levels of taxonomic idenlification depend on the

invertebrate group (D. Kulka, Fisheries and Oceans, S1. John's, pers. comm.).

Molluscs are captured incidentally in otter trawl fisheries. Allen (1965) compiled a

record of capture of molluscs in the Nonhwesl Allantic, obtained from Canadian Fisheries

Research vessels over the period 1946 to 1961. A 10Iai of 20 species of gastropods and 25

species of bivalves were collected using primarily commercial groundfish and shrimp otter

trawls with an inserted small mesh (25 rom) liner. This qualitative data (there is no mention

of capture rates) indicates those species that are susceptible to capture. Farina and Pereira

(1995) captured 13 species ofepibenthic gastropods (primarily buccinids) and no bivalves,

using a Spanish 'Baca' bottom trawl.

A common feature of both otter and beam trawls is a tendency to capture primarily

large epibenthic invertebrates, including echinoderms, crabs and large sessile, colonial

organisms (Bridger, 1970; Creutzberg et aL 1987; Wassenberg and Hill, 1989, 1990;

Hutchings, 1990; McAllister and Spiller, t994; Farina and Pereira, 1995). The exception to

this is beam trawls, which capture greater quantities of shallow burrowing bivalves due 10

the excavating action of the tickler chains (Fonds, 1994a). Based on long-term capture:
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records (1945-1983) in the southeastern North Sea, Philppart (1996) recorded ten-fold higher

capture rates with a beam trawl compared to an otter trawl. The fact that otter trawls

modified with tickler chains are used in the Brazilian scallop (Pecten ziCUlc) fishery (pezzuto

and Borzone, 1997) indicates that tickler chains make certain benthos more susceptible to

capture by bottom trawls. Bridger (1970) recorded a ten-fold increase in the quantity of

benthos in the bycatch of an otter trawl when a heavy tickler chain was used compared to a

net without a chain. Otter trawls used in the Australian commercial prawn fisheries employ

relatively light gear, often consisting of c. 8·mm wire footrope and flat otter boards

approximately 0.6 to 1.5 m1 in area. The efficiency of prawn trawling is enhanced by having

the gear skim lightly over the surface of the seabed (Gibbs et aI., 1980) and as a result, prawn

trawl gear captures primarily large epibenthic invenebrates such as crabs and echinodenns

(Wassenberg and Hill. 1989.1990).

There is limited infonnation on invenebrate taxa that are likely to survive capture and

discard from bottom trawls. Much of the work that has been done pertains to beam trawls

and prawn trawls in European and Australian waters. In tenns of molluscs, Fonds (1994b)

recorded low monalities for gastropods with round, strong shells, including Buccinum.

Neplunea and Narka spp. In contrast. lhe large bivalves Arclica islandica and Mactra

corallina showed high monalities (85%), a result of shell breakage from tickler chains.

Using similar gear. Kaiser and Spencer(I995)also recorded high survival (100%) for whelks

and the thick-shelled scallop, Pecten maximus, whereas the thinner shelled queen scallop,

Aeqllipeclen opercularis, was slightly mon: susceptible (10% mortaJity). While comparative

studies are lacking, it is probable that survival of invertebrates captured by otter trawl is

higher than it is with beam trawls because the fanner use neither chain mats nor tickler

chains (at least in lhe NW Atlantic). These gear components are implicated as the chief

cause of most of lhe physical damage and associated mortalities in beam trawl fisheries

(Fonds, 1994b; Kaiser and Spencer, 1995). A high proponion ofgastropods captured by
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groundfish oner trawls on the Grand Banks show Iinle evidence of damage (pen. obs.).

One objective of bycatch management is to retain the basic structure and functioning

of ecosystems, although in practice only the most obvious cases of habitat destruction or

massive removal ofspecies are usually considered as having an impact (Hall, 1996). Most,

if not all demersal fisheries are conducted with unregulated removals of large quantities of

benthic invertebrates. For instance, Warner (1977) cites an instance of a commercial otter

trawl on the Grand Banks registering a bycatch of approximately 5 tons ofsea cucumbers in

a single tow. The removal or re-disuibution of large quantities ofbenlhos falls under the

general category of'cascading food web elfects' on surface. midwater and benthic predators

and scavengers (Kennelly, 1995).

One of the few studies to show a negative impact resulting from the removal oflarge

c:pibenthos was Sainsbury's (1991) study of the relationship between (i) the notthwest

Australian Shelf trawl fishery, (ii) epibenthic habitats and (iii) a nearby fish trap fishery.

Sainsbury concluded that changes in habitat, largely the result of removaJ of large epibenthos

including sponges, alcyonarians and gorgonians, could be attributed to commercial bottom

trawling activity, which in tum had a negative impact on two fish species targeted by a

nearby commercial trap fishery. Based on underwater photography, commercial trap

species were more likely to occur in habitat with large epibenthos that was largely absent

on trawling grounds.

2.3 Overview of spatial patterns ofcOlllmenial otter tnwliag OD tbe Gnad BaRks

Otter trawling has had a long history on the Grand Banks dating back to its

introduction by the French in 1907 (Blake, 1997). Up until the 1950s, otter trawling was

conducted using side trawlers. [n 1954 a new era was ushered in when the British introduced

stem trawling and the first factory freezer trawler. Over the ensuing decades the 'distant
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water fleets' of many nations harvested groundfish on the Grand Banks using ouer trawlers

(Warner, 1977; Blake, (997). At the peak of world fish production in 1968, internationaJ

fishing fleets were harvesting> 80010 of me groundfish off Canada's east coast (Blake, 1997).

On the Grand Banks, the three most important groundfish species have been: Atlantic cod

(Gadus morhua), American plaice (Hippoglossoides platessoides) and Yellowtail flounder

(Limandaferruginea) (Kulka, 1991). A variety ofsizes of side and stem trawlers prosecuted

these fisheries including Newfoundland offshore stem trawlers (> 33 m in length) and larger

trawlers (> 60 m) comprising the distant water fleets, primarily from the USSR. Poland,

Ponugal. Spain and Japan. In die early 1960's, factory freezer trawlers(> 90 m) from several

nations (particularly Russia) made an appearance on the Grand Banks (Warner, 1977;

Kingsley, 1972).

The main source of infonnation used to extract patterns of commercial oner trawling

activity on the Grand Banks has been Fishery Observer data (Newfoundland Observer

Program). Beginning in 1980, and extending up 10 the time of the northern cod fishery

moratorium in 1992, fisheries observers were stalioned on a ponion of the foreign and

domestic fleets in order to record fishing operations. Kulka (1991) analysed spatial and

temporal patterns of fishing imensity and consislency over an area of 100,000 k.m2

encompassing potential oil fields on the northern Grand Banks. The minimwn unit area used

in the data analysis was 123 k.ml
. Several key findings of this analysis contribute to our

understanding of recent patterns of trawling activity on the Grand Banks. Cod-directed otter

trawling activity occurred over an area of 31,400 km 2. Within this area, high intensity

trawling (i.e. high numbers of sets) occurred along the northeast slope and over an area of

mixed species grounds (i.e. cod and plaice), which was centred at 50"W (Fig. 2.1). The

mixed fishery area covered c. 1500 kml
. Fishing effort for cod was highly spatially variable

between years. Approximately 22% ofthe entire cod grounds was fished in any given year.

In recent times, patterns of otter trawling activity have been governed by numerous
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factors including patterns of movement of the key species, restricted access to fishing

grounds for foreign fleets and quota allocations. After 1917, with the extension of the

Canadian fishing exclusion zone to 200 miles, foreign trawlers were largely confined to

areas outside the 200 mile limit. In teons of the above listed groundfish species this bas

meant intensive trawling in two main locations- the Tail and the Nose of the Bank. Even

prior to the moratorium, the Tail of the Bank was a favoured flatfish fishing area of foreign

tmwlers although concentrations of the resource were known to be unpredictable (Kingsley,

1972).

Fisheries Observer Program trawl set location and duralion data collected inside the

200 mile limit (1980-1991) were used to map patterns of 'trawl scouring' on the Grand

Banks. The results of GIS SPANSnl analyses again revealed the spatial and temporal

variability of trawling on the Grand Banks (Kulka and Sch.winghamer, unpubl. data). A key

finding was that since at least 1980, a very small proportion of the Grand Banks seabed bas

been scoured annually by commercial otter trawls. A large percentage of the Grand Banks

seabed showed less than 8% disturbance (by area) on an annual basis. While the results

provide an estimate ofthe proportion ofthc Grand Banks that is trawled annually, it does not

provide infonnation on frequency of trawling. Trawler operators have favoured locations

which would lead to trawling consistency, however the spatial scales and intensities

associated with these locations are unknown for the Grand Banks.

A secondary source of infonnation on otter trawling activity is the practical

experiences of trawler fishing captains. This infonnation provides insight into favoured

I1shing locations, having high fishing consistency. Kingsley (1972) listed the northeast

Grand Banks (probably upper slope depths), the Southeast Shoal to the Tail afthe Bank., the

southeast and southwest slopes of the Grand Banks and the area surrounding the Virgin

Rocks. as fishing grounds panicularly favoured by trawler captains (Fig. 2.1). As an

example, Kingsley (1972) cites an aerial survey during which 80 foreign trawlers were
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counted in the viciniry of the Virgin Rocks on one day. Prior to 1977 it was not unusual to

observe up 10 50 Russian factory freezer lrawlers working the Tail of the Bank at any given

time (Warner, 1977). However, Ihe area oflhis trawling activity is not staled.

1.4 Otter trawl gear-subed inleraction

The composition of me invertebrate bycatch in bottom trawl fisheries is a function

of the resident biological communities and Iheir susceptibiliry 10 capture. Susceptibility to

capture will be a function of gear configuration (e.g. type of foolgear and height above

bottom of net opening), gear-seabed interaction, and net mesh size. The only direct evidence

of gear componems influencing bycatch originates from experiments performed wilh beam

trawls equipped wilh tickler chains. The use of lickler chains, particularly increasing

numbers of chains, results in increased catch rates of shallow burrowing species on sandy

bonoms (CreulZberg et aI., 1987). The components of an otter trawllhat come into conlact

with the seabed for varying periods of time during trawling are: Ihe otter boards,

groundwarps or sweeps, lower bridles, footgear and portions of the net (Chap. I, Fig. t .3).

The following sections focus on the role of various gear components in determining the

invenebrate bycatch of otter trawls.

Otter board size is selected so as to be proponionallo the size of the net Trawlers

operating on the Grand Banks tow large gear requiring large otter boards. The two most

common olter boards used on the Grand Banks have been Ihe rectangular and more recent

oval designs (Fig. 2.2). Lenglh and height of rectangular doors ranged fromc. 2.7- 3.3 m and

1.2-1.5 m, respectively. The mass of individual doors ranged between 500 and 1000 kg.

Rectangular boards were constructed of horizontal wood planking (ideally oak) reinforced
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by a metal f'ramework. Vertical stability was ach.ieved by a steel keel (shoe) that was welded

to the bottom ofthe door. Height and width ofme shoe were approximately 5 em by 12.5 em.

In order to correct for instability resulting from wear on the keel, it was common practice to

weld additional strips of metal to the keel. This practice was also employed with oval doors

and included the addition of lengths of iron reinforcing bar (rebar). Efforts to improve the

efficiency of fishing gear led to the introduction of the oval shaped olter board in the late

1950's. Subsequently. these boards gained wide acceptance amongst fishing fleets. Early

versions were constructed of wood-metal combinations, while more recent designs are made

entirely of steel or polyvalent, the laller being a French innovation in the early 1970's. Due

to their rounded edges. oval boards are less likely to dig into the sediment or snag projections

or rocks. The steel shoes of large oval boards (> 3.8 m2) are typically ~ 14 cm in width.

Recent designs consist of sections (typically three) bolted to the uawl door proper, allowing

for replacement of worn sections. Oval otter boards used with the largest trawls can be 17

ml and weight 4500 kg.

One other type ofotter board used on the Grand Banks was favoW'ed by the Japanese.

These boards operated with the shortest edge in contact with the seabed (Fig. 2.2). This

resulted in a very high aspect (Le. high door height to door length ratio). The board was

cambered and hydrofoil-like in appearance. This type of door was constructed of either

wood/metal combinations or entirely steel. Dimensions of these boards ranged from 3 m to

4 m(height) and I.S m to 2.7 m (width) and they weighed betweenc. 800 kg and 3200 kg.

The manganese steel shoes were typically in sections. The much larger Japanese Ilawl door

was a reflection of the larger nets compared to North American Ilawls.

To maintain an optimum spread of the trawl. it is essential that there is maximum

ground contact with the otter board (FAD, 1974). As an otter board moves over the seabed

there is a resulting force that acts at right angles to the board. This otter board forte is caused

by both water flow (hydrodynamic forte) and contact with the seabed (ground contact force).
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While otter boards are generally regarded as the most destroctive gear component ofouer

tnlwls (Arntz and Weber. 1972; Jenner et aI.• 1991; AquaprojeclS.lnc., 1994), they probably

playa minor role with respect to invertebrate bycatch.. Most notably, the swept area of olter

boards is small, relative to the net. Hydrodynamic forces, wmch. should be able to resuspend

smaller, lighter invertebrates, would have a larger sphere of influence. The small swept area

is due to the length of the shoe in contact with the seabed combined with the angle of anack

of the otter board (typically between 30-35"), which combines to produce a scour path width

between c. 0.5 and 1.5 m. On sandy bottoms, spoil material is cast off on the inner edge of

each otter board. This results in a linear concentration of excavated shallow infaunal

organisms (Arntz and Weber, \972; Rumohr and Kresl. 1991). However, given that the door

spread of large trawls is c. 60 m while wingspread is c. 20 m, these furrows lie outside the

path of the net opening. However, this would not be the case when there are course changes.

considerable laleral movement of the trawl. or repetitive trawling.

Ground warns and bridles

The various ground wires (i.e. ground warps. lower bridles) make occasionaJ contact

v.ith the seabed. These wires or cables (c. 20·22 nun in diameter) vary in length according

to trawl design. Very little is known about the interaction and benaviour of ground wires

with the seabed. Based on trawl gear configuration and warp tension. it is likely that the

primary action on sandy bottoms is surficial scouring. On soft mud however. the ground

warps can dig deeply. to the point at which drag increases considerably (Wileman. 1980).

Sections of ground wires close to the net may deflect larger epibenthos into the path of the

trawl.
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The key gear components with respect to bycatch are the footgear and the net. The

two main lypes of footgear used with otter trawls on the Grand Banks are rockhopper and

bobbin. Bobbin footgear has had the longest history of use. Bobbins consist of a series of

steel balls (35-53 cm diarn.) separated by rubber and iron spacers. Bobbin size decreases

progressing from the center or bosum section of the trawl to the sides. Centrally located

bobbins roll freely over the seabed while those situated at the sides (i.e. on the arc) are

dragged sideways. The fishing line connects the lower net panels (via the bolsh line) to the

footgear by a series of toggle chains. Height of the fishing line above bottom. and therefore

h~ight of the net opening, can be adjusted to suit the target species. The height of me net

opening above the seabed ranges between approximately 20 and 40 em. When flatfish are

the target species, the net opening is often adjusted closer to the bottom than it is for cod.

Given this configuration, large epibcnthic invertebrates should be most susceptible to

capture. The spacing between bobbins (c. 40 cm) probably results in much of the benthos

passing waugh the footgear and under the net.

Seabed topography plays an imponant role in bycatch. On level sand ~>uoms most

captured invenebrates are relatively large and epifaunal, for instance sea urchins and basket

stars. Occasionally. upon being directly hit by individual bobbins, certain non-attached

invertebrates will be 'kicked-up' over the footgear into the net (pers. obs.). Based on

observations of videos of otter trawls in operation, the elongate rubber spacers connecting

bobbins may be primarily responsible for capturing benthos on seabeds sculpted with

megaripples. On this type of bottom the spacers are observed to periodically scour the

sediment along crests as bobbins cross over sand crests or travel along troughs (pers. obs.).

lbe spacers can shear off sessile. stalked taxa or flip invertebrates into the mouth of the trawl

where they land in the belly section ofthe net just betllnd the fishing line. Likely, here they

remain until the trawl is hauled whereupon organisms larger than maximwn mesh size end
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up in the codend or become caught in the mesh along the sides.

In recent years, rockhopper footgear has gradually replaced bobbins on otter trawls

due to better perfonnance on rocky bottoms. Rockhopper fO()Igear consists of sets of rubber

discs (old tire material) (c. 35..45 cm diam.) separated by iron and rubber spacers. The rubber

discs are compressed together providing spring upon impact with cobbles and boulders.

Unlike bobbins, discs are dragged through unconsolidated sediments, as they are fixed in

place by a chain that passes through the tops of the discs.

The body of an otter trawl consists of a series of net panels connected by framing

rope. The net is constructed from synthetic materials. typically polyethylene or polyamide

twine. Net mesh size decreases progressing from the wings to the codend. The extent of

the net lhat is in contaci with the seabed is a function of net fullness (i.e. size of catch).

Towing speed and details of gear configuration will also be factors. The section of net in

contact with the seabed scours or scrapes the seabed surface (Bridger. 1970). Organisms

smaller than the net mesh size may pass through the belly of the trawl as it scrapes the

seabed, and become entrained with the rest of the calch.

2.5 Survey lrawl deuriplioDs

Otter trawls have been used by DFO since 1971 to collect infonnation on the

distribution and abundance of demersal fishes. Survey trawls were selected based on

commercial trawls commonly used at the time (McCallum and Walsh, 1996). The main

distinction between survey trawls and commercial trawls is the minimum mesh size. The

minimum mesh size allowed in commercial trawls is 130 rom while survey trawls use codend

Hners of varying mesh sizes (12-30 mm) in order to sample juveniles. Commercial trawls
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can also be larger. reflecting vessel size and horsepower.

In the present study. two types ofDFO survey otter trawls in use at the time were the

Campelen 1800 and the Engel 145. These two trawl types were selected for bycatch

assessment because they differed in both type of footgear and net mesh size. Key technical

aspects of these trawls are discussed below while detailed specifications can be found in

McCallum and Walsh (1996).

2.5.1 Engel 145 Hi-Lirt trawl

The Engel is a relatively old-style commercial otter trawl and until recently was the

standard ground fish survey trawl in the Newfoundland region. The Engel trawl was

equipped with steel bobbin footgear with individual bobbins ranging in diameter from 53

em (bosom section) to 35 cm (Fig. 2.3). The lotal mass of the footgear was 2350 kg. Otter

boards used with this trawl were oval. single sial. with a swface area and mass of 3.8 m2 and

1250 kg. Oller boards used with the Engel trawl are slightly smaller than those used with the

Campelen trawl. reflecting the smaller net relative to the Campelen. Lower net panel mesh

size varied from 180 rom in the wing sections to 130 rom at the codend. A codend liner with

a 30 mm mesh size distinguished this trawl from commercial otter trawls (Fig. 2.40.).

For both Engel and Campelen trawls, door spread (the distance between the twO otter

boards) ranges between 60 and 75 m. The extent of the seabed passed over by the mouth

of the trawl corresponds more or less 10 net wingspread and ranges between 17 and 22 m.

2.5.2 Campelen 1800 lrawl

The Campc1en 1800 is a small mesh otter trawl that was adopted by DFO in 1992

specifically for juvenile fish surveys. [n 1995 the Campelen trawl became the standard DFO

groundfish survey trawl. replacing the Engel. The Campeten trawl is equipped with

Rockhopper footgear. consisting of a series of 35 em diameter rubber disks (Fig. 2.5). The
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total mass of the footgear was 501 kg. Atlhe time of the bycatch assessment in 1992,4.3

m2 (1400 kg) oval, polyvalent trawl doors were used. Net mesh size varied from 80 mm in

the wings to 44 mm in the codend, with a 12.7 mmcodend liner (Fig. 2.4b).

2.6 Trawling stations

Invertebrate bycatch was quantified during two routine DFO groundfish surveys

conducted over large areas of the nonheast Newfoundland shelf and Grand Banks with the

50 m stem trawler Wilfred Templeman (Wl). Bycatch was quantified from the Campelen

1800 trawl during WT Trip 131, December 2-17, 1992. On this trip, the primary DFO

objective was to survey the distribution and abundance of juvenile cod along transects

extending from bays along the nonheast Newfoundland coast to the edge of the continental

shelf. Invertebrate bycatch was quantified from a total of26 sets, representing a wide range

of depths and geographic locations. Set details are given in Appendix 2.1.

Invertebrate bycatch was quantified for the Engel 145 from a total of 52 sets during

WT Trip 138, May 24 ·June 10, 1993. This trip was a routine offshore: groundfish survey

with trawl sets distributed randomly in strata throughout NAFO region 3L (i.e. nonh 01'46").

Set details are given in Appendix 2.2.

2.7 Quantification of bycatcb

Regardless of the type of trawl used, standard procedures are followed to process the

catch. At the time when these bycatch assessments were conducted. individual tows (I.e.

sets) were 000 minutes duration at a vessel speed of approximately 3 knots. At the end of

each tow, the trawl was hauled back and the entire catch dumped and washed down a chute

10 ;1 conveyor belt in the wet lab below-.decks. The following protocols were used to process
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the invertebrates. All large and uncommon invertebrate taxa were enumerated and wet

weighed. Typically. these included crabs. basket stars. sponges, anemones and tunicates. All

molluscs were identified and enumerated for both Campelen and Engel trawls. Due to

logistic constraints, wet weights were oblained for just the Engelltawl bycatch. Bivalve and

gastropod shell lengths and heights. respectively. were recorded for the Campelen uawl

bycatch.

Once all molluscs and large and uncommon invertebrates were removed. total

numbers and weights of the remaining invertebrates were estimated by subsampling.

Remaining invertebrates comprised a mix of the more abundant species including shrimp.

sea urchins. brinlestars, and (for certain sets). mudstars. After dumping and washing, these

ta.xa were judged 10 be fairly evenly mixed on the conveyor belt. A I kg subsample of this

mix was randomly collected and all taxa enumerated and weighed. The entire mix was then

weighed. Subsample weights and numbers were multiplied by lite total weight of the

invertebrate mix to obtain estimates ortotal set weights and numbers by taxa.

2.8 Grab sample collections

Populations of molluscs at the offshore study site were sampled using a 0.5 m l

hydraulic grab sampler. The minimum size of bivalves relained was I rom based on a I mm

mesh sieve size. Size frequency distribUlions of bivalves and gastropods collected by grab

were compared with size frequency disuibutions of trawl caught molluscs in order to

examine trawl capture size selectivity. Only lItose species captured by the trawls were used

in the comparisons.

2.9 Results and discussion

2.9.1 Abundance and biom.ss of invertebrate byc.tcb

2.9.1.1 Campelen

A total of 18 bivalves. comprising 7 species, were C3ptW'ed over 26 sets (Table 2.1).
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Mean (± sd) capture rate was 0.7 ± 1.7 bivalves per set (Fig. 2.6a). With one exception. all

captured bivalves in the present study were either epifaunal or shallow burrowers. A large

Mucoma calcarea (34 mm) would nonnally be buried at a depth of several centimetres. The

Iceland scallop, Chlamys islandica, comprised 61% ofthe total bivalve catch. This epifaunal.

species occurs on coarse substrata on the Grand Banks where it attaches by byssus to pebbles

and cobble. (Gilkinson and Gagnon, 1991). Allen's (1965) data revealed that this was the

most commonly caught mollUS(: with groundfish and shrimp trawls in the Northwest

Atlantic.

2.9.1.2 Engel145

A total of53 bivalves were captured over 52 sets with a mean capture rate of 1.0 ±

2.4 bivalves per set (Fig. 2.6b). Bivalve species composition was C isJandica (49%), A.

mmata (47%) and C cilialum (4%). Mean (:t sd) bivalve biomass per set was 26.8 ± 126.1

g (Fig. 2.6c). In contrast, mean biomass per set ofall other invertebrates combined was 4.7

! 7.7 kg.

2.9.2 Mollusc size distributioDS: CampeleD 1800

Size frequency distributions ofcaptured molluscs are shown in Figure 2.7. Bivalves

ranged in size from 7.5 mm (Musculus niger) to 77 nun (C jslandica) (Fig.2.7a). Mean

shell height ofcaptured C. islandica was 47.9 ± 13.9mm. A large size range ofgastropods

were captured, including a 122 mm Colus islandicils (Fig. 2.7b). Table 2.2 lists mean sizes,

by species. of a subsample (105 out of 183 specimens) of the gastropod bycatch. Whelks

(Buccinidae) comprised 50.5% ofall captured gastropods. This is a diverse family oflarge

epibenthic gastropods that are widespread on the Grand Banks. The relatively small « 2S

mm) top shell. Margarites sordidus, comprised 41% of the gastropod bycatch.

Size frequency distributions of populations of bivalves and gastropods, collected by
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hydraulic grab (0.5 m2
) at reference stations in the offshore experimental trawling study area

(1993-1995), are shown in Figure 2.7c,d. The major difference berween size frequency

distributions of trawl-caught specimens and natural populations on the northeastern Grand

Bank. was the absence ofsmall « 7.5 mm) specimens in the trawl bycalch even though this

is the dominant size group for both bivalves and gastropods. II is not known whether the

differences in size frequency distribution apply outside the experimental area.

2.9,3 Faclors dderminin& Ihe 5usceplibilily of bivalves 10 upture by olter trawl

The capture rates ofbivalves (approximately one per set) for both types ofotter trawl

were very low. Similarly,lowcapture rates were recorded for Iceland scallops and several

other bivalve species with the Engel 145 trawl in the DFO experimental trawling sludy

(Prena et. aI., in press.) which was conducted after the present study. When trawl swept area

is factored in, it is evident that otter trawls equipped with large footgeac are very inefficient

at capturing bivalves. Swept area is the area ofseabed which is passed over by the mouth of

the trawl and is approximately equal to wingspread (m) x tow (i.e. set) distance (m). The

swept area per trawl set was approximately 5.5 x 10'm2 for both types ofoner-trawl. The

average density of shallow burrowing bivalves on the Grand Banks, ofa size greater than the

minimum mesh size of either trawl (Le. > 3 em), is conservatively placed al 2 m·2

(unpublished data). Multiplying this number by trawl set swept area translates to one bivalve

captured for every lOs bivalves encountered (i.e. passed over) by the trawl. This translates

to a capture or trawl net efficiency (sensu Dickson, 1988) of 10". This efficiency might be

expected to rise when the trawl is traversing scallop beds.

In tenns of their efficiency in capturing benthos, otter trawls used for harvesting

groundfish and shrimp in the Northwest Atlantic are probably intennediate between beam

trawls (highest) and prawn trawls, the latter typically skimming the bottom with relatively

light footgear. In contrast, beam trawls capture infaunal organisms as well as epibenthos.
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With respect to bivalves. Fonds (19943) recorded beam trawl capture rates ofgreater than

10 specimens per set for the bivalves Arctica isfandica and Acanthocardia echinata. and as

high as 25.300 specimens of Spisu/a after 7 sets with the latter figure based upon a total

swept area of7 x 104 ml
. An explanation for such high capture rates for this species is not

given.

Unlike the situation with fish. the majority of benthos have limited mobility and

trawl avoidance is not a factor. Capture of benthos by oncr trawls can occur in onc of two

ways: (i) entering the net over the footgear, or (ii) entering the net through the mesh of the

belly of the trawl. In order for capture to occur, material must be relained after passing into

the net proper. In all likelihood. the majority of invertebrates pass under or between the

tootgear and never enter the net. Although the estimated escape area between individual

bobbins of the Engel is large (136· 500 cml
) relative to the size of bivalves (Walsh. 1992).

Ihe critical factor is probably the vertical distance from the seabed to the net opening. This

distance is determined by the height of the footgear. A general rule-of·thwnb is that the

distance above the seabed of the net opening is half the height of the foolgear (D. Craniford.

Fishing Skipper on the DFO MV Teleost, St. John's). For the trawls used in the present

study. this distance is approximately 20-25 cm. Therefore. it is not surprising that benthos

are poorly represented in the bycatch of these trawls.

Excluding shrimp, the most abundant taxa in the bycalch oflhe two lypeS ofoner

trawl were relatively large epibenthos, particularly crabs and sea urchins. The grealer

representation of epifaW1al species in the bycatch relative to infaunal species, was also seen

with the molluscs. The proportions ofgastropods to bivalves in the bycalch of the Campelen

and Engel trawls were c. 10:1 and 3:1, respectively. A high proportion (50%) of the

gastropod bycatch comprised epibenthic whelks while the majority ofcaptured bivalves were

the epibenthic Iceland scallop. The greater nwnbers of captured gastropods is a reflection

of their widespread distribution, large-scale nwnerical dominance amongst epibenthic
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molluscs on the Grand Banks. and their higher susceptibility to captW'e. With the exception

of Iceland scallops. the great majority of bivalves on the Grand Banks are infaunal. Overall.

it is seen that imponant criteria for capture by otter trawl are an epibenthic habit and large

size. However, it is noted that many captured bivalves and gastropods were smaller than the

minimum mesh size, with the exception of the codend liner. For instance. the relatively small

trochid gastropod, M sordidu$ (16 mm mean shell height). accounted for 41% of the

subsarnple of gastropods. Possibly. this indicates that these small specimens are retained in

the trawl after blx:oming mixed with the remainder ofthe catch. In the case of the relatively

small bivalve, Astarte crenata, most captured specimens were < 20 mm shell length. The

majority of these were associated with masses of polychaete rubes or were partially encased

in sponges which effectively increased their overall dimensions.

Fisheries surveys do nOI strictly match commercial fleet operations. Nonetheless,

the results of the present study are considered to be representative of capture rates of bivalves

in the commercial groundfish and shrimp otter trawl fisheries in the Northwest Atlantic.

Capture rates of bivalves recorded in the presenl study may be higher than those for

commercial trawls considering thai the latter are not equipped with codend liners. However.

this might be offset by the significantly longer tows typical of commercial operations.

The bottom type on fishing grounds is a factor in capture rates and catch composition.

The great majority of bivalves living on sandy bottoms on the Grand Banks are infaunal. and

are at low risk to caplarre by otter trawl. On coarse bottom. the relatively large epibenthic

Iceland scallop (c. islandica) is captured at higher rates than infaunal species on sand

bottoms. In certain cases, this represents individuals byssaily attached to rocks that are

caught up in the net. For instance, bycatch of Iceland scallops up to 5·6 kg per fishing set

have been reponed for commercial otter trawl fisheries (D. Kulka, unpub. data). However.

these occurrences are relatively uncommon. Over the course of a set, lasting between c. 1-3

hours, tens of scallops may be captured. On cobble fields where Iceland scallops are most
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dense (l-3 mol. Gilkinson and Gagnon. 1991). this nonetheless represents a very low

harvesting efficiency. Of far more concern is incidental damage to scallops from the trawl

gear and the effects of sustained trawling over many years on populations ofthese long Uved.

species.

Considering that there has been close to 40 years of trawling on the Grand Banks

prior to this study, the argument could be made that the original benthic communities on

trawling grounds have been altered. If this is the case. then it is possible that effects. i.e.

capture rates. recorded in the present study are significantly lower than occurred in earlier

periods. Although it is plausible that capture rates of large epibenthos (e.g. echinoderms and

crabs) may once have been higher, reflecting higher standing stocks at the time when

trawling first started. it is doubtful that this applies to infaunal bivalves which. regardless of

size or taxa. would have low probabilities of capture. Alteration of original bivalve

communities through non-capture related impacts is a possibility (see Chapter 6).

The low capture rates ofbiva1ves recorded for lhe otter trawls used in this study can

be attributed to the large size of the footgear and lherefore, height of the net opening above

the seabed, combined with relatively small sizes and infaunal habits of most bivalve species

on the Grand Banks. It is concluded that the removal of bivalves as bycatch in commercial

oller trawl fisheries on the Grand Banks has been insignificant. Iceland scallops, which arc

restricted to coarse substrata. are most susceptible to capture and show the highest capture

rates. Incidental impacts to bivalves are of greater interest, panicularly in those areas that

have been subjected to high levels of trawling consistency and intensity.
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Table 2.1. Mean shell length ofbivalve5caplUred by Campelen 1800 survey InIwl (n· 26 sets).

Family

ASlartidae
Pectenidae
Cardiidae

Tellinidae
M)1i1idae

Family

Buccinidae

Trochidae

Nalicidae

Species

Aslartecf.cre"ala I
Chlam)'! isltmdka 11
Clinocardium cilialum I
Serripes groenlandicllS I
Macoma calcarea I
Musculus niger I
MusculusdiscOl's 2

Species

Buccinumsp.A I
Buccinumsp. 22
Buccinidae 2
CoJusislondico 9
Colussp. 12
Nepluneu ckcemcwlofo 2
PlicifuslISkrot!yeri
VofulOpsillSnon>egico

Margarites$ordidus 43

NolicoclollSa
Unidentified

6\

Shell length,mm (mean ±sd)

15.0
41.9± 13.9
23.0
30.0
34.0
33.0
8.8.t1.8

Shell heig.hl. mm (mean.tsd)

24.0
54.0.t 16.8
38.0.t18.4
I01.7.t15.6
50.8.t16.9
70.3±26.4
S6.0.t 1.4
72.7 .t19.1

16.3.t3.0

20.4.t2.S
19.J.tO.9



Figure 2.1. Areas of the Grand Banks referred to in the text.
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Figure 2.2. Otter board designs used 00 the Grand Banks. A· rectaJ:l;gular, a.. oval. C·
Japanese model.
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Figure 2.4. Net mesh sizes (mm) oflbc DFO survey oncr trawls. A. Engel 145.
B· Campelen ISOO.
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(a) C8mpefen BMIIv1a

(bl__

(C) OETSA BIvaMa

(0) OETSA Gastropoda

Figure 2.7. Size frequency distributions of Grand Banks molluscs. (a) Campelen trawl
bivalve bycatch (b) Campelen trawl gastropod bycatch (c) bivalves collected at reference
stations in the OETSA, 1993~95 (d) gastropods collected at reference stations in the GETS1\.
1993-95.
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Appendix 2.1. Bycateh stations set deta~s: C8mpelen 1800 (WT 131)

Stt'i Ditte mtdlVi:Depth (m)1 ...- I Longltucle
5 03112/92 97' 04730.0 .(935.8
7, 03112192 209 4743.3 4834.5., 04112192 181; 04743.7 52 52.2
9: 04112/92 76i 04731.2 5304.5

10' 04112192 941 04747.5 5305.9
121 05112192 325i 4811.7 5258.5
15! 05112192 1331 4828.2 5127.5
16: 05112192 201. 4831.8 50 SO.O
17' 08112192 1161 4759.5 5332.8
19i 08112192 1271 4140.5 53 38.9
21i 01112192 ,.., 48 t8.8 5320.0
22: 07/12192 1051 4838.2 5253.5
25: 08112192 3661 4928.5 5103.8
261 0ll/12192 3471 4940.1 SO 21.8
28: 08112192 405i 5011.8 SO 37.9
32: 09112192 04281 4937.6 5247.5
33~ 09112192 2801 04901.8 53 t6.0
341 09112192 324' 04854.1 53 t2.1
37' 10112/92 801 4931.8 54 06.0
38: 10112/92 315i 50 13.6 5329.8
42: 11/12192 261! 5119.7 SO .....6
541 13112/92 189i 5028.8 5603.7
55: 13112192 161: 50 02.4 5640.1
59 104112192 376\ 4947.1 5515.6
801 104112192 1 2001 4934.6 5503.7
65, 15112192 837! 4850.5 4955.9
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Appendix 2.2. Bycatch stations set details: Engel 145 CNT 138)

(-)1 , "1'tIl

"""" ,
I .1

1 I.' , ..
II

I.
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Chapter 3

Effects of Experimental Otter Trawling on [nfaunal Bivalves in a Sandy

Bottom Ecosystem: Results ofa Three-Year Field Trawling Experiment

3.1 Introduction

The otter trawl has been the primary mobile fishing gear used over the past 50 years

on the continental shelfof Atlantic Canada (Messieh et aI., 1991). Despite this, little is

known about the environmental impacts associated with this type of gear. Messieh et al.

(1991) reviewed current understanding ofpotential impacts while Churchill (1989) compared

otter trawling and stonn events as agents of sediment resuspension on continental shelves.

Brylinsky et aI. (1994) investigated the impacts ofa small otter trawl on the intertidal habitat

and communities in the Minas Basin of the Bay of Fundy. While observed impacts were

minor. these results cannot be extrapolated to offshore fishing banks due to differences in

environmental setting, benthic communities and size of gear. in the eastern Atlantic, there

is evidence that otter trawls, and trawl doors specifically, damage infaunal bivalves and

disturb surficial sediments (Arntz and Weber, t972; Rumohr and Krest, 1991; Krest et al.,

1990; Service and Magorrian, 1997; Tuck et al., 1998).

In 1990, the Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO), Newfoundland and Scotia~

Fundy, initiated a multi-disciplinary investigation into the impacts ofmobile bottom fishing

gears on marine benthic habitat and communities of Atlantic Canada. Results presented in

this chapter focw on impacts [0 infaunal bivalves and represents a component study of the

overall investigation into impacts ofotter trawling on the seabed at a site on the Grand Banks

(1993·1995). Hereafter, this offshore site is referred to as the DFO offshore experimental

trawling study area (OETSA). This study was initiated in 1992 as a collaborative effort

between NewfOlUIdland and Scotia.Fundy regions ofDFO.

Bivalves are a dominant component of benthic invenebrate communities in the



Northwest Atlantic (Theroux and Wigley, 1983; Steimle, 1(90). Many species are long-lived

and therefore represent a significant sink for benthic biomass. Bivalves also playa role in

nutrient recycling and have a direct role in benthic-pelagic coupling. Bivalves have long

been exploited as fisheries resources on continental shelves (MacKenzie et aI., 1997) and this

has increased in certain areas including the Grand Banks. Bivalves in offshore regions are

harvested by a variety of methods including scallop rakes and hydraulic dredges. In

addition, bivalves are a bycatch and are damaged incidently as non-target species by other

mobile gear types such as beam trawls and olter trawls. These gear types inflict varying

degrees ofdamage to benthos. Bivalves are panicularly suitable as subjects to assess physical

impacts of bonom fishing gears since they have limited mobility, occupy a wide deplh range

in the sediment and they leave records of physical damage on their shells.

Although generalizations about impacts from mobile fishing gear types are made, it

becomes evident from the range of impacts reported for the various gear types, that it is

important to consider impacts in the context of type of gear and sediment coarseness. The

best way to determine the environmental impacts of mobile fishing gear is to conduct

trawling experiments in areas that are closed to fishing with gear similar to that used in

commercial fisheries. Until recently, partly due to a lack ofadequate sampling gear and high

resolution navigation. experiments in offshore deep water environments were not possible.

[n the present trawling experiment, sampling gear was developed specifically for offshore

environments in the Nonhwest Atlantic. The experiment was conducted over a three-year

period (1993-1995) with initial site selection and gear trials conducted in 1991 and 1992.

3.1.1 Siudy objeclives

The overall objective of this study was to assess immediate (hours-days) and longer

term (weeks/two years) impacts of annual oner trawling on infaunal bivalves on a sandy

seabed habitat on the northeastern Grand Banks. Specific objectives included tests of
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hypotheses concerning impacts 10 bivalves (including equivocal impacts) that have been

documented with oilier mobile gear types (see section 3.3).

3.2 NewCoundlaud aDd Labrador region bivalve Cauna

The following discussion is restricted to the deeper water bivalve fauna of the

continental shelf adjacenllo Newfoundland and Labrador. This excludes species thai are

restricted to intertidal or shallow coastal waters. The discussion is restricted to key ecological

factors thai are pertinent to an analysis of susceplibility 10 crawling and is not a

biogeographicallte<ltmenc. The term 'offshore' is used in the context of areas fished with

ouer trawls and encompasses water depths generally> 50 m. The focus is on the southern

portion of the Ne\\lfOWldland shelf where the seabed lopography is dominated by the Grand

Banks (Fig. 3.1). The Grand Banks are !he largest of lhree physiographic zones of the

continental shelf off sou!hern and easlem Newfoundland and represent an outer shelf

archipelago of large, shallow banks that are interrupled by transverse saddles (Fader and

Miller, 1986).

There have been few studies of the bivalve fauna of the Newfoundland-Labrador

region. Species lists are lacking for much of the region. A species list of the bivalve fauna

occurring in deep waters in !he NewfoWldland-Labrador region, including !he Grand Banks,

is given in Table 3. (. This list has been compiled from docwnented records or collections.

and from presumed occurrence based on published species ranges. Out of a total of 76

species. 23 species (30% of the total bivalve fauna) are found in the OETSA, while 55% of

the families have representatives in the OETSA. Marine benthos can be grossly classified

according to life position; (i) epifaunal- living on !he seabed (ii) infaunal4 buried in the

substratum and (iii) semi-infaWlal- panty buried. A lotal of 55 species are classified as

infaunal, 10 species are epifaunal and II species are considered capable ofa variety of life
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positions. After dividing these II s~ies evenly between infaunal and epifaunal life

positions (after Stanley, 1970), approximately 80%, of the bivaJve species in the

Newfoundland-Labrador offshore region are infaunaJ while 20% are epifaunal. This

conforms with Stanley's observation that regional bivalve faunas consist of between 75-85%

infaunal and 15-25% epifaunal species, regardless of latitude.

Infaunal species can be classified according to burrowing depth, which is the distance

from the sediment surface to the shaJlowest point of the shell ofa buried bivalve. Species

with burial depths (as adults) less than 2-) cm are considered shallow burrowers while deep

burrowers are those for which burial depth is greater than ) cm (Stanley, 1970). Although

species display characteristic burial regimes, buriaJ depth is known to vary according to

sediment type, size (Le. age), feeding conditions and season (Trueman et aJ., 1966; Stanley,

1970; Zwarts and Wanink, 1989). Considering only those species for which burrowing

depths are known, 69% of the Newfoundland region bivaJve fauna can be classified as

shallow burrowers. Given that juveniles « 5 mm shell length) of both shallow and deep

burrowing species are shallow burrowers, on a regional scaJe, a high percentage of the total

bivalve fauna occupies the uppermost several centimetres of sediment.

3.2.1 Densities and !Ianding crop! ofGrand Banks bivalves

There have been few surveys of the benthos on the Grand Banks. Reported densities,

and in particular standing crops of bivalves. should be interpreted with caution since

limitations of traditionaJ mechanical grab samplers (e.g. van Veen) in terms of penetration

of dense sediments can result in the underestimation of densities and biomass of deep

burrowers.

Bivalves were sampled seasonally at several widespread locations on the Grand

Banks in conjunction with baseline benthic invertebrate community analyses (Hutcheson et

al.. \98\; Hutcheson and Stewart, 1994). With the exception of the unique associations on
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the Southeast Shoal, molluscs as a group averaged 96 glm1
, representing 29% of mean

standing crop. Molluscs and echinodenns were the dominant taxa in terms of biomass at

all Grand Banks stations. In the Hibernia area (northeastern Grand Bank). the two infaunal

bivalves Liocymtljlucluosa and Cyrtodaria siliql/Q~ amongst the top 20 most abundant

invertebrates. These two species occurred at mean densities of approximately 26 and 10

individualsfm1, ho~ver they compri~ < 2% of mean total density of all invertebrates

(1083/m1
). Bivalves are often dominant memben of benthic communities in terms of

biomass, however they comprise a minor fraction ofdensities ofall invertebrates. However,

there are exceptions to this that highlight the environmental complexity and the diverse

nature of me fauna on the Grand Banks. On the Southeast Shoal (south eastern Grand Bank),

very dense aggregations of the infaunal bivalve Mesodesma deau,alum occur on a sand

bottom at depths of 40-50 m. With maximum mean densities and standing crops of S890

individualslml: and 21.4 kglnr, respectively, these arc amongst the densest populations of

bivalves recorded anywhere (Hutcheson and Stewart, 1994). These populations probably

represent relict populations from a Wisconsin low sea level stlnd lhat are now flourishing

under conditions of high productivity (Carscadden et at, 198~ Hutcheson and Stewart.

1994). These populations would appear to be relatively stable considering that they~

first documented by Nesis (1970) in 1959. Several small scale sampling programs conducted

in the late 1980's-early 1990's, also in conjunction with offshore oil development on the

northeastern Grand Banks, have yielded data on densities and biomass of bivalves. These

are proprietary studies (Mobil, Petro-Canada Limited).

Patterns of distribution and abundance and substratum associations of epi·benthic

megafauna, including bivalves, in the Hibernia region (northeastern Grand Bank) were

analyzed from photographs (Schneider et al., 1987; Gilkinson and Gagnon, 1991). Over the

past several de1:ades, incidental collections ofbival\'es have been made during routine DFO

groundtish surveys (Allen. 1965) although the great majority of these records are
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unpublished.

3.2.2 Bivalves inbabiting undy bottom «osystems on the Grand aaalu

With the exception of some members of the Pectinidae, the majority of bivalve

species listed in Table 3, I occur on sandy blmoms of varying coarseness grades. The general

distribution of sediment types on the Grand Banks is shown in Figure 3.1. In their review

of animal-sediment relationships. Snelgrove and Butman (1994) concluded that there is little

evidence that sedimentary grain size alone is the primary determinant of infaunal species

distributions. Other co-varying factors linked to paltems of distribution and abundance of

bivalves include sediment organic content, water depth, temperature, salinity and primary

production. Buchanan and Moore (1996) showed that a significant portion of inter·annual

variation in the macrobenthos could be explained by phytoplankton abundance. The very

high densities and biomass of M deauratum on the South East Shoal has been attributed to

localized high primary productivity (Hutcheson and SteW3l1. 1994). Hutcheson et al, (1981)

stated that on the Grand Banks as a whole, the low organic content of sands make infaunal

deposit feeding energetically uneconomical and the prevalence of suspension feeders and

surface deposit feeders suggests a direct link between planktonic production systems and

benthic communities on the Grand Banks,

Various invertebrate biocoenoses have been proposed for the Grand Banks (Nesis,

1965; Hutcheson el aI., 1981). These species associations show varying degrees of

correlation with sediment type and water depth, Several species of bivalves are dominant

members of these communities. Nesis (1970) reponed that Astarte monragui and Macoma

"a/carea typically occurred on sandy and stony-sand bottom types and more rarely on silty

bottoms. Within the Hibernia sampling grid (400 krnl
), Hutcheson et a!. (1981) considered

spatial variability in bottom temperature, salinity and depth (ca. 80 m) to be negligible. They

suggested that sediment characteristics were the variables controlling the disuibution of
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benthos within this area. A total of9 coarseness grades were identified and the distribution

of the bivalve L. fluclUosa was most strongly correlated (r=O.s·O.6) with fine and medium

sand. However, this species is uncommon on a similar bottom type at depths of 120·140 m

in the OETSA.

It is clear that the distribution and relative abundance of the majority of bivalve

species cannot be predicted on the basis of sediment grain size alone. Exceptions to this are

the relatively few instances of obligate association with sediment type. An example of this

is the very strong association between the Iceland scallop, ChJamys isJandica, and gravel·

cobble clasts on the Grand Bank due to the propensity for byssal attachment (Gilkinson and

Gagnon. 1991). Many species of infaW1al bivalves appear to be capable of living in a wide

range of sedimem types (i.e. along a mud [0 sand grade). This was demonstrated for

epifaunal invertebrates living on the northeastern Grand Bank (Schneider et al., 1981). Many

species showed weak associations with substrata at small scales and strong (r > O.S)

association al larger scales. This indicated that individuals were capable of surviving on a

range of sediment types, but that population density was not high in some habitats. Spatial

patterns of density and biomass are influenced by a complex interplay of factors, including

habitm-specific energetic/troph.ic relationships (Petersen, 1978; Hutcheson and Stewan,

1994) and variation in recruitment and mortality.

3.3 ImpaclS of boUom trawling on bivalns: Literature ruiew aad

hypotheses

3.3.1 Immediate trawliag impadJ (Hourso-Days)

3.3.1.1 Densities and biomass of all bivalves

( jleralure Reyiew

Dramatic decreases in the densities and biomass of large epifauna. have been linked

to removals by most types of mobile fishing gears (Van Dolah et aI., 1987; Sainsbury, 1988;
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Langton and Robinson, 1990; Eleftheriou and Robertson, 1992; Dayton et al., 1995; Currie

and Parry, 1996; Jennings and Kaiser, 1998). Changes in biomass and densities of infauna,

directly attributable to mobile gears, are not well documented. Part of the difficulty with

detecting change in the infauna is methodological. Sampling of the infauna is done with a

wide variety of sampling devices, typically at much smaller sample scales compared to gear

that has been used to document changes in populalions of larger epifauna. Small·scale

patchiness of infaunal bivalves often makes it difficult to detect change in this group (van

Dolah et al., 1991: Eleftheriou and Robertson, 1992).

To date, no consistent changes have been recorded for infauna in tenns of densities

or species composition, after lighter prawn otter trawling (Gibbs et aI., 1980; van Dolah et

al.. 1991). Decreases in densities of two infaunal bivalves (Nucula nilidosa and Corbu/a

gibba) were recorded after repeated experimental otter trawl disturbance on a mud bottom

over an 18 month period (Tuck et aI., 1998). The trawl used in this experiment had modified

rodmopper footgear and no net. Although this study, and Rumohr and Krost's (1991)

experiment, demonstrate impacts on infaunal bivalves from heavier otter trawl gear on soft

bottom. there is no direct evidence of an impact on infaunal bivalves in sandy bottoms from

otter trawls. Changes in densities ofinfaunal bivalves have been recorded after experimental

beam trawling and scallop dredging. Kaiser and Spencer (1996) recorded significantly lower

densities ofinfaunaI bivalves after experimental beam trawling while Curry and Parry (1996)

observed a 53% decrease in mean density of infaunal bivalves over a 3.5 month period

following intensive scallop dredging. Occurrence and densities of various bivalve species

on Georges Bank appeared to reflect the different histories of frequencies of commercial

scallop dredging and otter trawling (Collie et aI., 1997). In another study, after a 9~y

period of intensive scallop dredging, infaunal bivalves (Venus sp.and Tellina sp.) showed

marked fluctuations in abundance, primarily due to vertical displacement and relocation

within the dredging plots rather than elimination from the population (Eleftheriou and
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Robertson, 1992).

Over the period of the experiment, mean densities of all infaunal bivalves in the

OETSA will be a function of rate of recruitment, natural mortality and mortality from

c:xperimental trawling. Because groundfish oner trawls do not capture infaunal bivalves in

significant quantities. trawling related mortality is primarily through physical damage and

indirect effects. Docwnented decreases in densities of bivalves can be traced to more

physically disruptive gears (e.g. beam trawls and scallop dredges). Given the results of the

physical trawl door model experiment and the action of otter trnwl gear on sand. high levels

of fishing monality (through damage) in bivalves are not expected. Mean densities of neither

the total bivalve population (shallow and deep burrowers) nor shallow burrowers should

decrease significantly after each annual uawling event over the three year period of the

experiment. In terms of an ahemative outcome. there: is the possibility that rather than cause

a decrease in densities. trawling might increase densities of bivalves due either to sediment·

mediated enhancement of recruitment or increased survivorship of spat (Le. due to

favoUl11ble alteration of sediment characteristics).

The greatest contribution to sample biomass is from large bivalves. In the OETSA,

these individuals generally reside at sediment depths greater than the trawling (penetration

depth of trawl gear). As such, total mean bivalve biomass should not be significantly

affected by trawling. Even in the case where densities of small bivalves (i.e. ~ 3 nun) are

reduced by trawling. this size class represents a very small proportion of total bivalve

biomass.
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!I:IIl<lJbm
(I) Ho : Mean densities of all bivalves combined will not differ between trawled

and reference corridors.

H... : Mean densities of all bivalves will differ between trawled and reference

corridors.

(2) Ho : Mean biomass of aJl bivalves combined will not be greater in trawled than

reference corridors.

H... : Mean biomass of all bivalves will be significantly lower in the trawled

corridors.

3.3.L.2 Juveniles

! jte@lUreReyjew

Mortality in small juvenile bivalves, attributable to bonom tislling gears, has received

relatively little attention. Santbrink and Bergman (1994) recorded a decrease in mean

density of Arclica isfandica in the 2-3 rom size range, 12 hours after two passcsofa beam

trawl equipped with tickler chains. There is also indirect evidence for negative impacts on

small juveniles caused by mobile bottom gear. From their analysis of the size and age

structures of populations ofA. islam/iea in areas of the southeast North Sea, Witbaard and

Klein (1994) noted that spat (1-2 nun) rarely occurred in areas subjected to intense

commercial tr.l.wling activity. Bull (1986) reported that survival ofscedcd scallop spat after

9 months was higher in areas closed to trawling (20%) compared to trawled areas (0.8%).

Naidu (1997) noted that scallop spat are particularly vulnerable to intense fishing pressure.

an observation that has been stressed by Japanese scallop growers (Bull. 1986).

- The relative fragility of small vs. large shells (Currey, 1988; Rumohr 3Jld Krost,
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1991), combined with the position ofjuveniles in the uppermost several millimetres of the

sediment. makes small juvenile bivalves susceptible to destruction (Le. crushing) by trawling

forces. Based on shell strength tests, one of the more fragile species in the OETSA is

Macoma calcarea (see Chapter 4). For this reason. combined with the fact that this species

is present at high densities (> 400/m~ throughout the OETSA. the ability to detect trawling

related mortality through decreases in densities, should be highest with this species.

Although adults are deep burrowers, small M calcarea (s 5 nun) reside within the

uppermost several centimetres of the sediment. which exposes them to trawling forces.

(1) H.,: Mean densities of small M. calcarea (S 5 mm) will not be greater in trawled than

relerence corridors.

H...: Mean densities of small M. calcarea will be significantly lower in trawled

corridors.

J.J.IJ Physical damage

t j!er:!lllreRevjew

There are two primary methods for estimating fishing mortality in bivalves. One

method is to look for evidence of a significant reduction in density of living organisms

immediately after trawling. while the second method is to assess shell damage. If lethal

damage can be distinguished from non-lethal, this may be the only index: of mortality if the

time interval between trawling and post-trawl sampling is insufficient to result in changes

in densities. Decreased densities inside trawled corridors could be the end result of

consumption of damaged or excavated whole specimens by scavengers., or formation of

empty shells in non-consumed damaged individuals. Analyses of rates of damage are

therefore imponant. Unfortunately, while the term 'damage' is widely used. ilS meaning is
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often ambiguous.

Most types of bottom fIShing gears. including otter trawls, inflict incidental damage

on near-surface infaunal bivalves. However, rates ofdamage vary widely (Arntz and Weber,

1972; Rumohr and Krost, 1991; Shepard and Auster, 1991; Bergman and Santbrink, 1994;

Fonds, 1994; Santbrink and Bergman, 1994; Witbaard and Klein, 1994; Kaiser and Spencer,

1996).

Identification of damage caused by bottom fishing gear is not straightforward. This

is because damage caused by fishing ge:lr and sampling equipment (i.e. grabs, sleds) is often

major (i.e. shell destruction including soft parts) and quite variable, with no unique

distinguishing characteristics. Even in instances where the type of damage is distinct, such

as in the case of severing of the siphon ofthe infaunal Mya rruncara, this type ofdamage can

be inflicted by both fishing gear (Kaiser and Spencer, 1996) and grab samplers (per. obs.).

Non-destructive sampling techniques have been used to document damage caused by these

gears. For instance, divers and observations from submersibles have been used to document

damage to individual sea scallops, Placopecren mageflanicus, caused by scallop dredges

(Caddy. 1973; Shepard and Auster, 1991).

Typically, identification oftishing gear inflicted damage to bivalves in deep waler

experiments relies on the investigator being able to detect the signal (i.e. fishing gear

damage) above the 'background noise' (i.e. damage from sampling gear). This is in contrast

to the many visually distinct biological fonns ofshell damage such as traces of various types

of predation on bivalves (Venneij, 1987). Sublethal damage (i.e. represented by shell scars)

to bivalves attributed to bonom fishing gear has been indiret:t1y identified from correlations

between frequencies of shell repair in populations and intensities or duration of exposure of

these populations to commercial fishing activities (Gaspar et a1., 1994; Witbaard and KJein,

1994).

There are numerous conflicting theories about rates of shell damage as a function of
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shell size. Relationships are generally presented in terms of shell mechanical strength \IS

size. Rumohr and Krest (1991) provided rnm:t evidence ofsize-spccific damage to infaunal

bivalves caused by ottcr boards. This was achieved by towing a collecting dredge

immediatcly behind a small otter board. TIley compared rates of damage in several bivalve

species between door tracks and noMrawlcd reference: areas. Based on a limited nwnbcr of

S<UTlples. they recorded higher rates of damage with increasing shell size: for $Cveral species.

Thcy proposed that large bivalves have relatively larger surface areas exposed to trawling

fortes. relative to small individuals, while their correspondingly greater shell strengths

confer relatively little addcd protection against these forccs. They estimated that Arctica

i~'lcmdica greater than 3S mm shell length are particularly susceptible. Arntz and Weber

(1972) used divers to docwnent damage 10 A. islandiea caused by otter boards. They noted

that cod were conswning disproportionate nwnbers of large A. islandiea on lrawling grounds.

This was based on a high proportion of soft parts of A. islondica > 46 mm shell length in

cod stomachs compared 10 a populalion mean length of 25 mm for this species. 11lese

observations led Brey et aI. (1990) to conclude that rates of shell damage caused by otter

boards increased with size (Le. shell length) in this species. Fonds (1994) reported higher

damage rales (85·90%) in large Aretiea islandica compared to small infaunaJ. bivalves (25%)

captured by 12 m beam trawls. Tickler chains are suspected of inflicting most of the

observed shell damage (Fonds, 1991). In contrast. based on bimodal age·frequency

distributions of A. islandica in heavily fished areas of the southeast North Sea. combined

with a relation of increasing shell strength with size, Witbaard and Klein (1994) concluded

that large A. islant/ica (6.7 cm) could bener resist beam trawling forces compared to smaller

individuals. McLoughlin et a1. (1991) and Shepard and Auster (1991) found no relationship

between size of scallops and incidental damage after experimental scallop dredging. In the

latter study, scallops over the size range 10-87+ mm were examined.

Shell strength is also correlated with shell thickness. Significant correlations have
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been demonstrated for breaking load vs. shell thickness in addition to breaking load vs. size

(Currey, 1988; Rwnohr and Krost, 1991). Rwnohr and Krost (1991) demonstrated a

relationship ofdecreasing percent damage with increasing ratio of shell dry wt.ltotal dry wt.

for several species, which they interpreted to be an index of shell thickness. Bergman and

Sambrink (1994) suggested that for bivalves living in soft. bonoms non--catch monality

caused by beam trawling was related to the 'solidity of the shell'. However, this did not

appear to hold for sandy bonoms as high mortalities were recorded for both fragile and 'solid

shdled' bivalve species. Monality estimates were based on differences in densities of live

individuals before and after trawling with removals by the trawl factored in. The proponion

of missing bivalves that were damaged is not known, although it was implied that this was

a contributing factor in mortality.

Strength of molluscan shells is determined by the mechanical properties of the shell

materials and by shell architecture (i.e. arrangement in space and thickness). For molluscs,

a functional relationship exists between shell strength (breaking load or force) and shell

mass (Currey, 1988). where:

sbell strengtb '" shell mass~

where b ranges between approximately 1/3 and 213 depending on the species and population.

This relationship holds both within and across taxa although more weakly in the latter case

since shell form and sculpture also affects shell strength. Both shell size and thickness are

good predictors of bivalve shell strength (Rumohr and Krost, 1991; Witbaard and Klein,

1994).

One benefit of shell mass is that larger shells are stronger and can provide prote<::tion
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against predators. Another advantage of large shell mass is stability in shifting sediments.,

particularly for shallow burrowers. although shell sculpture is also important for stabilization

(Stanley, 1970; Venneij, 1978). From an evolutionary perspective, bivalves have only very

recently been exposed to boltom trawling forces. Shell strengthening adaptations that confer

resistance to predators or which maximize stabiliry in sediments, would not necessarily pre

adapt bivalves to withstand the forces which can be generated by commercial alter trawlers.

For instance. physical damage to concrete pipelines caused by otter trawl gear has been

documented (Moshagen and Kjeldsen. 1980; Palmer et al., 1990). Rwnohr and Krost (1991)

concluded that greater shell size does not confer sufficient added protection against shell

breakage from otter board forces. It is unlikely that a size refuge from U'awling forces, based

on shell strength alone. is achieved by any bivalve. Deep burrowing species achieve a size

refuge from trawling forces based on life position. For these species, refuge is enhaJK:ed with

increasing size since burrowing depth increases with size (Zaklan and Ydenberg, 1997).

The model for trawl doorlbivalve interactions on sand bottoms (Chap. 4) does not

incorporate shell strength, but rather size and burrowing depth. Based on increased

probability ofexcavation by alter boards, the model predicts that small, near-surface bivalves

(excluding small juveniles) will be least susceptible to damage. Based on the predominance

ofsmall bivalves at the sediment-water interface in the OETSA, it is expected that damage

rates to infaunal bivalves (excluding small juveniles) after repetitive U'awling in the OETSA

will be low.

There arc indications that some species ofAstarte arc resistant to physical forces of

trawling (Rwnohr and Krost. 1991; Collie et al., 1997). This mechanical resistance bas been

attributed to a thick shell in these species. No damage was recorded in A. borealis after

passage of a trawl door through a muddy bottom (Rwnohr and Krest, 1991). This species

showed no damage after passage of the uawl door model through a sand testbed (this stUdy).

Aslarte borealis is common and relatively abundant in the offshore study area. The
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hypothesis of high mechanical resistance in this species was tested using the large field data

set. It is expected that damage rates recorded immediately after trawling will not be

significant in this species.

~

(I) Ho : Mean percent damage (all categories) in shallow burrowing s~ies (SaS)

will not be higher in trawled than reference corridors.

H,,: Mean percent damage (all categories) in shallow burrowing s~ies (SaS)

will be significantly higher in trawled corridors.

(2) H.: Mean percent major damage in sas will not be higher in trawled than reference

corridors.

H,,: Mean percent major damage in SBS will be significantly higher in trawled

corridors.

(3) H.: Mean perct:nt major damage in Astarte borealis will not be higher in trawled than

reference corridors.

H,,: Mean percent major damage in A. borealis will be significantly higher in

lrawled corridors.

3.3.2 Long-term imp.etl

I jternture Review

Long-term impacts on the benthos from trawling have yet to be demonstrated. There

are several reasons for this. Multi-year trawling experiments have not been conducted. Such

t:xperiments require that areas be closed to all fishing for the duration of experiments. An

associated problem concerns finding areas that have not had a history of fishing. An

alternative to the experimental approach is retrospective examination of long-term changes
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in populations. However, this is hindered by confounding factors, bolh anthropogenic and

natural in origin.

A general prediction of«ological stress lheory is a reduction in the mean size of

individuals within sttessed populations of animals over time (Odum. 1985; Rapport et aI.,

1985; Gray, 1989). This is because populations of larger. longer-lived species will be slower

to recover from perturbations compared to fast growing, short-lived species. From a long

time-series (1869- t981) of relative abundance data for benthic invertebrates in the Wadden

Sea, changes in species composition were associated with multiple factors. including shrimp

trawling and oyster dredging, combined with loss of major habitat types (Reise, 1982).

There appeared to be a shift in species composilion from a community characterized by

mixed r and k life history strategists to one that was dominated by r-strategists. particularly

polychaetes. The problem of confounding factors is further highlighted by a recent census

ofthreatened marine species in the Wadden Sea (Petersen et al., 1996). In addition to fishing

mortalities, it was concluded that factors that may have contributed to population declines

in 93 species of macrofauna, including 14 bivalve species, were climate change.

eutrophication, pollution and coastal habitat alteration.

Changes in the size and age structure of the benthos is generally regarded as a

potentiallong-tenn consequence ofsustained bonom fishing. It has been hypothesized that

mean age and size in populations of long-lived species (e.g. Melica isfandica) will increase

in fisheries exclusion areas relative to adjacent fisht:d areas (ICES, 19%). To date, there is

no conclusive evidence ofany shifts in the size or age disuibutions oCthe benthos at the

species or nigner taxonomic levels attributable to bottom fislling. However. in the OETSA

there were indications of a smaller mean individual biomass in sand dollars after three years

of experimental trawling (Prena et al .• in prep.). Bimodal size distributions in populations

of A. islandica in the southeast North Sea were interpreted as evidence of the susceptibility

of intermediate sizes (1-4 em) to the destructive forces of beam trawling (Witbaard and
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Klein. 1994). In contrast. Rumohr and Krest (1991) reported that size distributions of A.

is/andica in heavily trawled areas of Kiel Bay, showed reductions in the larger size classes

and Brey et a!. (1990) noted that populations of this species in Kiel Bay had much lower

modal ages « 10 yr). compared to Middle Atlantic populations (65-100 yr). However. Brey

et al. (1990) suggested that the younger ages of Kiel Bay populalions could be the result of

either higher fishing mortalities or periodic severe environmental conditions.

Collie et al. (1991) reported that sites on Georges Bank that had been subjected to

both commercial otter trawling and scallop dredging were dominated by larger. hard-shelled

molluscs (along with other species). Furthermore, they speculated that the absence or rarity

ofa group of small molluscs al a dislurbed site was due to their sensitivity to the physical

effects of dredging. Isolated, large bivalves have been found in heavily fished areas. Naidu

et al. (1996) observed that in an area that was exposed to intense commercial dredging for

Iceland scallops (Ch/amys is/andica), the stock was mostly composed of pockets of residual

cohorts (i.e. year classes) consisting primarily of large scallops. This may have been a

rellection of spatial variation in dredging effort.

[n many respects, the scouring actions of icebergs are analogous to trawl door

scouring. albeit at a larger scale. Iceberg scouring displaces sediments and infauna and

causes mortalities in bivalves (Woodworth-Lynas et aI .• 1991; Peck and Bullough. 1993;

Gun et al.. 1996; Ansell and Rhodes, 1991). Peck and Bullough (1993) compared the size

structures of Antarctic populations of the infaunal bivalve Yo/dia eights; between areas

subjected to different time intervals between iceberg scouring events. They speculated that

iceberg scouring reduced the maximum size attained in this species while juveniles « 10

mm) were numerically dominant (86% of population) in areas of scouring.

Overall. evidence for any long-tenn changes in the benthos due to bonom fishing

is weak (Hall. 1994) although documented declines in certain large, slow growing epifauna

(i.e. sponges) would appear to be a direct result ofbonom fishing activities (Sainsbwy, 1988;
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Austeret al., 19%; Raloff, [996).

Based on shell fragility and proximity to the surface, smail juveniles should be most

vulnerable to the cumulative, combined impacts of otter trawling. In keeping with the

findings ofothers, the tenn'smalljuveniles' refers to bivalves in the 1·3 mm shell length

range. The lower limit is based on the I nun mesh sieve that was used to process samples

in this study. Based on the ability of bivalve larvae to settle in physically stressed habitats,

including trawled (Rice et aI., 1989; Witbaard and Klein, 1994), ice scoured (Peck and

Bullough, 1993) and polluted areas (Skog and Varmo, 1980), it is unlikely that significant,

persistent changes in this size group would be observed over the three year period in the

present study. Currie and Parry (1996) noted that scallop dredging impacts, reflected by

decreased densities, be<:ame non-rletectable for most benthic invertebrates following

recruitment episodes. Peck and Bullough (1983) speculated that there was a cause-efTect

relationship in their observation of high densities of small bivalves co-occurring with low

densities of adults. David et a1. (1997) reviewed density-dependent and density-independent

processes of recruiunent in marine invertebrates. If adult bivalves inhibit recruitment, either

by direct larval ingestion or competition, then high adult mortality would release settling

larvae from this competition resulting in increased survivorship. Overall, spatial

distributions of juveniles likely reflect variations in larval supply, passive transport of

juveniles (including sediment bedload movements) or predation on recruits (David et al.,

1997).

The results of the trawl door model experiment indicated vulnerability in the largest

shallow burrowing species, C. dlia/um, at sizes ::: 5 em sllelliength. Given the low densities

of large C. ciliarum in the OETSA. it is unlikely that significant changes will be detectable

in size frequency distributions at the large end of the size spectrum.
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(1) He:Mean densities of small juveniles (1-3 rom) do not differ between trawled and

reference corridors.

H... :Mean densities ofsmall juveniles (1·3 mm) in trawled and reference corridors

differ.

(2) Ho : Mean densities of large, near-surface bivalves (> 25 mm) will not be lower in

trawled than reference corridors.

H,,: Mean densities of large. near-surface bivalves (> 2S nun) are lower in trawled

corridors.

3.4 Methodl

3..1.1 Experimental Trawling Study Area (OETSA) ,elKlion criteria

As part of a site selection process, faunal surveys and gear trials were conducted in

199\ and 1992 at candidate sites on the Scotian Shelf and northeastern Grand Bank. A

brief summary of sile selection criteria follows, while a detailed account can be found in

Prena et aJ. (1996).

Ideally, experiments designed to investigate impacts of mobile fishing gears on

olTshore benthic habitats should satisfy several criteria. The Grand Bank site was chosen

based on the following:

(i) DFO agreed to close this area in 1992 to all mobile fishing gear. Analysis of

records of commercial fishing effon indicated that the candidate site had not been

fished intensively since the early 1980s. The main reason for this was II marketing

strotegy that was adopted by the large fish processors. Rather than being limited to

harvesting primarily plaice in the area that encompassed the OETSA. the fishing

fleets targened the mixed groundfish (codlyellowtaiVplaice) to the west of the study
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area during this time period (Kulka. 1991).

(ii) The site is characterized by surficial sediments (Adolphus sandXFader and

Miller, 1986) that are regionally representative;

(iii) The site is characterized by relatively high densities and biomass ofinvertebrales

as well as a large number ofabwuiant species. In addition. species composition was

spatially homogeneous.

3.... 1.1 Site characterization

The OETSA is centered a147°1 O'N. 48°17'W and encloses an area ofapproximately

340 km2 (Fig. 3.2). The average water depth is 137 m. Surficial sediments are composed

of Adolphus sand (0.17 nun mean grain sizeXFig. 3.1) which is a moderately to well-sorted

fine· to medium grained sand occuring on the perimeter of the Grand Banks at depths below

110-120 m. This bathymetric boundary corresponds to the most recent post-glacial. low sea

level stand (Dalrymple el aI.• 1992). Exploralory sampling of the benthos in 1992 revealed

a community Ihat was characterized by: (i) a high number of species (139 macrofaunal),

including epibenthic species. (ii) high biomass (approximalely 650 g wei wt/ml ) and. (iii)

relatively homogeneous species composition (Prena et aI.• 1996).

3 2 Experimental design

3 2.1 Trawling corridon

Within the 'closed' area, three experimental trawling corridors were established.

Each corridor was 13 kID long by 200 m wide. Adjacent, parallel reference corridors were

established 300 m to one side ofeach experimental corridor (Fig. 3.2). All three corridors

were trawled in each year (1993-1995), however due to logistic constraints only corridors
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A and B could be sampled. Corridors A and B were subdivided into 260 sampling boxes (50

m long by 200 m wide) and boxes sampled on each cruise were randomly selected. Different

boxes were sampled on each trip without replacement. In all instances, the box numbers of

reference and experimental samples were the same (i.e. 300 m apart) in order to reduce

variance due to increasing separation.

3.....2.2 Trawling and a.vig.tioa

Experimental trawling was conducted using the Engel 145 Hi-lift otter trawl (Fig.

3.3). Technical specitications and layout drawings for this trawl are given in McCallum and

Walsh (1996) and are summarized in Table 3.2. The Engel 145 trawl is a two-panel

. balloon' design with a stretched mesh circumference of60.5 m at the fishing circle. The

Engel has been a popular commercial trawl in use throughout the North Atlantic (McCallum

and Walsh. 1996). Since industry has moved to the use of 'rockhopper' footgear,

experimental trawling was conducted using rockhopper footgear (45 cm discs) rather than

the previous industry standard steel bobbin footgear. Unlike commercial trawls, and

conforming to DFO survey trawls, a 30 mm square mesh liner was installed in the final 9 m

of the 18.5 m long cod end in order 10 caplure small invenebrates. Trawl 'behaviour' was

monitored with a Scanmar net mensuration system. Trawling was conducled al a speed of

3.5 oM h·1 (6.5 kIn hr l
) using the DFO research trawler Wilfred Templeman.

The experimental corridors were trawled annually, in early July, for three successive

years (1993-1995) (Table 3.3). Each annual trawling event consisted ofa lotal of 12 trawl

passes along the centre line ofeach corridor with direction alternating on each set. lbc time

required to trawl all 12 sets ranged between 31 and 34 hours. Each trawl pass started and

cnded 500 m from the ends of the corridor. This ensured that the trawl, having a layback of

approximately 500 ro, would be settled inlo its typical trawl configuration prior to entering

the experimental corridor.
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A high level of trawling intensity (Le. 12 passes per event) was selected in order to

investigate impacts associated with the upper end of the scale of realistic trawling intensity

on the Grand Banks. Data on frequency of trawling per unit area of seabed is difficult to

obtain. Usually an average is calculated based on estimates oftota! area ofseabed swept per

year and area of the fishing grounds. Based on trawl swept area data, Kulka and

Schwinghamer (unpub. data) show that less than 8% of the seabed in the vicinity of the

OETSA was scoured by otter uawls annually. Based on this. it has been suggested that the

intensity level of experimental trawling is equivalent to more than 100 years of trawling

effort. Areal coverage of trawling in this region has varied over the period 1980-1991.

Certain areas of the Grand Banks (Le. Nose and Tail) have likely experienced frequencies

of short-term trawling similar to that incorporated into the experimental trawling design.

Support for this comes from repons oftrawlers lined up to trawl the same area ofseabed (see

Wamer, 1977).

In the firsl year of the experiment, the Wilfred Templeman used Loran-C and non

differential GPS to navigate during trawling. In 1994 and 1995. dGPS (differential global

positioning system) was used which gave ship position to an accuracy of 3-4 m. AGCNav.

which is a PC-based navigation display and logging program. was used 10 display real-time

data of ship position, heading and speed. The position of lite trawl was detennined using a

Trackpoint II acoustic tracking system. A battery powered beacon (acoustic target) was

attached to the headline of the trawl while the Trackpoint boom was mounted on the side of

the c.s.s. Parizeau, extending into the water. From this, AGCNav calculated and displayed

real-time positions of the trawl. The combined effects of positioning error in lite dGPS and

Trackpointll systems. resulted in accuracies for trawl and grab positions on the seafloor of

4 m at the ship (Le. grab position) and 20 m at a maximum working range of 600 m from the

ship (i.e, trawl position). Each year, as time permitted. the Parizeau tracked the position of

the otter trawl for some sets. The width of the disturbance zones (Le. area between trawl
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door tracks) was estimated from navigation data using procedures given in McKeown and

Gordon (1997).

3.4,3 Video-equipped bydnulic grab

Complete details of the video grab used in this study can be found in Rowell et a!.

(1997) while an overview is presented below. Except for those assisting in lowering the

gear (i.e. winch operators and handlers), the grab is remotely controlled from the ship's lab

with the aid of monitors. A high resolution colour video camera, oriented to provide a

downward directed view through the open grab, provides the operator with a view of the

seafloor to be sampled. In addition 10 being able to select the area to be sampled, the operalor

can determine whether the grab anempt was successful prior to retrievaL The grab is opened

and closed by a hydraulic acluator on the lab console.

The grab is housed in a heavy, galvanized steel frame that is approximately 2.5 m

high (Fig. 3.4). The frame provides a stable platform as well as protecting the electro·

hydraulically actuated clam-type bucket and video system. The grab is lowered by kevlar

multi-conductor cable (max. 500 m) which is stored on a winch with a large diameter drum.

Stability of the system is enhanced by large fins, which enables the grab to align with the

currenl. The design incorporates minimal 'frontal' area so that as the grab is lowered to the

seafloor there is minimal disturbance of surficial sediments and organisms caused by a 'bow

wave' effect. Key technical specifications of the grab are:

Area sampled
Maximum sample volume
Depth of penetration
Penetration force
Maximum operating water depth

a.5m2

90-100 Hues
to 25 em
1000 kg (max.)
SOOm

A l2 x 30 cm, 4O-element acoustic array (DRUMSTM) was installed on the frame of

the grab in order to ensonify the seabed and collect acoustic images of the upper 4.5 cm of
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sediment. The results of quantitative comparisons of acoustic microstructure of sediments

in the experimental corridors are presented elsewhere (Schwinghamer et aI.• 1996).

3.4.4 Grab sampling

After experimental trawling was completed the Parizeau moved onto station inside

the designated sample box. During grab sampling the Parizeau maintained position with the

aid of bow thrusters. An acoustic beacon was attached 10 the grab and Trnckpoint II was

used 10 plol the on-bottom position of the grab. With the aid of ships positioning. grab

samples were taken near the centre line of the sample boxes (McKeown and Gordon. 1997).

In July 1993. prior to the first uawling event. grab samples were collected in each

experimental corridor (S samples) and adjacent reference areas (5 samples) in order to tcst

for differences in bivalve density and biomass with respect to experimental and reference

locations. After trawling. the Parizeau moved back into the corridors to conduct post-trawl

sampling. In September 1993. approximately to weeks after the first trawling event. the

Purizeuu returned to the OETSA to conduct sampling in the experimental and reference

corridors. No trawling was conducted on this trip. In July of both 1994 and 1995. pre-trawl

sampling was conducted inside experimental and reference corridors. This was followed

immediately by trawling and post-trawl sampling. Due to time constraints and because of

the relatively short time period (days) over which trawling and sampling was conducted,

reference samples were colle(:ted prior to each trawling l:vent in each corridor. but not after

trawling.

For each combination of treatment, a tola! of to replicate grab samples were

collected for a total of200 samples over the duration of the three-year experiment (Table

3.3).
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3.4.5 On·board treatment of umples

Upon retrieval the grab was opened and the coments dumped on a large wood tray.

Sedimenl was then carefully transferred by shovel to a raised, fibreglass dumping table

which emptied onto a sieve table fitted with 1 mm mesh screen. Sediment was washed by

hose through a series of smail ports at one end of the dumping table onto the sieve. A fmer

wnter spray was used to wash material through the sieve. Retained material (organisms and

sediment) was then transferred from the sieve inlo plastic buckets and preserved in buffered

10% formalin in seawater solution. Borax was used as a buffering agent and was applied to

concentrated formaldehyde to point of saturation (ca. 20 g 1.1).

3.4.6 Laboratory trntment ofsamples

All grab samples were initially processed at the Bedford Institute ofOceanography.

Dartmouth, N.S. Although all macrofauna were processed. the following methodology refers

to the Bivalvia. The preserved residue was screened through a I mm mesh sieve. Large

specimens were removed while the remaining material was sorted under low magnification.

All bivalves were identified to species, enumerated and wet weighed (formalin weights.

shell and tissue) to a resolution of 0.1 mg. Taxonomic verification. size and damage

classifications were conducted at the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Centre, St. John's. NF.

All specimens were measured individually and classified according to physical damage (see

below). Specimens greater than approximately 5 mm shell length were measured to the

nearest O. ( nun using calipers. Smaller siza were measured under low magnification (12x)

using a gralicule mounted in the ocular on a Wild M I0 dissecting microscope. Specimens

were measured in terms of shell length (anter1or·posterior axis) excep1 for pec1inids which.

were measured for sneU height (dorsal-ventral axis).
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3.4.6.1 Damage cla!sificatioD

All bivalves were assessed for damage to the shell, ligament and exposed soft parts

and ilSsigned to a damage category according to a four point scale grading from no damage

to major damage (Table 3.4XFigs. 3.5 and 3.6). With the exception ofCyrtodaria si/iqua

and Panomya an'rica, the valves of all species in the OETSA enclose the soft parts.

CYf'fodaria siliqua and Panomya tUctica possess a large soft tissue volume. including a large

siphon and ventral region, wh.ich cannot be enclosed by the valves. For these species.

damage classification also included visible soft lissue damage.

It is possible that the deep burrowing species Macoma calcarea and Thyasira sp. A.

both of which possess long siphons, may have incurred damage to their siphons in the

absence of any shell damage. after pilSsage of the trawl. The soft parts of preserved

specimens of these species were typically retracted between the valves. Given the difficulty

ofaccuralely identifying damage to these soft StnlCtures in the preserved state. only damage

10 the shell and ligament was assessed.

3.4.6.2 Macoma calcarea

Total sample density and biomass of M. calctUea were recorded. However. because

this species occurred at high densities. random sub-samples of stations (3 out of 10)

stratified by year, corridor and treatment were selected in order to obtain individual length

measurements and damage classifications. A total of 15,667 M. calcarea. representing 66

stations. were individually measured and classified in tenns of damage.

Three different methods were used to measure shell length. Specimens larger than

25 mm were measured to the nearest 0.1 mm with calipers. Specimens between 3 and 25

mm were measured automatically to the nearest 0.1 mm using MochaThl Image Analysis

Software. The setup consisted of a video camera linked to a monitor and a PC nanning MS

Windows. For maximum contrast, M. calcarea (which are white) were measured against
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a black felt cloth background. A Targa+ frame grabber was used to capture video images of

Macoma into Mocha. whereupon contrast and resolution for each group of specimens was

maximized. Shell length measurements were automatically taken on individual Macoma in

groups of 25 specimens with each group taking approximately 30 seconds to complete.

Measurement accuracy was determined for each group ofspecimens by comparing a Mocha

generated measurement versus a reading on the same specimen obtained by hand calipers.

The minimum acceptable measurement accuracy was ± 0.5 mm otherwise calibrations and

measurements were redone. Measurements were automatically stored in a data worksheet.

After measurements were made on each group. damage classifications were entered. The

minimum acceptable accuracy was not reached with specimens smaller than 3 mm.

Measurements on this size class were performed to the nearest 0.1 mm under low

magnilication (12x) using a Wild MIO dissecting microscope with attached graticule.

3.4.7 Laboratory burrowing experiments

Burrowing rate is a risk faclor forinfaunal bivalves that are excavated to the sediment

surface by bottom fishing gear. Bivalves that can quickly fe-burrow are less vulnerable to

scavengers that move into disturbed areas to feed. Burrowing rate decreases with increasing

size (Stanley. 1970). Burrowing rate is also a function of shell sculpture and morphometric

features.

Burrowing times, depths and orientations were detennined for nine species of

bivalves which are common in the OETSA (Table 3.5). These included both shallow and

deep burrowing species. Live specimens were obtained from grab samples taken from the

Grand Banks during routine groundfish surveys and from the OETSA. Bivalves were

collected from the sieve table and immediately transferred to mesh bags and held in either

20 litre buckets Or large fish tubs supplied with running seawater. Upon returning to St.

John's. specimens were transferred to the aquarium facility at the Northwest Atlantic
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Fisheries Centre where they were placed in either 19 or 30 litre glass aquaria and supplied

....ith temperature controlled, non-filtered flowing seawater. Each aquarium had a 8.10 cm

layer of s:md. Wherever possible, the bivalves native sediment was used. When sufficient

amounts of native sediment were not available, artificial sand (Grade 0 silica sand) was

used. This is a medium grade sand and geotechnical parameters are given in Chapter 4

(Table 4.1). Over the period of the experiments bivalves were fed on a regular basis with

concentrated batch culture Isochrysis sp.. Bivalves were acclimatized for a minimwn period

of 2 weeks prior to conducting experiments. While some mortalities were recorded during

collecting and transfers, all specimens used in the experiments displayed normal burrowing

activity and feeding behaviour.

3.4.7.1 Temperature regime

Water temperature was held constant in each aquariwn using a NESlAB temperature

controlling unit. Most afthe burrowing experiments were conducted at a temperature of 5OC.

This lower limit was selected based on concerns over the ability to maintain a lower

temperature. During their lifespans, most of the species tested may experience temperatures

approaching this in their natural habitats. However. average jn SilU temperature at the

OETSA is probably in the 0_2°C range (Hutcheson et a1.. 1981). Since burrowing rate is

correlated with temperature (Stanley, 1970), it is possible that rates recorded at 5°C might

be somewhat higher than occur in natural populations.

3.4.7.2 Calculatioa of burrowing time aad burrowiag rate iades

To simulate excavation from the sediment by trawl gear, bivalves were excavated by

hand and placed on the sediment surface on one valve. Bivalves share a common set of

behavioural patterns associated with the burrowing process (Trueman et aI., 1966). The

initial phase involves the foot making a major probe downward into the sediment. This
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raises the shell from the horizontal into an upright position. In order for burrowing to

proceed. the erected shell must be supported by the foot such that the shell does not fall again

10 a reclining position. Stanley (1970) defines burrowing time (B1) as the period of time

from initial erection of the shell (foot-supported), to disappearance or virtual disappearance

of me shell below the swface. In the present experiment there was one departUre from this.

Cyrtodaria si/iqua has a large siphon and for adults, there is a significant time interval

between shell and siphon disappearance. Therefore. for this species only, the point of

disappearance of the siphon rather than the shell was used in the calculation ofBT. While

the siphon is exposed, the bivalve is vulnerable to predation. Cenain other large infaunal

species (e.g. Mya IrllnCala). in which the siphon represents a large portion of total tissue

mass. cannot regenerate the siphon if severed and will die (Welch and Martin·Bergmann.

1990).

Within a species there is a linear relationship between the cube root ofbody mass and

burrowing time (Stanley. 1970). Based on this relationship Stanley (1970) defines a

burrowing rate index (BRI). This is a means ofcomparing standardized burrowing rates

between species. Essentially. it represents the time required for burial of a given mass.

where:

DRI -1m UU, btJ (1001

m= bivalve whole mass (g)

brz burrowing time (sec.)

The BRI is relatively constant throughout the size range ofa species and therefore

permits species to be compared in terms of their relative burrowing speeds.

Stanley's descriptive terms for BRI values are as follows:
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Very rapid burrower
Rapid
Moderately rapid
Slow
Very slow

~6

2 to 5
0.6 to I
0.1100.5
.5:0.09

Excavation burrowing time (EBn was also recorded. This is the time interval from

point of excavation to disappearance. Burrowing times were determined using a video

camero directed at specimens just above the aquaria. linked to a time·lapse VCR.

3.4.7.3 Determination ofburi.1 depth and life position

The burial depth and orientation of a bivalve at the conclusion of the burrowing

process defines life position. Life position is both species- and size-specific (Stanley 1970).

Burial depth is also a key factor assessing a bivalve's risk ofexposure to physical impacts

from bottom fishing gear.

Details oftest procedures are given below. Temperature regimes and sediment types

used in the experiments are listed in Table 3.5.

Macoma calcarea

Due to the number of M calcarea tested. specimens had to be distributed between

several aquaria and 4 lilre plastic buckets. Sediment depth in these containers ranged

between 8 and 10 cm. Buckets were placed in a large tank that, along with the aquaria, were

supplied with flowing seawater. After allowing time for the specimens to burrow (i.e.

several days), the water was siphoned from the containers. The overlying sand was carefully

scraped away by hand unti! the upper valve surface of the bivalve was exposed. Bivalves

will normally burrow to their life positions without stopping, assuming their final position

in a few hours (S.M. Stanley, pers. comm.). Once water is removed, infaunaJ bivalves will

close their valves and remain in their original position (S. Stanley, pers. comm.). Burrowing
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depth was measured with a ruler. The orientation of the specimens was then detennined.

This included noting which valve was uppennost (i.e. right or left), and estimating the angle

of recline of the specimen with respect to the sediment surface.

Cyrlodaria si/iqua

The aquaria were too shallow to detennine burial depth in C. si/iqua. Burrowing

depths were recorded using a 95 x 76 x 66 cm plastic tub placed in a 2271 litre tank

supplied with flowing seawater. Grade 0 silica sand (maximum grain size 1-2 rom) was

ndded to the tub to n final depth of4S cm. Burrowing depths were monitored for three large

C. si/iqua (6·9 cm shell length). Each specimen had a length of black thread attached toone

shell valve, approximately 5 rom from the posterior margin. Threads were attached to the

shell using T-88 structural epoxy adhesive. This is a two-part epoxy which can be applied

to a damp surface and requires a curing time ofapproximately 1 week at a water temperature

of 1.7"c. During the curing period specimens were held out ofsediment in flowing seawater.

A two-colour thread system was used with one specimen in order to monitor orientation in

this species. On occasion. aquarium specimens had been observed with the posterior (i.e.

siphon) end directed downwards. At the end of the curing period. the bivalves were placed

on the sediment surface (spaced well apan) in the tub and monitored at intervals over a five

month period. To record burial depth. water was panially drained from the large tank.

Water was not drained from the small tub containing the sediment and bivalves. The length

of thread above the sediment was then measured.

Shallow burrowen

Burrowing experiments on the shallow dwelling species Astarte spp. eye/acardia

spp.• and C. ci/iatum were conducted in aquaria. During the course of the experiments all

individuals remained near the sediment-water interface. To record burial depth and
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orientation. water was siphoned from the aquaria. Only minor excavation ofme surroWlding

sediment was required in order 10 expose the specimens.

3.4.8 Statisti~alanalystS

Two-way ANOYA was performed on density and biomass data for common~ies

(Astarte borealis. Clinocordium cilioturn, Cyrtodario siliqua, Macoma calcarea, Thyasira

sp. A) to delennine the statistical significance of the Iwo main factors incorporated in the

ltxperimental design, namely trawling (comparing reference, pre-trawl and post-trawl) and

corridor (comparing A and B). These species represent a range of life positions, and

maximum adult size. Two-way ANOVA was performed on densities of shallow burrowing

and deep burrowing bivalves (Table 3.6) to detennine the statistical significance of the main

factors listed above. Since small juveniles of all species are shallow burrowers, all bivalves

~5 mm shell length were included in the shallow burrowing group.

In 1993. there were two trawling treatments:~and~. (n

both 1994 and 1995, there were three levels of the trawling factor:~,~

and~. Although trawling inlensity within experimental corridors was the same

in each oflhe Ihret: years, there was a cumulative trawling effect since the same groWld was

re-trawled. Cumulative levels of trawling in each corridor after 1993. 1994 and 1995 were

12.24 and 36 passes oflhe trawl. respectively. Because ofIbis, each of the three years of the

trawling experiment (1993-1995) was analyzed separately.

Comparisons of population size structures of bivalves between treatments were

made using Kolmogorov-Smimov two-sample comparisons of pooled size frequency

distributions (n = 10 slations per sample).

The degree of variability in densities of species was examined by regression of

mean and standard deviation of species densities within each combination ofmain effects.

Taylor suggested that the slope oflog-Iog regressions ofmeans and standard deviations could
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be used as an index to compare relative degree of variability between samples; an 'index of

aggregation. Increased variability may be associated with increased variance relative to the

mean, resulting in an altered slope. Using this relationship, Warwick and Clarke (1993)

documented an increase in variance for estimates of mean density of meiobenthos and

macrobenthos at sites that were anthropogenically stressed, relative to non-impacted sites.

Eleftheriou and Robenson (1992) reported marked fluctuations in densities of infaunal

bivalves after scallop dredging, which they attributed to the vertical and horizontal

displacement and relocation of Venus stria/ula and Tellina spp.. Means and standard

deviations were IO&,c-transfonned prior 10 perfonning regression in order to reduce the

influence of the dominant M calcarea on the regressions. Statistical anaJyses were

performed using SASa> software (SAS Institute Inc.).

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Experimental trawling summary

The start and end times ofannual trawling events within each experimental corridor

are listed in Table 3.6. The time intervals between the last trawl pass and the collection of

the first and last grab samples were quite variable. The time intervals were greatest in 1994

Corridor A (134 and 165 hrs.) and least in 1995- Corridor B (8 and 12 ttrs.).

3.5.2 Spatial patterns of trawling disturbance

The following is a summary of patterns of trawling disturbance within the

experimental corridors. Complete details can be found in McKeown and Gordon (1997).

As determined by Scamoar, the trawl had wing and door spreads of 20 ± 2 m and 60 ± 5 m,

respectively. Position of the trawl, relative to the stem of the vessel, was offset consistently

to the port side a distance of20-35 m. due to slight differences in warp lengths. Because of

this offset, the most accurate positions for the trawl path were obtained from the Trackpoint
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data. nOI the ship's position. These data were available for all 12 sets in Corridor A and 6

sets in Corridor B in 1993,6 sets in Corridor B in 1994, and 4 sets and 3 sets in Corridors

A and B respei:tively in 1995. The width ofthe disturbance zones created each year (i.e. after

all 12 passes) was estimated by calculating the positions of the otter board ll'acks from either

the Trackpoint dala (when available for at least half the sets) or ship position (McKeown and

Gordon. 1977).

Because the Wilfred Templeman was not equipped with dGPS in 1993. mean width

oftmwling disturbance was greales! in this year (> 200 m) and least concentraled around the

centre line of me corridors. Mean width of disturbance decreased in both 1994 (120 m) and

1995 « 200 m) with the use ofdGPS. The greater width in 1995 was due 10 a deliberate

sinusoidal trawling pattern thai was made in an attempt to provide greater ll'awling coverage

inside corridors. While cumulative trawling disturbance was greatest nearer the centre lines

of the corridor compared 10 the edges, due to the inherently variable nature of the trawling.

all areas within experimental corridors were nOI exposed to uniform levels ofdisturbance.

3.5.3 Species summary

A lotal of23 species of bivalves. representing 16 families, were collected by grab

in the OETSA (Table 3.7). Of these, 21 species are infaunal or al times semi-infaunal.. Two

species, HiatelJa arctica and Chlamys islandica, are epifaunal. however both species were

rare, occuring at only five and one station(s) respectively. OUI ofa total onoo stations. A

total of 16 species are classified as shallow burrowers, residing in the upper several

centimetres of sediment. Five species- Macoma calcarea. Aslarte borealis. Clinocardium

cilia/um, Cyrlodaria siliqua and Thyasira sp. A, were considered common, based on ~ 800la

frequencies ofoccurrence over all stations. Only AI. calcarea occurred at every station. Two

species dominated in terms of density and biomass. Macoma calcarea had the highest

densities, comprising 86% (247.7 ± 59.9 indiO.5 m2
) and 89% (244.9 ± 85.S indiO.5 rrr)
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of mean sample density (all bivalves) in corridors A and B, respeetively. In contrast, this

species comprised < 18% of mean sample biomass. The large, deep burrowing C. siliqua,

contributed < 3% to mean sample total density. However, this species comprised 70.7%

(193.0 ± 120.1 g/O.5 m2
) and 68% (l87.4 ± 135.4 g 10.5 ni) of mean sample biomass in

Corridors A and B, respeetively. The IOtai nwnber of bivalve speeies, by treatment, ranged

between IS and 19 and the mean nwnberofspecies per slation ranged from 7.9 ± I.S to 10.6

.:t 1.6 (Fig. 3.7).

3.5.4 Effects of locatioD before: trawling in 199.3: re:feren~ and trawling corridon

Two.way ANOVA on the five reference and five experimental samples in both

corridors prior to lrawling in 1993 (Table 3.8), revealed no significant differences in mean

10lal density and biomass for the effects of corridor and localion (i.e. inside vs. outside

experimental trawl corridors).

3.5.5 Biomass lind densities

All species combjned

Mean sample biomass and densities of all bivalves, by combination of treatment,

arc shovm in Table 3.9. Biomass ranged from approximately 175 to 339 g wet wtlO.5 m1

while mean densilies ranged from 252 to 329 individuaislO.5 m1
• Two-way ANOVA

indicates there were no significanl differences in biomass or densities of all bivalves for the

etTetts of trawling in any year (Tables 3.10·3.13). In 1995, there was a significant difference

in mean densities between corridors.

Commqn species

Mean biomass and densities, by combination of treatment., for elKh speeics

collected in the OETSA, are given in Appendices 3.1 and 3.2. Two-way ANOVA indicates
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there were no significant effects of trawling on biomass and densities for each of the five

most common species in the OETSA (Tables 3.14.3.33). "There were instances ofsignificant

differences in densities or biomass between corridors for each of the common species (Tables

3.15,3.16,3.18.3.21,3.22 and 3.23). In particular, Thyasira sp. A displayed consistently

lower densities and biomass in Corridor B in all years (fables 3.26, 3.28, 3.33). No

significant differences in mean densities or biomass. for the effects of trawling, were seen

for any oflhe common species in Sept. 1993, 10 weeks after the first trawling event (Tables

3.29.3.33).

ShAllow burrowing s[)Ccies- SBS (all sizs§)

There were no significant differences in either mean densities or mean biomass of

SSS. due to trawling effects. in any year (ANOVA, p > 0.05). Mean densities of sas were

signific:lnlly lower in Corridor B in 1994 (F,.u ::: 18.26. p=O.OOOI).

I m\Te shallow bYrrowing bjvalvn

Astarte borealis and C. ci/iatum are the only species of shallow burrowers in the

OETSA that attain a relatively large adult size (i.e. > 2.5 cm shell length). Maximum size

of A. borealis was ca. 4 em. Individuals of C. ciliatum > 6 em were collected. Large A.

borealis were common and large C. ciiiatum were uncommon. A total of 23 C. ciliotum

greater than 5 cm shelllenglh were collected during the course oflhe three year study. Mean

(.!. sd) densities of all large (> 2.5 cm) shallow burrowing bivalves ranged from 1.4 ± 0.9 to

5.9 :t 7.5 individualslO.5 ml
. In 1993. mean densities of this size class were significantly

lower post-trawl compared to before trawling (F1.J6 = 5.13, P = 0.03) while densities were

significanlly lower in Corridor A in 1995 (Fl~::II 4.78, ~.033).
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Juveniles « 5 rom)

Excluding Macoma, mean densities of all juveniles.::: 5 nun of the remaining

species combined (non·Macoma juveniles), and juveniles of M calcarea alone, by

combination oftreaunent, are given in Tables 3.34 and 3.35. In 1993 and 1994. mean

densities of juvenile Macoma were roughly an order of magnitude higher than densities of

all other species combined. Mean densities of juvenile Macoma were lower in 1995

cordpard with the previous two years. An exception 10 this were samples representing the

pre-trawl treatment in Corridor B. There were no significant differences in densities of non

Macoma Juveniles for the effects of trawling in 1993 and 1994 (Tables 3.36 and 3.37).

Densilies were significantly lower in Corridor A in 1994 (Table 3.37). In 1995, there was

a significant corridor-trawling interaction (Table 3.38).

In both 1993 and 1994. there were no significant differences in mean densities of

"'t/acuma due to trawling, while densities were significantly lower in Corridor B in 1993

(Tables 3.39, 3.40). In 1995. there was a corridor-trawling interaction (Table 3.4l).

Recmitrnem in Species olber tban M cqlcqUq

Mean (± sci) densities of 'non·Macoma juveniles' .::: 3 nun ranged from 7.0 ± 4.6

to 21.6 ± 12.2 individualslO.5 002 (Table 3.42). This group was represented by a total of 17

species. Species having the highest proportion of small juveniles in Corridor A were C.

dlia/urn (26%), C. ~'iliqua (18%) and C. novangliae (11%) and in Corridor B· C. ciliQlum

(21%), C. siJiqua (21%) and Y myalis(14%).

The highest mean densities were recorded in Sept. 1993, approximately 10 weeks

after the first trawling event, and in the July 1994 Corridor A post.traw1 treatment. There

were no significant differences in mean densities ofsmall juveniles for the effects oftrawling

in any year, while densities were significantly lower in Conidor Bin 1994 (Tables 3.4)·

3.45).
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Recmitmenl in Mqcqmq cglcarea

Mean (± sd) densities of Macoma S 3 mm shell length ranged from 18.3 ± 11.2 to

69.7 ± 59.8 individuals per 0.5 m2 (Table 3.42). There were no significant differences in

mean densilies in any year. for the effects ofcorridor and trawling (Tables 3.46-3.48).

3.5.6 Immediate post-trawl damage

3.5.6.1 Shallow burrowing sp«ies

Patterns of damage in shallow burrowing species (SBS) are shown in Figures 3.8

3.10. Low rates of damage were recorded for SBS in all treatments. Overall mean (± sd)

percent frequency of SBS showing no signs of damage was 90.2 ± 4.2%. Overall mean

percent frequency of major damage was 9.7 ± 4.7%. Each of the intennediale damage

categories (minor. moderate) accounted for less than 5%ofthe total damage. There were no

significant differences in mean percent frequencies ofall damage (all categories combined)

or major damage in SBS. for the effects of trawling (reference and post-trawl) or corridors.

in any year (Tables 3.49·3.51).

Mean (± sd) percent frequencies ofA. borealis collecled posHrawl. showing no

damage. ranged from 87.3 ± 31.2% to 100%. The large variation associated with the lower

end of the range is attributed to one station that had only one specimen and it had major

damage. If this station is excluded. coefficients of variation associated with mean percent

'no damage' averaged 2%. Percent frequencies of A. borealis displaying no damage did not

differ significantly belween post-trawl and reference treatments in any year (1993: FI)J::

1.73. p:: 0.197; 1994: Fus =0.01. P =0.908; 1995: FUI =2.21. P '" 0.146). ClirJocardium

cilia/um showed relatively high levels of major damage in both reference and post-trawl

treatments. Mean (± SE) percent major damage in this species over all treatments was 21.9

± 8.0% (n =104 stations).
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3.5.6.2 Deep burrowing species (neluding Macoma)

Mean (± sci) percent major damage in deep burrowing species ranged from 12.9 ±

6.8% (trawl corridors) to 23.5 !: 14.9% (reference corridors) (Figs. 3.8-3.10). The higher

level of major damage recorded in this size group, relative to shallow burrowers, would

appear to be a species effect. Two common and relatively abundant deep burrowers. C

si/iqua and Y myalis. sustained relatively high levels of major damage in all treatments (32.7

± 15.9% and 23.0 ± 17.0 %, respectively).

3.5.6.3 MacomQ calcarea

Patterns of damage in M calcarea were similar to those recorded for all other

deep burrowing species combined (Fig. 3.11). The wider confidence limits reflect fewer

replicates used in the analysis of M. calcarea (n=3 stations) compared to the remaining deep

burrowers (n= I0).

3.5.7 Index orspedes aungation

Summary statistics of linear regressions of standard deviation and mean species

densities are given in Table 3.52. The slopes of the regression lines of the various trawling

treatments were similar in all combinations of year and corridor (Table 3.52. Fig. 3.12).

3.5.8 Size structure of OETSA bivalve populatioas

3.5.8.1 Shallow burrowinc species

Populations of SOS in the OETSA are dominated by small sizes. particularly::: 7

mm shell length. In all treatments, bivalves::: 7 mm comprised> 6Q01o ofteta! abundance

and in 13 out of20 treatments;::: 75% (Figs. 3.13 and 3.14). A second mode at 30-40 mm

comprised primarily large A. borealis. Large bivalves ( i.e. > 50 mm) occurred at low

frequencies and were preseOl in most treatments.
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Size distributions ofall SBS, at smaller class intervals, are shown for 1995 (Fig.

3.15). The results of Kolmogorov-Smimov tests showed that in corridor A., distributions

were significantly different between reference and post-trawl treatments (n1 =126, nz= 179,

K.s.= 1.459, P"" 0.029) and pre-trawl and post-trawl treatments (n l = 135, n! = 179, Ks. =
10408, P = 0.038). In corridor B, reference and pre-trawl treatments were significantly

different (n l = 200. n 2= 145. Ks.= 1.823. P =0.003) and pre-trawl and post-trawl treatments

were significantly different (n l '" 145. n! =123, Ks. = 1.594. P=0.012). In Corridor B. size

distributions in reference and post-trawl treatments did not differ significantly, indicating that

three years ofexperimental trawling in this corridor had not produced any major shift in the

size distributions of shallow burrowing bivalves.

3.5.8.2 Macoma ClllCllrea

Size frequency distributions of M. calcarea were dominaled by small sizes (Le. <

10 mm) in all treatments (Figs. 3.16 and 3.17). Individuals> 25 mm made a small

contribution. In 1993 and 1994 the 3-5 mm size group dominated in all treatments (22%

46%). In 1995, the < 3 mm size class dominated in both reference and experimental

corridors (Fig. 3.17).

Based on Kolmogorov-Smimov two-sample comparisons between treatments for

each conidor in 1995. with the exception of post-trawl and pre-trawl treatments in Corridor

A. all size frequency distributions were significantly different

3.5.9 Ecology o(OETSA biv.lves

3.5.9.1 Life positions

The laboratory observations on the life positions ofAsume borealis, C. cilialum,

N. minula. C. novangliae and C. sp. A, confinned Iheir designations as shallow burrowers.

The shell margins of these species were generally within 1-2 cm of the sediment surface.
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Cycloc:ardia novangliae had 1-3 mm ofshell margin (commissure) exposed and showed a

highly variable orientation. All Cye/ocardia sp. A remained on the sediment surface. Two

of the smaller specimens were always in close proximity. and at times byssally attached to

the larger specimen. On one occasion. a small specimen was observed attached to the glass

side of me aquarium by its byssus, several centimetres above the sediment. Astarte borealis

displayed a stereotyped orientation with the posterior margin ditected vertically upwards.

Typical orienlations of these species are shown in Fig. 4.4 (Chapter 4). In addition to

Crl!nelJa dl!cussafa. these were the most common and abundant shallow burrowing species

in the OETSA.

Over the course of the 5 month observation period. the three large C. siliqua

auained burial d~pths ranging from 11-12 em. 15-27 em. and 18-45 em. with progressively

deeper d~pths over time. Lateral movements were minimal. For the one individual for which

measurements were taken. the siphon was oriented upwards.

All 16 M calcarea were found lying on their left valve. oriented in a near

horizontal position with the curved or bent posterior shell margin direcled upwards. Such

an orientation is typical ofthe bent-commissure condition in the Tellinidae, i.e., these species

lie on their left valve with the long a.'I(is within 30° of the horizontal (Holme 1961). Mean

l± sd) burial depths of small (14-17 mm). medium (20-29 mm) and large (30-41 mm)

Macoma were 4.3 ± 1.2 em (n=4). 5 ± 1.8 em (n=6) and 6.3 ±2.3 em (n=6). respectively.

Mean burial depth of large Macoma was likely underestimated be<:ause three out of six

specimens had burrowed to the bonom oflhe tank.

3.5.9.2 Burrowing rales

The burrowing rate index (BRl) for Cyrtodaria siJiqua.Astarte spp. and C. ciJiatum

was less than 0.2. placing them in the slow and very slow burrowers categories (Table 3.53).

Jlacoma calcarea displayed slow to moderately rapid burrowing rates, with BRI values
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ranging between 0.28 and 1.02. Characteristic of protobranchs, both N. minura and Y. myalis

were in the moderately rapid to rapid burrower categories.

Two measures of burrowing time allow the risks of predation to bivalves to be

assesseO. For shallow burrowers, total times to re·burrow (i.e. excavation burrowing time,

EBn. ranged from 36 min. for a small C. ci/ialUm to 3.9 hrs. for an adultA. borealis. Mean

(! sd) EBT in A. borealis and C. si/iqua were 2.9 ± 1.4 hrs and 4.1 .! 2.6 hrs., respectively.

Times to initiate burrowing (EBT.Bn were variable for each species. Elapsed

times were greater than one hour for 13 out of 17 specimens tested. while in the case of lhe

fast burrower N. minura. burrowing was initiated within 5 minutes ofexcavation. Although

EBT was not recorded for Macoma. observations indicated approximate times ranging from

several minutes to several hours.

It is possible that !he leng!hy time intervals recorded before burrowing was initiated

were an experimenlal artifact. (n nature these species may initiate burrowing much sooner.

(rlhis is true then BT (i.e. foot-supported burrowing time) is a more appropriate measure of

the length of time that excavated bivalves are exposed at the sediment surface. Mean (± sd)

BT for A. borealis and C. siliqua were 1.4 ±0.6 hrs. and 1.9.! 1.0 hrs., respectively. The

small and large C/inocardium had BTs of30 min. and \.1 hrs., respectively. The fastest BT

was recorded for Y. myalis (30 secs.). Mean BTs in large, medium and small M. calcarea

were 8.2 min. ±3.6, 2.9 min. ± 0.9 and 2.4 min. ±0.4. ,respectively.

As predicted by Stanley (1970), BT for M calcarea increased with shell length

(SL) and body mass (M):

Bt..e E 16.2(SL)-154.2, r l =O.71

Bt-, =57.9(M) +97.6. r l "'0.86

Although there was a similar trend for C. siliqua, variation in BT at larger sizes obscured

any relationship.
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3.6 Discuuion

3.6.1 Immediate effects oftrawliDC

In this study. neither densities nor biomass of bivalves were significantly affected

by trawling. It was predicted that juvenile bivalves (S 5 mm) would be vulnerable because

they reside at the sediment·waler interface and have relatively fragile shells. However. there

was no evidence of a trawling impact on this size group. There were significant differences

between corridors. In particular. both densities and biomass of Thyasira sp. A were

significantly lower in Corridor B in all years. Results ofthree·way MANOVA on seven

sediment size fractions (63-4000 IJ.rn) indicated that trawling had no effect on sediment grain

size (Schwinghamer et aI., in prep.). However. there were significant temporal changes over

the three years of the experiment and there was a significant difference in grain size between

Corridors A and B (MANOVA. P = 0.004). There was a higher proportion of fine sediment

« 125 IJ.m) in Corridor Bcompared to A in all three years.

In the present study. trawling inflicted damage to bivalves was not significant. The

pcrcentage ofbivalves comprising all shallow burrowing species in posNr3wl treatments that

showed no signs of damage was greater than 75% while in four out of six posHr3wl

treatments it was greater than 800/0. Frequencies of major damage recorded for the shallow

burrowers assemblage was low (3·14%). An exception to this was C. ciliatum which showed

high mean (± sd) percent frequency major damage in both reference (36.9 ± 12.4) and

immediate post-trawl (34.4 ± 29.4) samples. This species was dominated by the size range

1·3 mm. The types of damage observed in these fragile specimens were consistent with

damage inflicted by handling and processing and were common to specimens from all

treatments.

As previously stated, much of the damage associated with beam trawls can

probably be traced to tickler chains. This is supported by the qualitative observations of

divcrs which indicates only light damage to benthos after passage of a beam uawllacking
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tickler chains. Similarly, only minor damage was observed within the paths of the beam

trawl shoes (Rumohr et al.. 1994). The very low incidence of intermediate damage (minor

and moderate) indicates that the underlying mechanism(s) generates forces considerably

greater than the shell strengths of bivalves and act in an all or none fashion. Frequencies of

moderate damage were also low for two types of scallop dredges. with minor chipping and

major damage predominating (McLoughlin et aI., 1991; Shepard and Auster. 1991). It is not

possible to make direct comparisons of damage rates between otter trawls and beam trawls.

Damage rates reported in the present study represent incidental damage. Damage and

monnlity rates recorded for beam trawls are based on captured individuals. Damage rates

in these captured bivalves can range between 25 and 90% (Fonds. 1994), frequencies of

incidental damage are not known.

The deep burrower assemblage. particularly Cyrtodal'ia siJiqua and Yoldia myalis

showed higher frequencies of damage than the shallow burrowers assemblage. These species

normally reside deeper than the immediate scouring zone of trawl gear. Trends in major

damage were similar between between reference and trawl corridors suggesting that most

damage was caused during sample collection and/or processing. Based on the types of major

damage observed. it is believed that the primary cause was crushing caused by closure of the

deep penetrating jaws of the grab.

The very low levels of damage recorded for Astarre borealis in the present study are

of interest. This species resides near the sediment-water interface and attains a maximum

size of approximately 40 nun in the OETSA. Rumohc and Krest (1991) reported that this

species was not damaged by otter boards on soft bottom. On Georges Bank, Astarte

SIIbeqllilarera and A. montagui were numerous in areas that had been heavily scallop

dredged; it was inferred that a thick shell afforded protection against physical disturbance

(Collie et aI., 1997). In Chapter 4 a model is proposed to explain the low rates of major

damage in small to mediwn size shallow burrowing bivalves. The model is based on a
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relationship between size and the probability of being excavated in front of trawl doors.

A limitation of remOle sampling in otTshore deepwater environments is the inability to

accurately sample inside small scale features of interest, e.g. door furrows. Intense. repetitive

trawling was conducted in this study. Sampling inside such features would only be

worthwhile if it were known how many times a particular area of seabed had been trawled

and with which gear components. There was a high degree of confidence that all grab

samples had been taken from seabed that had been swept more than once by the trawl (Le.

some portion of the footgear at least). However. results must be interpreted in terms of the

combined. cumulative elleets of all trawl gear components.

Otter trawling may result in low rates of physical damage to infaunal bivalves.

Conversely, damage rates may be higher and either relatively uniformly distributed or patchy

(e.g. confined to trawl door furrows). In both cases a trawling effect could be confounded

with damage caused by the sampling gear. If damaged bivalves were concentrated along

narrow linear features (Arntz and Weber. 1972), grab sampling may miss these individuals.

In this study, the extent to which scavengers moved into trawled areas and consumed

damaged or whole excavated bivalves was not measured. The time between trawling and

sampling (hours to days) was within known rates for immigration of mobile predators

(particularly crabs and groundfish) into distW'bed areas (Caddy, 1973; Kaiser and Spencer,

1996). Trawl capture rates ofsnow crabs (C. opilio) increased within 6-12 hours oftrawling

in the present study (Prena et al., in prep.). Meyer et al. (1981) reported predators feeding

on both damaged and non-damaged swf clams, Spisu/a solidissima, inside the tracks left by

a hydraulic clam dredge. The lengthy burrowing times (hours) of most near"5Ul'face bivalves

in the OETSA would make them susceptible to predation by fish in panicular. However,

trawl catch rates of groundfish were quite low throughout the course of the experiment. The

response of scavengers to fishing disturbance is not always manifested as a large increase in

their abundance (Ramsay et al., 1998).
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Although significant differences in density and biomass were not detected between

trawled and reference corridors, Slatistical power of the ANOVAs in this study was relatively

low. As discussed previously, it was expected that juvenile ($ 5 rom) M calcarea would

have lower mean densities inside the trawled corridors. However, the power for detecting

true differences in densities due to trawling was in the 0.3 to 0.]5 range. Therefore. in order

to be 90% confident ( I-P) that observed differenccs in population mean densities were due

to a trawling effect, the minimum detectable difference between means ranges from 55%

(199]) 10 90% (1995) of the population mean. Low statistical power is typical of many

benthic population level studies (Osenberg et al.• 1994; Peterman and M'Gonigle. 1992).

This is partly due to large sample variances for estimates of density and biomass (Vezina,

1988). Spatial variance is often considered a statistical annoyance, but increasingly it has

come to be regarded as a biologically important. scale-dependent phenomenon (Home and

Schneider, 1(95).

The act of trawling may increase the variance associated with mean densities of

infaunal bivalves through spatial variation in mortality caused by trawling. In addition, the

physical action of the trawl gear on the seabed may concentrate bivalves through

displacement. For instance, Arntz and Weber (1972) showed that neaNurface bivalves were

concentrated along the berms left by trawl doors.

The slopes of regressions of means and standard deviations for densities of bivalves in

posHrawl samples did not increase, indicating that trawling did not increase variability.

However, based on a larger macrofaunal data set, increased variance was observed in species

densilies in the OETSA (Prena et 81., in prep.). After fishing an experimental box (2000 m l
)

a total of 10 times with a 4·m beam trawl, Rumobr et at. (1994) showed using multi·

dimensional scaling that the variation among post·trawl samples ofthe epibenthos was much

lower than pre-trawl samples. They suggested that beam trawling reduces spatial variation

within the community in the trawled area. lntuitively, the degree ofhomogenization should
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be a function of both the intensity and consistency of trawling effort and spatial patterns of

gear-inflicted damage.

A primary goal of the present study was to conduct experimental trawling at spatial

scales consistent with commercial trawling. As such. there was a trade-off between this

objective and sampling efficiency, i.e. numbers of replicates. Based on a pilot study, it was

determined that a minimum number of 5 grab samples would be required in order to obtain

high species similarity between replicate samples, which. was imponant for planned benthic

community analyses (Prena et at, 1996). While 10 replicate samples were taken per

treatment. variances associated with estimates ofdensities and biomass were relatively large.

In addition, small differences between treatment means resulted in a negligible trawling

effect. In this study there was a high probability (65-70%) ofcommitting a Type It error.

that is. incorrectly stating that trawling had no significant effect on the densities and biomass

of bivalves. As such, a precautionary approach would be warranted concerning impacts of

trawling (Petennan and M'Gonigle. 1992). Using biomass and density data alone. the only

conclusion that could be reach.ed with confidence is thai the experimental trawling regime

did not cause catastrophic mortalities to infaunal bivalves. Possibly the only type of bottom

gear kno....n to cause dramatic changes in the benthos inside swept areas is the hydraulic clam

dredge. Removal efficiencies of infaunal bivalves with this gear are often> 90010 (Medcof

and Caddy. 1971; Meyer et aI .• 1981; Lambert and Goudreau. 1996).

As D. Schneider has pointed out. because of problems with statistical power in field

experiments, subtle or less than dramatic effects of bottom fishing may only come 10 Iighl

through the combined ef'fons of the scientific community involved in this research and not

by any single study.

The empirical study of fishing effects is hampered by a lack of unfished control sites

(Jennings and Kaiser, 1998). Given the long histories of bottom trawling on continental

shelves, a more realistic goal is to identify reference areas which can be closed to fishing for
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the duration of experiments and which have experienced low levels of fishing activity in

recent times. These were selection criteria for the DFO offshore site. However, long term

records (decadal) of fishing activities on the Grand Banks range from incomplete to non

existent. Given that oncr trawling has been conducted on the Grand Banks for at least 40

years prior to the initiation of the field trawling experiment, there is the possibility that

benthic communities at this site had already been fundamemally altered. For instance.

biomass, densities and species composition of infauna could have changed due to direct

physical effects of trawling. Given that the greatest rate of biological change (i.e. impact) in

response to a sustained disturbance is to be expected at the onset of the disturbance (Jennings

and Kaiser. 1998). effects may not be discernible in the case of a bivalve community that is

already impervious to such impacts. Without baseline data for benthic communities on the

Gmnd Banks (i.e. pre.trawling era. ca. 19405-1950s) and historical records of fishing

activity, it is no! possible to address this question.

3.6.2 Modification of bivalve habilal by lrawling

In the past. fisheries scientists and managers were pre-occupied with issues related

to overfishing of commercially exploited fish stocks. It is now suspected that factors in

addition to overfishing may contribute to the depletion of demersal fish stocks. including

habitat impacts (Collie et aI., 1997). The loss or degradation of fish habitat is now being

regarded as a crucial issue in the conservation of fish stocks (Anon.• 1996). In the present

study, structural changes to the seabed after trawling were clearly seen (Schwinghamer et al.•

in prep). Both video imagery and acoustically measured bottom roughness (as measured by

the RoxAnn1M system) indicated that surface roughness or topography was increased by

repeated trawling. This may be the result of furrows and benns created by the doors.

Sediment grain size did not change with trawling. however data collected with high

resolution acoustic imagery (DRUMSTM - Dynamically Responding Underwater Matrix
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Sonar) indicated that sediment stroctura! complexity to depths of 4·5 em had decreased,

likely the result of the destroction of biogenic structures including mounds, tubes and

burrows (Schwinghamer et at .• 1996). However, there was evidence of recovery in

intervening years between trawling, probably due to the combined effects of bioturbation and

storms (Schwinghamer et aI .• in prep.).

From tne foregoing, it is obvious that the nabitat of infaunal bivalves was

fundamentally altered by trawling. The re-distribution of surficial sediments should not be

problematic in itself to infaunal bivalves. Although most suspension feeding bivalves are

fairly stationary in their life position, they have the capacity to re-burrow when shifting

sediments expose them (Stanley, 1975). Modification ofhabitat did not preclude recruitment

of bivalves in any year. Ahhougn variances were relatively large, mean densities of shallow

burrowing bivalves and ,l,1. calcarea:S: 3 mm were similar between trawled and reference

areas. This was true for immediate post-trawl samples as well as samples taken from areas

trawled the year previous.

3.6.3 Long-Ierm impa~1S or trawliag

Due to the lack ofiong-term (multi-year) fishing impact experiments, combined with

a relatively poor knowledge base of the systems being studied, predictions of long·teoo

impacts from bottom fishing remain highly speculative. Increasingly, the need to consider

marine ecosystem level impacts from fishing and other anthropogenic activities is being

stressed (Gislason, 1994; Nilsson and Grelsson. 1995; Botsford et aI., 1997; De Leo and

Levin, 1997). However, there is confusion over the definition ofthe teoo ecosystem (Willis,

1997). The ecosystem concept is vague in its application because there are no readily

definable temporal or spatial bounds. the key criteria being that mere are continous flu.xes

of matter and energy in an interactive open system (Willis, 1997). Odum (1964) advocated

a holistic approach for the study ofecosystems rather than a reductionist approach. in which
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'functional' attributes of the ecosystem are stressed. However, the cornerstone of most

impact studies, reductionism and a structural approach (Le. population or community

structure), are conuary to this. Rather than focusing on an ambiguous tem such as

ecosystem, it may be more constructive to consider fishing impacts in terms of varying

temporal and spatial scales (Thrush el aI., 1995; Hall and Harding, 1997). At present the

problem of scaling up from controlled experiments (necessarily at a small spatial scale) to

questions of regional imponance is perhaps the most pressing issue in ecology (Schneider

et Oil .. 1997). The design of the DFO field trawling experiment incorporated a realistic spatial

scale for commercial trawling. With this design, practical considerations dictate that

trawling be conducted within long corridors. The trawling experiment was carried out in two

large areas, with treaunent restricted to one contiguous seclion ofeach area (i.e. conidors).

Reference stations were located in adjacent parallel corridors. Thus, trawling effects, if found

could be due either to the treaunent or to confounding effects at the scale of the corridors.

However. no effects were detected so confounding effects need not be considered unless one

hypothesizes a confounding effect, acting in the opposite direction of a trawling effect on

density and bimass, and with the same linear configuration.

A considerable body ofknowledge is accumulating on the immediate and shon-tenn

ctTccts of various types of mobile gears on biological communities and habitat, yet we do not

know the ecological significance of these effects. De leo and levin (1997) point out that

the inherent dualism of the SltUctura! and functional organization of ecosystems has

important practical implications concerning two different approaches to the study of the

earth's biota. For instance, even when subject to high levels of disturbance (and. thereby,

to substantial changes in their structure, e.g. population dynamics of species) a system may

be able to preserve its macro-level functions, such as primary productivity. On the other

hand, it has been suggested that because population-level responses are generally more

sensitive indicators ofstress than ecosystem responses (e.g. primary production), irreversible
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damage may occur before significant changes become apparent in ecosystem processes

(Carpenteretal.,1995).

The DFO offshore experimental trawling study has demonstrated the complexity

of the effects of otter trawling in a sandy bottom habitat. While molluscs were a group that

showed relatively minor effects (this study; Prena et aI., in prep.), certain epifaunal and

infaunal taxa snowed reduced densities due to trawling (Prena et ai., in prep.). While

significant changes in the structure of the seabed were recorded after trawling there was

evidence of recovery (Schwinghamer et aI., 1996; Schwinghamer et aI., in prep.). A more

complex question about potential long-term effects of olter trawling, concerns the

consequences of continuous disruption of the structure of benthic habitat. Schwinghamer

et al. (1996) suggest that since ecosystem function depends upon the exchange of materials,

the loss of fine-scale habitat complexity through the destruction of burrow walls, tubes and

galleries of infauna., attacks the benthic environment in its primary functioning role, i.e.

exchange processes. Reductions in the heterogeneity of benthic systems, through removal

of epifauna and homogenization of sedimem characteristics, nave implications for the

maintenance of diversity and stability at the population, community and ecosystem levels

{Thrush cta!., 1995).

Mobile boltom fishing gear cause both physical and biological changes to benthic

habitat, however impacts vary considerably according to gear type, physical habitat,

biological communities and fishing activity. Until we have improved understanding of the

natural variability and functioning within marine ecosystems, combined with Itigher

resolution data on patterns of commercial fishing activity, the precautionary approach as a

guiding principle in the management of fisheries (Gislason, 1994; Anon., 1996) is advisable.
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Table 3.1 Ufe positions' of deep water bivalve laxa recorded from !he Newfoundland-Labrador eonlinental
shelf(induding Ihe Grand Banks) and Labrador Sea'. 5peeics colleeled by grab in lhe OETSA are in bold.

Nueulidae
Ctlfllll:lllf1tenllis i. ASlanidae
N.proxima i,s Ast"neborQlis "N. delph/nadon/a i,I A.cwlatlea i,s

Nueulanidae A. crena/a m.
NIII:IIll1nQm/nllt"

"
A. elliptica i,

N.pernula i,d A. montague i,
Yoldiidae A. undalO i,

Yo/diahyperborea i,d A.sp.A "Y./imatula i,d A.sp.B "Y.myalis iA Peclenidae
Y.thrat:iuefarmis i,d Ch/flmys ifllItldic" "Y.solidulu i,d Placopecten ,..
Y. expalUa i,d magel/aniellS
Y. sapo/ilia i,d PaJliolums/riatum

Arcidae Delec:/apecten
BUlhycucaspp. i.s vl/TelISe

M~lilidae D. greenlandil:us
Crenelladel:lIssfltQ m. Arelicidae
Cglondula m•• Arcticais/andiea i,5
O<JcryrJiumvifreum m•• Lyonsiidae
MadiaJus modia/us m.• Lyons;flflnnOlfl m.
Musculus niger m.• L.granuli[er m.•
M.disl:on m. Thraciidae
A1}1ilusedulis m.' T1vaciasep/tntriona/is i,1

Umidac r.myopsis 1,1
Limeasubova/a '. T.devexa 1,1
Limatu/a .. T.eonrudi i,?
subaurieu/a/us Cuspidaridae

Periplomalidae Cuspidluiaobeso i,?
p",rip/oma i,d Care/iea i,?
abyssonrm Cstriato i,1

Cardiidac C.rO$trolO i,1
C",rQJtoderma I. Limopsidac
pinnulofum Limopsisminufo i,1
ClinOCflrdill", I. Vcncrldac
eilillt"", Llacy_fllletllOSfl "Strripo i. Myidae
groen/llnd;ells MYUfruncato i,d
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Table 3.1 (continued). Life positions' ofdeep willCr bivalve tau recorded from the Newfoundland-Labrador
continental shelf(including the Grand Banks) and Labrador Seal. Spe<:iescollected by grab in theOETSA are
in bold.

Hialcllidae
Cyrtuda,ia sUiqlla l,d

HlattJlaarellea e,J

Panamyaart;lica i,d
MonlaCutiidae

Montacutadawsonf
Pandoridae

Panda,agollldfanQ i,J

P.glQc;iolis 1,s
Maclridae

MOClromeris polyrryma i,d
Spisulo solidissimo i,d

Mesodcsmalidae
Mesod~ma arClalum i,s
M.dtiallrarum i,s

Pltaridae
Siliquar:oslala i,d

Turtonidae
Tunrmiaminuta i,s

Tellinidae
Macomacalca,ta I,d

Anomiidae
Anomiasquamula

Thyasiridae
Axinopsidaorbicu/ato
Thyosirogouldi
T. sp. A
T.flulloso
T.lrisinumo

Corbulidae
CorbllIQCOlllrllc14

Carditidae
CycJDClltdi"sp..A
C.borea/is
C.noV/lnllllQe

i,s
i,d
',d
i,d
i,d

m,
i,s
i,s

l.i-infaunal,e-epifaunal,m. mUltiple life positions possible: i,c infaunal,sem.i·infaunaJorepifaunaJ; s=sIIallow
burrower, d..dttp oorrower (see lext). Sou!'tt; Stanley (1970), nb-Forspecies with unknown burrowing depth.
probable bUrTOwingdepth Itas been dctermincd based on citanll:leri5tiC$ofthe pallial sinus and muimum adulI
size. 2- Sources; Joltnson (1934), Abbott(1974), Clarke (1974), Lubinsky (1980), Gilkinson (19&6), Hutclteson
et al. (1981). Gordon and Wttks (1982), Mayhew and Cole (in prep.).:J. Living commcnsal1y on echinodeml5
(Abbon.1974).
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Table 3.2. Dimensions of key gear components of the Engel 14S Hi-lift otter lJawl used with die Wilfred

Templeman in the experimental rrawling Mudy.

Parameter

Trawl doors (otter boards)

Sweeps (ground warps)

Bridles

Buoyancy

Headline length

Fishing line' length-length

malerial

weight in air

wings/square

bellies

codend

liner

material

Doorspread

Wingspread

Net venical opening

3.8m:/12S0kg(each)

IS.2m

>Om

283.Skg

29.2m

19.5m

35.6m

46 em rubbtr di5's

SOU kg

1I0mm

ISO/lJOmm

130mm

30mm

polyethylene. nylon eodend

6O-7Sm

17-Z2m

'-6m

1· wire to which lower net panels are strung; nb- all wires are 6x 19 preformed. galvanized plow sttel.
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Table 3.3. Summary of trawling events and grab samples collected by combination oftreatment

~

c.s.s. Pari::eau Date Trawling Timing CoaiJIllr.A' ~
Trip" event l E •
93-21 7193 Before trawlin& ,

" Post-trawl 10 10

93-29' '193 I' I' I' I'
94-15 719' Pre·trawl I' 10 I' I'

" Posl-trawl I' I'
95-13 7195 Pre-rrawl I' I' 10 I'

" Post-trawl I' I'
E- experimental trawling corridor, R- refmnce corridor. I. each annual rrawling event consiSled of 12 passes

down the center line of each corridor; cumulative passes for each corridor were: 1993 (12), 1994 (24). 1995

(36); 2-Corridor A stations mean depth and range:{128.5 ffi. 120m -140m); 3-CorridorB swions mean depm

and range (135.5 m, 122m-146m).
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Table 3.4. Damage c1assificalion of bivalves collected by grab in the OETSA.

Category Description

No damage No visible signs of damage to the shell. ligament or soft parts.

Minor damage Negligible shell breakage and no damage to Iigamenl; inner soft parts

not exposed and no damage 10 siphon or body in Cyrtodaria.

.Ex..il.m.J2l.c: one or two very small chips missing from either valve

along commissure.

Moderate damage Larger area of reparable shell breakage; neither ligament nor soft

parts damaged. ~: Larger chip or shell fragment missing

from valve margin or hairline fracture extending panially across

one valve.

Major damage DeSlruclion of shell or tissue damage.

~: (i) Shell: fragmentalion of one or both valves or

dissaniculation of valves.

(ii) Soft parts: gash(es) to ventral body or severing

of siphon in Cyrlodaria. or severing of siphon.
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Table 3.5. Laboratory burrowing uials 1e51 conditions.

Species Sedimenl Water - ~
Temp.(C) S. , S. ,

tested 1e5led

,\,I. calcarea Grade 0 14-41 16 14-41 16
Silica sand

C.siliqua native sediment ,. 41·71 12 60-90
(G.B. line sand)

A. borealis nativesedimenl 21·36 25-40 "(G.B. line sand) &
Grade 0 silica sand

.~. sp. A native sediment "(G.B. fine sand)

C.ciliulum native sediment 32,54 32,54
(G.B. fine sand)

C. nawmgliae Grade 0 silica sand 15·20 10

Csp.A Grade 0 silica sand 17-25

Y. myalis nativesedimenl 14
(G.B. fine sand)

'v'minura native sediment 14
(G.B. line sand)

G.B.· Grand Banks: SR· size range in mm: • For !he longer term (5 monlhs) monitoring of life posilion for
Cyrloour;a, water temperature underwent ambient change$, Le. O"C at the start, gradlRlly increasing to ca. 5"C
by the end of the experimenl.
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Table 3.6. Start and end limes or trawling conducted by the CSS Wilfred Templeman in
experimental corridors A and B, 1993-1995. Also listed are the range in lime intervals
between trawling and grab sample collections.

Year Corridor
~~ T"",__

I.,;ttmwll"S'andlirst
Dale GMT Date GMT and last grabs (hours)

First Last

1993 A 6 July (130 71uly 2157 3. 46
B' 7 July 2316 10 July 0120 \4 4\

1994 A 9July \73\ 11 July 0024 134 \65
B 12July 2320 14 July 0614 34 3.

1995 A 30 June \634 2 July 0007 \6 20
B 2 July 0043 ) July 0840 8 \2

GMT- Greenwich meridian time; 1- due to equipment problems there was a 19 hr. delay
between set numbers 6 and 7.
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Table 3.7. Life positions and burial depths of bivalve species collected by grab in the
OETSA. I=infaunal- living entirely within sediment; S=semi-infaunal- partially exposed;
E=epifaunal- living on the sediment surface.

Species Position Adult burial depth&

Astartidae Astarte borealis I shallow
Astarte sp. A 1 shallow
As/ar/e sp. B 1 shallow

Cardiidae Clinocardium ciliatum 1 shallow
Serripes groenlandicus 1 deep

Carditidae Cyelacardia navangliae I.S shallow
Cyelacardia sp. A S.E shallow

Corbulidae Corbula con/racta I shallow
Hiatellidae Cyrtodaria siliqua I deep

Hiatella arctica E shallow
Panomya arctica I deep

Lyonsiidae Lyonsia arenosa I.S shallow
Mytilidae Crenella decussata I.S shallow

Musculus discors I.S shallow
Nuculanidae Nuculana minutQ I shallow
Nuculidae Ennucula tenuis I shallow
Pandoriidae Pandora gauldiana I shallow
Pectenidae Chlamys is/andica E shallow
Tellinidae Macoma calcarea I deep
Thraciidae Thracia myopsis I deep
Thyasiridae Thyasira sp. A I deep
Veneridae Liocymafluctuosa I shallow
Yoldiidae Yo/dia myalis I deep

• depth of burial is the distance from the sediment surface to the shallowest point on a buried
shell (typically, posterior margin).
Shallow bUrrowers are those species for which depth of burial, as adults, is less than
approximately 2 to 3 em;~ are those for which it is greater (Stanley, 1970).
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Table 3.8. Two·way ANOVA of densities and biomass of all bivalves collected in the
hydraulic grab prior to trawling in July 1993, for effects of location (inside experimental
corridor vs adjacent reference area) and corridor.

Variable l Source OF MS

Total Density Corridor(C) 1 0.0362 2.10 0.166
location (ll 1 0.0108 0.63 0.44{)
CxL 1 0.0041 0.24 0.633
Error 19 0.0172

TOlal Biomass Corridor(C) 1 0.0175 0.73 0.405
Location (l) 1 0.0047 0.20 0.663
CxL 1 0.0028 0.12 0.738
Error 19 0.0435

I-logarithmic transfonnation applied
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Table 3.9. Mean biomass and densities ofall bivalves by combination of treatment in the
OETSA. PT- imm~iate post-uawl; PT 1

• to weeks post-uawl (i.e. July trawling event); PR·
pre-trawl; R- reference.

Bjomass (gIO 5 mIl nsnsjty(JQS 001)

Yea< Corridor Treatment Mean s.d. Mean s.d.
(n_ 1Q5ta1jom)

1993 A Before 310.8 65.9 265.0 64.5
(July) PT 218.7 115.s 294.8 62.8

B Before 288.9 120.6 327.9 86.9
PT 313.6 137.5 302.7 101.3

1993 A R 175.2 92.5 329.4 47.7
(Sept.) PT' 193.7 101.6 252.1 78.4

R 265.9 143.1 279.8 107.0
PT' 219.4 154.2 274.3 95.1

1994 A R 315.5 141.9 279.7 53.8
PR 298.3 76.3 283.0 60.7
PT 289.4 140.8 310.4 75.3

R 259.4 96.9 283.6 84.2
PR 289.3 181.2 254.4 58.6
PT 239.3 104.9 258.2 62.5

1995 A R 338.8 131.5 303.2 43.2
PR 316.7 133.8 283.8 76.4
PT 276.6 158.7 278.6 62.3

B R 286.5 133.1 255.2 115.9
PR 288.8 136.2 285.1 51.3
PT 305.7 64.4 228.4 58.4
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Tabk l.IO. Two-way ANOYA orlknsitics and biomass orall bivalves ~ollcaed in !he hydnwli~ iflIb in July 1993, ror
df«LS or~orridor(A lIIId B) and Ullwling (Before. AI\cr).

Variable' 500= OF MS

Totallknsity Corridor(C) I 0,0167 l.01 0.322
Truwling(n I '.0002 0.01 0.920
C,T I 0.019S 1.18 0.284
Em>< l6 0.0166

Corridor(C) I 0.0284 0.6S 0.42S
Trawllng(T) I 0.0894 2.0S 0.161
C,T I 0.126) 2.90 0.097
E~ l6 O.04H

rabl~ l.ll. Two-way ANOYA of ll<.'nsitics and biomass ohll bivalvcs coll«.'Ied in the hydraulic grab in Scp\:. 1993, f~
dT~'<:ts ofcorridor (A ilIld B) and U'awling' (Reference, Post-U1lwl).

V;uiabl<:' So.= MS

Toml D~nsity Co:Tidor(C) I 0.0096 0.49 0.489
Trawling In I 0.04S7 2.J) 0,136
C~T I 0.0417 2.12 0.IS4
E=, l6 0.0196

Corridor (C) I O.04S'.l 0.4S O.S06
Trawling(n I ..""" 0.46 O.SOI
C,T I O.OiM O.iS 0.362

E"~ l6 0.1014

l-togariLhmielr.lJ1sfonnationapplicd.
nb- There WIIS no Ir:lwling performed in Sept. 1993· posl-trawl refers 10 to wuks post.trawl (i.e. from July nwling)
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Tabl~ J.12. Two-...ay ANQVA of d,:ll$ilies ¥ld biomiw ohll biv:ll.·cs I;OUCC1Cd in the hydnwlic; gnb in 1994. for effec1S
of cllrridor IA and 8) and tr:lwlin& (Rderena:. 1'Te-tmoi1. POSi'lr'awl). Soun;es of variance in bold arc swistically
signili<;;l/ll.

Variable' Soun;e OF MS

TOllll Densiry Comdor(C) I 0.0211 >37 0.129
T",wlini\tD 2 0.0021 0.24 0.791
C.~T 2 0.0071 0.60 0."2
Em" " 0.0111

Comdor\C) 0.0870 1.'6 0.217
T"'w1ini(D 0.0081 0.14 0.166
C.~ T 2 0.0014 om 0.974
E=, " 0.0"8

Table J.13. Two-w;l.yANOVAofdcnsiliesandbiomassohllblVlllyescollcacd in lite hyt:Ir-.ulic rvab in 199t forcffec1S
or ~omdor (A and B) andlnlwlini\(Rcfcrrncc. Prc-tr:lwl. POSi-lra.... l).

Variable' OF MS

filIal D~nsity CGrrldGr{C) I 0.0511 .... 0.049
Trawling(T) 2 O.OIH UIO 0.31'
C,T 2 0.0201 I.H 0.249
E=, " 0.014'

ToulBiomass COlTidor(C) 0.0019 0.05 0.111
Tl'1IwlinltD 0.00'0 0.14 0.867
C~T 2 0.0469 1.34 0.269
E~ " 0.0349

lolog;u-itllmic;ll'1II1sfonnationapplicd
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Table 3.14. TWQ-w.y ANOVA ofdcnsitics and biomass ofA. bortalu collected in tU hylbaulic grab in July 1993. for
dT.:c\$ of conidor!A and B) and lI11wling IBcfo~ .... 1\1:1"). Sou=s of"llriancc in bold an: SUdi$licajly signilic:lllL

V3I'ioble' "'., OF MS

Densily Conidor{C) I 0.00711 0.11 0.739
Trlwling(T) I 0.1215 1.75 0.194
C,T I 0.0104 0.15 0.701
E=. J6 0.0694

ConidOl" (C) I 4.6103 3.42 0.07)
Trlwling(T} I 0.0)67 0.0) 0.869
C,T I 0.3434 0.25 0.617
EfTor J6 1.3474

fable 3.15. Tw"",,,oy ANOV.... ofdensilicsond biomilsll of A. bonoltJ collected in the hydralllic grlb in 1994, for eff«ts
..fcorridor IA and B) and lI11wling {Rcfcrmco:. I'rNtI1wl. Post-ln\wl}.

Variable' Source

Densil~· CorrldorlC} I 0.1502 4.11 0.0<8
Trawling(T) , 0.0406 !.II 0.3)7
C,T , 0.0028 0.01 0.925
E=. ,. 0.0366

Biomass ClN'Tidor(C) I 0.5945 OA5 0.50'
Trawling IT) , ).4.406 2.62 0.012
C,T , 0.7857 0.", 0.553
E=. ,. 1.3115

f~blc ).16. Tw,,"way ANOVA ofdmsitics ond biomass of A. bCl<1'Qlucolte<:to:d in the hydraulic Inb in 1995, for cff«ts
orcorridor (A and B) and trawling (Rdcrmcc. Prc·lr.Iwl. PoSl·lnIwl).

Variable' Sw=

DensiLy CorridorlC) I USJI 5.11 0.021
Trawling IT) 2 0.0340 O.lI 0.684
C,T 2 0.0677 0.76 0.471
Em. ,. 0.0888

Corridor(C) J.I)24 1.66 0.203
Trawling In 2.1671 1.15 0.325
C,T , 0.7032 0.37 0.691
E~

,. 1.8877

1·logarilhmiclransform~ionilpplicd
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Tabk: ).:7. T","O-WlII)' ANOVA of<knsirio:s and biomass ofC. nliotll'" ~11cdcd in IlIc hydraulic crab in Jllly 199). for
elTc:c:tsofconidorIAandB)Indtr:lwlinatBdl:lK,A1tc:f}.

V;Jri;K)lc' ..... Of

"""" Corridor(Cl , 0.1929 l." 0.019
Tfllwlinacn , 0.1)6\9 0.97 0',.
C.T , 0.1246 1.96 0.170

"'" " O.06H

Bi~ CorriclorlCl , ••7326 Ul .099
Trawlin&m , ).'114 I.U 0.291
C.T , ).2954 ,.. 0.J06

"'" " ).0'94

T:lbh: l. I'. T",o-,..:IY ANOVA urdCl'l$ilics BI\d biomass ofC. ciJitllWfl eollc:c:ted in the hydraulic vab in 1994. for errc:c:1S
"f corridor (A and B) and trall'lina (Reference. Prc-lr.lw~ Po»t-tnlwl), SourteS of variance in bold an: satiSlically
~i&nili'3nI.

V3l"i~bh:' Sou"e OF

o..'1lSily COfrldor(C) I 0.952 ... 0.011
Tfllwlina{n l 0.04'2 0,49 0.61l
C.T l 0.08'" 0,17 0.42.]

"'" " 0.0977

lJilHlU$S Corriclor{C) , '-1)06 2.21 0.14)
Tr.lwlin.m l 0.)oU1 0.13 0.17.
C.T l 1.0419 0" 0.616

"'" " 2.6-123

T;IbIc).19. T,,'<)-"'~ANOVAofdcnsiti<:s-t~ofCdl"""wllcc:lcdinlbc:hydrailiclfllbin199'.forcffcc:u
llfrorridofl ..... and B)andnwlin&lR.cf~~wLPost-n...I).

DclIsi~' CorTidor(C) , 0.0141 0.20 0.6"
Tra",lin.cn l 0.016' 0." 0.10)
C.T l 0.2199 ).I' 0.027

"'" " 0.0"1

0"",," Corridor (C) , 0.'700 0.26 0.6U
Tfll"'·lin.{n l 2.60'11 0.7' 0....
C.T l 3.1440 1.1l 0.]]1

Em" " H061

1.lllgillilllmicll'1UlsformAlionappllrd
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Table l.20. Two-way ANOVAofdmsitit'Sand biomassofe. siliquQ collctted in thc hydraulic&rab in July 1993. for
dTeclS of corridor (A and B) andtr.l.... lin& (Before. Aftcr).

Variabk' Soul'(C OF MS

Density Corridor(C) I 0.0931 1.21 0.279
Trawlin&(T) I 0.0139 0.18 0.673
C.T I 0.0039 O.D$ U2J
Error J6 0.0770

Biom:J.$S C(lrridnr{Cj I 0.~6SJ 0.71 0.406
Trawlin8(n I 0.27~1 0.34 0.~61

C.T I 2.0129 2.~2 0.121
E=, J6 0.79&8

Table 3,21. Two-way ANOVA ofdcmitidi and biomass ore. siliqutJ collcct..:! in the bydrauliq;rab in 1994, forcffee:u
or corridor (A and B) and tr.lwlinll (RefCl'CllCc, Pn:-traw~ Post-U'3wl). SOUrl:es of ~ati8llCe in bold 11K stalistit:ally
signific;1flt

Variablc' S\I\lI'(C OF MS

D..:ns;ty Corridor(C} I 0.7935 10.20 0.00%
Trawlin8(n 1 0.0163 0.21 0.112
C~T 1 0.0147 0.19 0.821
E=, " 0.0778

Corridor(C) I 2.8664 2.69 0.101
Trawlinll(T) 1 0.1433 0.13 0.17~

C.T 1 0.4416 0.42 0.6~9

Em>< " 1.0661

Tabi<: 3.22, Twa-way ANOVA ordensities and bionws ore. siliqllSl collccted in the hydmilil: grab in 1995, for elTee:u
of c(lrridor (/\ and B) and If;lwling (Ref=ncc. Prc·lr.Iwl. PO$l·trawlj. Sou~ or vill'iancc in bold an: SlDtiSlic.illly
signiticanl.

Variablc'

D..:nsity Corrldor(C) , 0.1.... .... O.Ol"l
Trawling(n 1 0.0114 0.28 0.1~~

C.T 1 O.OOll 0.10 0.910
E=, " 0.0403

fi'(Imass Corridor{C) I 0.0219 0.l2 0.516
Trawling(T) 1 0.0163 0.23 0.792
C.T 1 0.004~ 0.01 0.936
E~ " 0.069~

I.lollarithmictfilnsfnnnationapplicd
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Tabl.: 3.23. TWo-W3Y ANOVA ofdensiuC$ Ol/1d biomass of M. cakQnQ coll«tcd in the hydraulic arab in luly 1993. for
dTc'ClS of corridor (A and B) and trawlin& (Bef~. After). Sourcts of variance in bold om swiSlicaity si&nirtCllllI.

Variable' Source Of

Density Corridor(C) , 0.0210 0." 0.382
Trawling(n , 0.0016 0.06 0.809
C,T , 0.0131 0.49 0.419
E=, l6 0.0268

Corridor (C) I UI6! '.)6 0.....
Tf1Iwlin&(T) 1 0.007S 0.01 0.780
C,T I 0.2JS4 ,... 0.12S

"'"' l6 O,09SS

Table 3.2-1. Two-way ANOVA ofdensities lIIId biomass ofM. ealema O;O!I«tcd in the hydr.wlic grab in 1994, for effects
uf corridor (A and B) and If1lwlinl (Re(crettc" Prc·tntw~ PO'H.f1Iwl).

Variable'

Oensity Corridor (C) I o.oem 0.21 MSI
Tf1Iwlin&(n , 0.0029 0.19 0.121
C,T , 0.0019 O.H 0.S61
E=, 54 0.01S6

Uiomass Conidor(C) 1 0.0339 0.24 0,626
Trawlina(T) 1 0.OS31 0.38 0....
C~ T , 0.0103 0.07 0.929
E=, 54 0.1408

fable 3.a Two-way ANOVA ofdcnsilieslllld biom;w of .'1,{. rolClUl'Qcolicetcd in the h)·dr.wlie gr;ib in 1995, for effectS
ur corridor (A and BllIIId tntwlin8 (Rd<:n:rt<.~. Prc·tntwl. Post-trawl).

Variable' MS

Oensity COlTidor(C) I 0.0624 3.47 0.068
Trawling(T) , 0.0204 1.13 0.330
C,T 1 0.0313 1.74 0.116
E=, 54 0.0180

BiumilSs Cortidor(C) 0.0219 0.32 0.S76
Trawling(T) 0.0163 0,23 0.792
C,T 1 0.0046 0.07 0.936
E=, 54 0.069S

1-logarilhmktr.ll1sformationappliro
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T~ble 3.26. TWll-WOIY ANOVA ofdcns,ties;and bionw:s ofT/rya.Jiro sp. A collected ,n Ihc: hydmulic p in July 1993,
for <:fTe~15 of corridor (A;and B) and lfllwling (Before:, Alkr). S()ur«$ ofy~;an<;cin bold an: swistil:ll11y signlficanl

Variable' Sour\:c DF

D.:nsily Corrldor(C) I J.2047 4UZ IUIOOI
TmwlingtT) I 0.0092 0.13 0.719
C.T I 0.0167 0.24 0.629
E~, J6 0.11699

Corridor(C) 1 14.IU' n.71 0.1001
Trawling(n I 0.0014 0.00 0.955
C.T I 0.0749 0.17 0.683
E~, J6 O.U04

fable 3.27. Two-way ANOVA ofdcns,t,es:md biomll55 ofTityruira sp.A coll«led in the hydr:wlk grab in 1994. for
clfeelS ofcorridor (A and B):mll trawling (Refc=~e. Pn:-Inwl, POSHtllwl). Soortes ofYilrianec in bold an: 5l:J.ti~iQlly

s'~n'li~:ull.

Var,able'

D~nsily Corridor (C) I 2.1049 JUS 0.0001
Tl1IwlingtT) , 0.0697 0.7S 0.478
C.T , 0.""'" 0.01 0.993
E~

,. 0.0930

CorridOt"(CI I 7.70!IJ lUI 0."'"
Trawl,nll(n , 0.2305 0.44 0.648
C.T , 0.0852 0.16 0.151
E~

,. 0.5276

hble 3.28. Two-way ANOVA ofdensities ;and biomass of Thyruira sp. A COllcelcd ,n me hydtllulic Bftlb 'n 1995. for
~lr~"a5 of romo;!or(A;and B);and tr.lwling (Rcr=n~, Pre-lrawl, POSl-lrawl). Source; ofyatiancc ,n bold an: SIlIIi~ically

signiti<:ant.

V:>riabl~'
""~

DF MS

Density Corridor(C) I ,...... 39.S1 0.0001
Trawling(n , 0.0683 1.04 0.361
C.T , 0.0613 1.02 0.366
E~,

,. 0.06S7

Corridor(Cj 6.5101 IUS 0,0001
Tmwling(T) 0.091S 0.27 0.167
C.T , 0.2911 US 0.434
E_ " 0.3435

l_lo&arimmiclfllllSformationapplicd
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T:lble 3.29. Two-_y A.'I()VA ofdclu;itia Md biomus of~. iIonDlis coIletUd ill the hydraulit; snb;", SqK. 1993. for
.«cas ofeorridor (A and 0) Md !rawlinIIRcfc:r=,l'o5l-tnwl).

V~' """ M'
Density Corridaf(Cl , 0.0791 1.1l 0'"

T~liAam
, 0.01l7 'J' 'In

C.T I 0.G&62 1.07 • .J09

'"'" J6 0.0433

CorridorlC) , 0.«76 0.24 '.6lO
Tnwlin.m , O.&6S6 .... .....
C.T , 3.3134 1.71 0190

'"'" l6 1.1977

Table ).)0. Two-","3y ANOVAofdcnsitinand biomauofC. ,iliQIMm coll«lcd in the hydl'ablie pall in Sqx. 1993. for
dTc:as of corridor (A and OJ:llld It'IIwlin& (Referc:nc:o:. Post-tnwl).

V:l1i3bl.' ""'= 0' M'
OenJ;ly Corrillor(Cl , 0.2731 3.15 0-071

Tra..',lin&(n , 0.0011 0.01 .....
c.,r , 0.0039 O.OS 0.127
E=, l6 0.081'

Oiom.:m Corridor\C) , 1.19B 0.43 O.Sl7
Trawlin&m , o.ml 'J' 0.614
C.T , O.IIlS .... 0.... 1

'"'" l6 2.7793

TabkUI. r"'-o-""3yANOVAofdcnsilic:sllftdbiomauofC.JiJiqwI col1medinthc:b)·dratJiepiJISo:pt. 1993. for
.«cas of«WTidoc' (A and OJ Md It'IIwlin& (Rcfc:r=,I'o5l-u-awl).

V:ari:lbl,' """
-~

CotridortC) , 0.03l' 0.11 0.677
Trawlil\&<n , .."'" '.00 0.9-4'
C.T I 0.0179 .... 0.499

'"'" l6 0.1191

Diomus CorridorIC) , 0.6S96 0.16 '.690
Tnwlin&m , Un7 0.21 O.S99
C.T I S.OIIO 1.23 0.276

'"'" l6 4.0111

1.lo8arithmi,tr.IlUfonnulion~PIlI;cd
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T~bl~ 3.32. Two-way ANOVA ofdensilicsand bi~ofM. calcan". eolleeted in lIle hydl'aulie grab in SqlL 1993, for
cfi"o::els ofeorridor(A and B) and lrawling (Reference, Post·trawl).

Variable' So.= OF

DensilY Comdor(C) I 0.0070 0.31 0.~7?

Trawlingtn I 0.<M38 ..99 0.167
C<T I 0.0691 3.13 0.08~

E~ J6 0.0221

Comdor(CI I 0.012& 0.11 0.737
Trawlinlltn I 0.0011 0.01 0.922
C<T I 0.0031 0.03 0.869
Em>, J6 0.1122

Table 3.33. T",o-w~y ANOVA ofdcrmtlCli and biom:w ofTlly<Uinl $p.... eollC:Clro in the hydmllic IIrab in Scpt.. 1993,
l"or dli:elS of corridDr (A and B) :md trawlinll (Reference. Posl-lrowl). SOIll'l:CS of ~arian~ in bold arc: swislicaJly
signiliearll.

V..,.iablc' SolUte OF >IS

Dl."1Isily Corridor (C) I Ui194 11.01 0.001
Trawlinll!T) I 0.Ol~7 0.21 0.~99

C<T I 0.0644 0.51 0.481
E~, J6 0.1261

Ili"mass Comdor(C) I 2.1'09 l.U 0.083
Tr:r.wlinatT) I U.O,~ 0.07 0.786
C.," I 0.248& 0.37 0.~48

E~ J6 0.6770

I· IOg;ullhmktransformation applied
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Tabl..: lJ4. MQn densilies "faJljuvCIlilcs l;5: S mm) perO.S m' (cxclud'nil.~/.co/canoKn-IO swioml. R-It'fcrcncc; PR·
pn:_lr.lwl:PT·p<l1HJ:lwl

1993
(July)

'''''5

Corridor Treatment

Bcfo.n:U'awlinil 17.1 10.0

" 22.4 '.5
BcforcU'awling 14.1 1l.S

" 14.7 U

R 30.1 IH
PR 27.0 12.0

" 3S.1 11.9
R IU 6.6
PR 14.7 6.5

" lSA 6.1
R 16.0 II.SP, 17.2 •..
" 26.6 1M
R 18.6 1.2
PR 17.0 1.'

" 12.2 5.5

l"abI..:3.H. ,\l<::ln d~'ll1iLicsof juvenile.\.l. CO/ConDe: SmmlperO.S m1\n_IOstlt'Q!l!;). R.n:ference; PR- pre-crawl; PT
fl<l.L-IrJlwl

'''''3(July)

'''''5

Bdon:tr.lwlin, 232.9 62.2

" 239.S 7S.8
Bdon:lr.lwling 1S7.0 88.0

" 169.2 11.3

R 90.3 SO.1
PR 12U 4l.S

" 136.3 S9.6
R 124.9 62.S
PR 109.7 24.2

" 104.3 43.2

R 78.7 41.S
P. M.' 4s.6

" 48.3 26.S
R 48.3 19.9
PR lOLl 4S.6

" 34.9 2S.0
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Table J.J6. T~WlYANOVA ofdensitics' ofjuvcnile(:S S mm) bivalves (excludin& M. CDkm'N) collcacd
by grab in July 1993. for effecu ofeorridor (A and B) and lnwling(Befon. Post·traWl). ScM&n:C'$ ofvwW.c:e
in bold Il'C' stalistially signirlant.

50=. DF MS

Corridor (C) I 0.18~ 3.62 0.06S
Trawling(T) I 0.1017 2.14 0.152
C,T 1 O.OOJJ 0.06 0.'01
E~ J6 0.OS07

Table 3.37. Two-way ANOVA ofdensilies' ofjuvmile (:S Srnm) bivalvC'S (ueluding M. calcarea) collecled
by &tab in 1994. foreffec:u oftorridor (A and B) and trawlina(Reftfm(:e. Pre·trawl, POSI-tnwl). SourcC'S of
variance in bold are statistically sianificant.

Source DF MS

Corrktor(C} 1 1.5417 31.74 0.0101
Trawling(n 2 0.0301 0.63 0.S36
C, T 2 0.021' 0.4S 0.642
E~ S4 0.0411

Table 3.31. Two-WlY ANOVAofdcnsities'ofjuvenile(:S S mm) biQlvC'S(ucludinC M. CDkoreo) collecled
by grab in 1995, foreffec:ts ofcorridor(A and B) and traWling (Reference. Pre-lrIwL. Post-trawl). Sourusof
vaO:lIlce in bold are swisl:ia.lly sianirant.

DF

Corridor(C} I
Trawling(n 2
CIT 1
Error S4

I- logarithmic transformation applied

MS

0.0534
O.OO4S
0.2410
0.05S0

0.97
0.01....

ISS

0.329
0.921
0.017



TabIe3.J9. Two-wayANOVAofdensitiQ'ofjuYUlile(::5mm) M.«JlC'QrtQeollededbypabnJuly 1993.
for eff«ts ofcorridor (A and B)1IId tnwlin&(Bef~. Post-cn.wt}. SourasofvariarE:e in bold an: swislkally
signiliC3llL

So=, Of MS

Corridor(C) I 0.1.51 .90 ..J:l
Tr.lwlinC(T) I 0.1069 0.70 6.<401
C,T I 0.1003 0.66 0.422
E~ 16 0.1521

T3ble 1.40. Two-wlyANOVAofdensities'ofjuvenile(!5 mm)M. cuJcanatolJer:tedbygnbin 1994. for
¢ffects of corridor (A and B) and trawling (Reference. Pre-trawl. Posr·tnlwl).

....K' Of MS

Corridor(C) 0.0034 0.08 0.711
Trnwling(n 0.0412 0.93 0.399
C, T l 0.1149 2.61 0.0130
Err.. S4 0.0441

Tilb'¢ 3.41. Two-way ANOVAofdcnsilies' ofjuvenilc(!5 mm) M. cQ/cana collecl:ed by grab in 1995. for
dT«ts ofcorridor(Aand B) iIIfld tnlwling(Reft:rente. Pre-tnw\, PoJ(-cn.wl}. Soutr:esofvariante in bo'dan:
~istir:allysig.nifir:anL

Of

Corridar(C) 1
TraW"li.a(T) Z
CsT Z
Em>< S4

t.logarithmictransformationapplied

MS

0.0241
0.o4fl1
0.,",'
0.1396

0.17

B'
U,
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Table 3.42. Mean (± sd) densities of bivalves .s 3 mm shell length (per 0.5 ml). R-
reference; PR- pre-trawl; PT- post-trawl.

y"" Corridor Treatment All species
excluding Macoma Macomo
(n = 10 stations) (n"3 stations)

1993 A Before trawling 9.1 (7.2) 46.7 (16.0)
(July) PT 11.0(6.9) 42.3 (33.5)

Before trawling 8.2 (7.7) 62.0(13.0)
PT 8.9(4.5) 45.3 (12.2)

1993 A R 20.9(12.1) 53.0(19.1)
(Sept.) PT' 21.6(12.2) 36.3 (7.8)

B R 20.9(8.9) 56.3 (54.7)
PT' 15.6(9.4) 18.3 (11.2)

1994 A R 16.3 (6.6) 30.3 (10.0)
PR 14.8(8.4) 31.6(31.5)
PT 21.4(7.5) 32.7 (16.6)

R 9.1 (4.1) 22.0 (19.9)
PR 9.8(4.2) 38.3 (10.5)
PT 9.0(4.4) 34.7 (15.0)

1995 A R 7.2(5.4) 63.0 (60.0)
PR 8.1 (6.9) 69.7(59.8)
PT 12.6(9.6) 63.0(48.1)

B R 10.1 (4.0) 38.0(41.2)
PR 9.8(6.9) 83.7(53.8)
PT 7.0(4.6) 41.7 (39.8)

I 10 weeks post-trawl (i.e. July trawling)
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Table 3.43. Two-way ANOYA ofdensities' of small juveniles t::: 3 mrnXexciuding M. calCQl'eQ) collected
by grab in luly 1993, for effeets of conidOl'" {A and B) and trawling (Before, Post-trawl).

Source OF MS

COITidor(C) I 0.0311 O.SO 0.483
Trawlingm I 0.0681 1.08 0.306
C, T I 0.0000 0.00 0.971,=, 16 0.0632

Table 3.44. Two-way ANOYA of densiries' ofsmall juveniles ~ 3 mmXexcluding M. calcarea) collccled by
grab in July 1994, for effects ofcorridor (A and B) and trnwlin; (reference, pre-trawl, posr-traw1).Sources of
variance in bold are sfatisrically significant.

Source OF MS

Corridor{C) 1 0.9619 19.4 <0.001
Trawling(D 2 0.0289 O.SS 0.s61
c.~ T 2 0.0846 1.11 0.191
ElTor 54 0.049S

TOl.ble 3.45. Two-way ANOYA ofdensities' of small juveniles ~J mm)(excluding M. calcorea) collected by
grab in luly 1995, for effects ofcOlTidor (A and B) and trawling (Refercnce, Pre-trawl, Post-uawl). Sources
ofvariOl.nce in bold are sfalisticallysignificant.

Source OF MS

Conidor{C) 1
Trawling(D 2
CxT 2
EITlX S4

1-logOl.rithmictransformariooapplied

0.0050
0.0152
0.2178
0.1026

O.OS
0.15
2.12
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Tobie 3.46. Two-way ANOVA ofdensities' ofsrnalljuvenile (:: 3 mm) M. calcarea collected by grab in July
1993, for dreds ofcOtridor (A and 8) and trawling (Before. Post-trawl).

Source OF MS

Corridor (C) 0.0391 1.12 0.321
Trawling(T) 0.0442 1.25 0.291
C,T 0.000& 0.03 0.811
E~, 0.0354

Tobie 3.41. Two-way ANOVAofdensides' ofsrnalljuvenile (::3mm) M.calcarea collected by grab in July
1994. for effects of corridor (A and B) and rrawling (reference. pre-trawl, posl-trawl).

Source OF MS

COlTidor(C) I 0.0019 0.02 0.896
Trawling(T) 2 0.0347 0.32 0.134
C, T 2 0.1021 0.93 0.420
E~, 12 0.1093

Table 3.48. Two-way ANOVA ofdensities' ofsrnatljuvenite (:: 3 mm) M. calcana collected by grab in July
1995, for effects of corridor (A and OJ and trawling (Reference, Pre-trawl, Post-!rawl).

Source OF MS

COlTidor(C) I
Trawling(T) 2
CxT 2
Error 12

1-logarithmictr3.nsfonnationapplied

0.0041
0.0556
0.1995
0.4246

0.01
0.13
0.41
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Table 3.49. Two-way /\NOV/\ ofpm:enl f~lIueneiesofdamq,c in sas in 1991. for effeets off;Ol'l'idor (A and B) and
lrawlin~(Bcfon:.P05(·lf1lwl).

Variable' Source

All damage Corridar(C) I 0.0011 om 0.863
Trawling{n I 0.0110 0.31 0.582
C~T I 0.0087 0.21 0.652,=, l6 0.0125

Major damage Corridor{C) I 0.0075 0.21 0.653
TC1Iwl,ngm , 0.0077 0.21 0.649
C.T , 0.0075 0.21 0.653
,~ l6 0.0364

Tabk J.50. Two-way ANOVA llf pom;rnt Fmjueneio:s ofdamage in sas in 1994, Foreffeeuoftonidor{/\ and B) and
trawling (reli:n:nee. poSt-lrIwl).

Variabk' Soun:e OF

,\11 damage Corridor{C) , 0.0119 0.30 0.589
Trawling(T) , 0.1)00' 0.02 0.901
CxT , ;).0019 0.D5 0.825
Error l6 0.0<101

~lajordamage Conidor(C) , 0.0141 0.16 0.$54
Trawling(n I 0.0000 0.00 0.978
C.T , 0.0000 0.00 0.96&

'"~ l6 0.0401

Table l.51. T .."u-way ANOVA of ~Cflt fmjuencies of damage in SBS 1995, for effccu ofeonidor (/\ and B) and
trawling (n:Fen:nc<:.posl_trawl).

Variable' OF MS

All damage Corridor(C) , 0.037) 0.86 0.161
Trawling In , 0.0217 0." 0.486
C.T , 0.00179 1.43 0.239,=, l6 0.0127

Maj<lrdamagc CQrridor(C) I 0.0264 0.71 0.'"
Trawlinam , 0.0026 0.07 0.791
C.T , 0.0502 1.35 0.252
,=, l6 0.0171

I· an:sintransformal'<lnapplicd
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Table 3.52. Linear regressions orlog·tr.r.nsformed means and standard devialions orlhe densilies or bivalve
species in each combinalion of the main effeclS of lrawling and conidor. Each treatmenl consisled of 10
slations. N lslhe number of species used in lhe regressions and SE is lhe standard error.

Year Corridor Treatmenl Slope (SE) [ntereept(SE)

1993 Beforelrawling 14 0.674 (0.041) 0.194 (O.040)
(July) Post_lr3.wl 17 0.670(0.022) 0.229(0.020)

Beforetrnwling 16 0.711 (0.046) 0.235(0.043)
Posl-trawl 18 0.697 (0.046) 0.181 (0.040)

1994 Reference 17 0.636(0.037) 0.214(0.036)
Pre-trawl I' 0.64S{0.034) 0.211 (0.032)
Post-trawl " 0.647 (0.038) 0.221(0.036)

Reference 17 0.683(0.034) 0.197 (0.030)
Pre-trawl 17 0.67S(0.031) 0.211 (O.027)
POSI-trawl 18 0.675(0.0[9) 0.203 (0.017)

1995 Reference 17 0.640 (0.040) 0.207(0.036)
Pre·lfawl " 0.660 (0.041) 0.203(0.036)
Post·lr3.w! IS 0.692 (0.044) 0.201 (0.043)

Reference 17 0.751 (0.037) 0.202(0.033)
Pre-trawl 18 0.624(0.025) 0.236(0.023)
POS!-!rawi IS 0.663(0.043) 0.199 (0.037)
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Figure 3.1 Surficial geology of the Grand Banks showing the location of the experimental
trawling study area (OETSA). Adapted from Davidson and Simms, 1997.
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Figure 3.2 Location oftbe offshore experimental trawling study area (OETSA).
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Figure 3.4 OpmWooal cbaracteristics oftbe video-hydraulic grab used to collect
bivalves in the OETSA.
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Figure 3.5 Examples of minor and moderate damage in the bivalves ASlarte borealis and
Macoma calcarea. a,c- A. borealis; b,d. M calcarea; a,b- minor damage; c,d· moderate
damage.
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Figure 3.6 Examples ofmajor damage in the bivalves Cyrtodaria si/iqua, M caJcQ1'~a and
A. borealis. a-e (C. siliqua); d,e (M. calcarea); f (A. borealis) a· specimen with severed
siphon and gash in ventral body; b. large portions of tissue and shell missing; c- part of
siphon; d- fragmented shell; ~ disarticulated valves; f-frasmcmed shell.
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Figure 3.7 Total number ofspecics per corridor and mean number ofspecies per station by
corridor and treatment b-before trawling, a-after trawling (1993); rl (reference 1994), r2
(reference 1995); prl (pre-ttawll994) pr2 (pre-nawll995); pH (post-ttawll994), pt2 (post_
tI'awlI995).
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Figure 3.9 Mean percent frequency (95% confidence limits) ofdamage (by category) after
trawling in shallow and deep burrowing species in 1994. Damage categories: I-no damage
2-minor 3·moderate 4-major; PT-immediate post-trawl R- reference
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Chapter 4

Impacts of Otter Boards on Infaunal Bivalves: Results of a Laboratory

Physical Trawl Door Model Scouring Experiment

4.1 Introduction

Large areas of the Grand Banks seabed consist of fine to medium sand on which the

otter trawl is used to harvest flatfish and cod. Infaunal bivalves are among the dominant

invertebrates living in this type of habitat. Bivalves are known to be good indicators of

physical disturbance caused by mobile bottom fishing gear because many species are

restricted in their movements and their shells record physical damage (Shepard and Auster,

1991; Witbaard and Klein, 1994). In addition, at any given location infaunaI bivalve species

cover a wide range of burrowing depths including near the sediment swface, which is the

zone that is scoured by otter trawl gear.

Although the otter trawl has been the principal fishing gear used to harvest offshore

groundfish in the Northwest Atlantic since post- World War II, little is known about its

biological elTects while spedfic details of physical disturbance and the mechanics of gear

seabed interaction are poorly understood. Advancements in fishing gear technology are

primarily directed at decreasing the catch of small fish and by-catch of high profile species.

However, concerns about effects on habitat are receiving increased attention including

deliberation over "responsible" fishing gears and conservative fishing practises in general

(Aquaprojects Inc., 1994; Canadian Fishery Consultants Limited, 1994; FRCe, 1994). In

recent years, there has been increased attention given to the impacts to benthos and habitat

from various mobile fishing gears (for reviews see Dayton, et aI., 1995 and Jennings and

Kaiser, 1998).

A generally held view is that trawl doors inflict more damage per unit area ofscabed



than other gear components even though the footgear sweeps a larger area of seabed

(Harrison et. aI., 1991; Gislason, 1994; Kenchington. 1995). This perception is reinforced

by observations of greater penetration of the seabed by trawl doors compared to footgear

based on the predominance of door scour marks visible on side scan sonar records on otter

lI<lwling grounds (Newton and Stefanon. 1975; Krost et at., 1990; Harrisonet aI.• 1991).

Due to logistic constraints, most fishing impact experiments have assessed the

cumulative effects of all gear componems combined. It has proven difficult to quantify

impacts attributable to specific gear components, particularly in deep water. However.

damage to bivalves directly attributable to oner boards has been demonstrated (Arntz and

Weber. 1972; Rumohr and Krost, 1991; Service and Magorrian. 1997).

In 1993. the Canadian Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) initiated an

experiment to investigate the impacts of trawling on a sandy seabed on tne northeastern

Grand Bank (see Rowell et aI., (997) for details of experimental design). Results ofthe first

year (1993) of experimental trawling revealed tinle evidence of physical damage to

megafauna after shon·lenn intensive trawling. In order to examine more closely the

physical disturbance and potential damage to infaunal bivalves caused specifi;ally by

scouring trawl doors. a physical trawl door model was consweted and tested in a simulated

Grand Bank sand seabed. The primary objectives of the study were to describe the physical

processes associated with trawl door scouring and quantify trawl door·specific damage and

displacement of bivalves. A key product ofthis study is a mechanism that links the physical

processes associated with trawl door scouring with observed impacts to bivalves living in

sandy sediments on the Grand Banks.
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4.2 Materials and methods

.a.2.1 Experimental lank and pnlry

The trawl door simulation was conducted in the ice scour research tank located in the

Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science, Memorial University ofNewfoundland. The

watenight concrete lank was 14 m long, 6 m wide and 1.1 m deep and was divided equally

into two long compartments by a centre wall. The experiment was conducted in the sand

tank compartment (Fig. 4.1). The tank was flooded and drained through a series of

perforated water pipes connected to an exterior faucet and drain and spanned the width of the

tank base. The pipes were wrapped in geotextile to prevent plugging by the sand. A towing

gantry, powered by a 7.5 hp electric motor, ran on tracks bolted to the tops of the two

extreme scour tank walls. The two ballasted steel carriage beams of the gantry provided a

base to which the trawl door model and a three-dimensional positioning system could be

mounted. The tank coordinate system used for positioning the scour palh and sensors,

molluscs (etc.) in the test bed consisted ofx (tank lenglh), y (tank widlh) and z (vertical or

depth component).

4.2.2 Trawl door model design

The trawl door model (TOM) was designed after the oval trawl doors used by

offshore commercial trawlers and DFO groundfish survey trawlers on the Grand Banks. The

main componenl of the TOM was the shoe, which was taken from an otter board used with

the Engel 145 DFO survey trawl (Fig. 4.2). This type of ouer board weighs 1250 kg and has

a surface area 00.8 m l
. The shoe consists of three sections, wilh each section attached to

the trawl door proper with bolts which allows individual worn sections to be replaced. The

forward and aft shoe sections are curved while the centre section is straight. An individual
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shoe section weighs approximately 50 kg and is 7.5 cm high by 14 cm wide. It is the shoe

which is in direct contact with the seabed. Due to door curvature. combined with towing

characteristics, typically only the aft 50"10 of the shoe is in contact with the seabed at any

given time. The TOM consisted of the centre and aft sections welded together with an

attached metal plate to simulate the lower pan of the trawl door proper where it was bolted

to the shoe. The plate prevented sediment from spilling over the top of the shoe during

scouring. The angle fonned by the trawl door with respect to direction of travel is known as

the angle of attack and was set at 30" (Fig. 4.3a). Trawl door angle of attack is variable.

being dependent upon numerous towing and gear rigging factors. For optimum towing

however, it is generally within the range of 30" to 45~ (Anon., 1993). Total roM shoe length

was 165 em but due to shoe curvature only a 106 em section of the shoe was in contact with

the testbed. With the angle of attack of the TOM set at 30". a scour path width of 53 em

was established. This is close to the range of widths of trawl door scour marks (60-90 em)

estimated from side scan sonar records from the Grand Banks (R. Parrott GSCA. Bedford

Institute ofOceanography, Dartmouth. N.S.• pets. comm.).

Scouring depth is the ma.'I(imwn depth to which the bottom oflhe shoe penetrates the

seabed. This was set at 2 em. There are few empirical data for scouring depths for otter

boards. Reponed scouring depths in sand are in the 0 to 5 em range (Rumohr, cited in Krost

et. al.. 1990; Brylinsky el aI.• 1994). Krostet. aI .• (1990) speculated that otter boards should

have low penetration on sandy bottoms due to the relatively higher mechanical resistance

of the sediment. Based on videos of trawl doors in operation on the Grand Banks. it appears

thaI the action of a trawl door on level·bottom sand is one of surficial scouring with very

little penetration. This was the type of action observed for otter trawl doors moving over a

sandy seabed in Jervis Bay. Australia (Chopin et aI.• 1987). The TOM scouring depth of2

cm was considered 10 be representative of the range of scouring depths possible on level
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bottom dense sand. This scouring depth also ensured that the shoe passed through the depth

zone that was occupied by shallowly placed bivalve specimens so that direct effects of

interaction wilh the shoe could be studied.

The TDM was COMected to a triangular aluminum mounting frame. that in tum was

attached to an upper vertical support frame (Fig. 4.2). The entire assembly was bolted to the

gantry beams. The gantry speed was limited to 0.87 knots (0.44 m1s) whereas a trawling

speed of approximately) knots (1.52 m1s) is typical of trawling operations in the NW

Atlantic. A cOfTC(;tion factor was applied to forces generated by the TDM (see Appendix

4.1).

Various sensors were incorporated into the TOM in order to record testbed forces

acting on the model during scouring. Two biaxial load cells connected opposite ends of the

shoe to the mounting frame and recorded lateral forces in x and y directions. Three beam

load cells connected the comers of the mounting frame to the vertical support frame and

recorded uplift or vertical forces (Fig. 4.2). An underwater colour video camera. anached

to the lower part of the steel plate at the leading end of the shoe, provided a close-up view

of the entire scouring process.

4.2.3 3·Dimensional positioninK system

A )-0 positioning system was used to record the position ofbivalves and instruments

placed in the tes1bed. This consisted ofa 1.5 m long (12.5 mm diameter) aluminum rod with

a machined point at one end (pointer) and a linear position transducer fixed to the other end.

An aluminum rack was attached to the pointer and a hand-operated gear system raised and

lowered the pointer in the z direc1ion. The poin1er was set up on a small truck which could

be positioned by hand in the x direction along rails spanning the tank gantry. The entire

positioning system assembly ran on a second set of rails bolted to the tank gantry 10 enable
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positioning in the y-direction. The positioning system was connected to linear position

transducers in the x. y. and z directions. Position transducers were excited at 10 volts and

the output sent directly to the data acquisition system. which converted output voltages to

positional values for real time display on a computer terminal that was secured to the gantry.

4.2.4 Data acquisition

Pre· and post-test positional data were acquired using a PC-based data acquisition

system. The system was set up to acquire data from the displacement transducers with 16

bit resolution. A custom Basic program converted output voltages to positional (Le. x.y and

z coordinate) data. The pointer position was continuously updated and displayed on a SCreeTt.

Once the pointer was posilioned at a point of interest. the program was set up to store

coordinates to disk along with an identifying label. A separate data acquisition system was

used during the TOM scouring. This system was set up to acquire data over 16 channels with

16 bit resolution. Low level transducer signals were amplified and transmitted to the

computer, situated remote to the scour tank. All amplified signals were filtered prior to

digitization. An off-the-shelf operating system (Windows™) was used to control the

acquisition and display ofdata.

4.2.5 Tntbed preparation

The sand testbed was pre~d to reproduce key geotechnical properties of a natural

offshore seabed. In particular. it was important to simulate properties ofshear strength since

physical forces generated between the TOM and the testbed. as well as sediment

displacement during scouring, would be a function of sediment shear strength. The

mechanical behaviour of granular material is highly dependent on effective stresses and

volumetric deformations that occur in the sediment mass during shearing. In a sediment

mass. the total stress is carried by the sum of water pressure and effective stress. Effective
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stress controls lite mechanical aspects ofscdiment behaviour. notably compressibility and

shear strength.

The most widely used index of cohesionless sediment shear strength is lite angle of

internal mction, <to Given two granular materials with similar values of 41, subject to similar

loading conditions and rates of shear, it can be expected that peak shearing forces will be

similar. Values of ¢I reported from borehole locations on the Grand Banks range between

27° and 48° with most values greater than 35" (McClelland Engineers. 1971; Thompson et

al.. 1986; Thompson and Long. 1989). These values are associated with dense to very dense

sediments on the nonheastem Grand Bank as revealed by cone penetration test data.

Reponed relative densities are typically between 80% and 9QO!o (Thompson and long. 1989).

where relative density. DR' is expressed as.

where Y<ItmiDl = dry unit weight in loosest state

Yd = in situ dry unit weight

Y.J(.....1 = dry unit weight in densest state

The in SifU relative density of the sand at the DFO offshore site was not known.

Based on the objectives of the experiment. it was decided to aim for an experimental

testbed <t which was close 10 reported field values, rather than anempt 10 replicate grain size.

relative density. grain angularity, dilatancy. etc. that would have produced a similar result.

The testbed was prepared using commercial Grade No. 0 silica sand. Shearbox tests were

conducted with this sand at different relative densities ( DJ in order to achieve a value for

$ of 46°. The testbed was prepared at this angle of inlemal friction which corresponded to

a mean (± sd) DR of73.2%± 7.7 based on 9 measurements taken at different points in the
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testbed. This relative density resulted in a value for 41 of. Samples of the testbed were

collected using a stainless steel coring tube with inside diameter and length dimensions of

50 mm and 170 mm, respectively. Maximum and minimum sediment densities were

determined following ASTM standard methods (ASTM 1993a,b) from which relative density

was calculated. Key geotectmical properties of DFO otTshore site sand and testbed sand are

compared in Table 4.1.

The testbed was built up in 2 cm thick layers ofwet sand. each layer being compacted

in tum using 2 kg steel tampers with 200 mm square base plates. The final depth of the

testbed was SOD mm. The base of the testbed (i.e. tank floor) was designated as z= 0, and

the tinal prepared testbed surface was at z "" 500 mm.

The testbed was subdivided into a series of experimental blocks for placement of

bivalves and instrumentation (Fig. 4.3b) while the exact boWldaries of the scour path were

relercnced on the positional system.

~.2.6 Bivalve specimens

A total of200 bivalves representing six species were arranged in two replicate blocks

(RBl=108, RB2=92) (Fig. 4.3b). These specimens had been collected from the DFO

otTshore experimental trawling sludy area (OETSA) and are common species in sandy

sediments on the Grand Banks. The specimens had previously been fixed in buffered Hl%

formalin and stored in 70"10 ethanol. Prior to burial in the testbed. each specimen was

engraved with an ID number using a Dremel tool equipped with a fine bit. The shells of

small Macoma calcarea were too fragile for engraving so these were numbered with

indelible ink. Because of their large soft tissue mass, prior to burial Cyrtodaria siliqWl were

injected with 10 ml of I0% formalin solution to retard decomposition. Bivalves were placed

in the testbed at burrowing depths and in orienlal.ions typical of the species (cf. Fig. 4.4 and
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Table 4.2). Specimens were arranged in single species lranSeCts oriented perpendicularly

to the scour path at the following depths: Z""JOO. 400, 450 ,480 nun and at the sediment·

water interface (z=500 nun). While the majority of specimens were placed inside the scour

path, specimens ofA. borealis, C novangliae, C sp. A and M calcarea were also placed at

distances of 10 cm and 20 cm outside the scour path boundaries.

4.2.7 Measurement or bivalve displacement

Pre-test positions of bivalves were recorded by lowering the pointer tip to the desired

testbed depth (z coordinate) and location (x and y coordinates) followed by positioning the

specimen beneath the pointer, generally after making a small excavation in the sand in order

to seat the specimen. A position fix was then taken with the pointer touching the engraved

reference point on the shell (Fig. 4.4). The testbed adjacent spedmens was compacted and

built-up through a combination of careful hand tamping and by using a small steel tamper.

In order to confirm that the method was nol causing damage. several specimens of the more

fragile Macoma calcarea were disinterred. Examination of these specimens revealed no

signs of damage. Subsequent to the test, and after the water had been drained from the tank.

sand was carefully removed by hand around the pre-test position fixes. After partial

excavation, the pointer was positioned at the appropriate point on the shell and the

coordinates logged. Measurement accuracy for each coordinate was approximately 4 rom.

4.2.8 AS5essment of dam_Ie to bivah'es

After logging post-test position fixes. all bivalves were examined for signs ofdamage

to the shell. ligamem and exposed soft pans then assigned a damage category on a scale

ranging from no damage to major damage. The classification scheme used was the same as

that used for the field trawling study (Chapter 3, Table 3.4). With the exception of
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Cyrtodaria siliqua, all species used in the test had their soft parts enclosed by the shell

valves. The ventral part of the body and siphon ofC. siliqua are exposed in both life and the

preserved state.

4.2.9 Teslbed eledronics and sediment displacement markers

Total stress cells (TSC) and pore pressure transducers (PPT) were placed at testbed

depths ofz = 350, 400 and 450 mm along the cenue line of the scour path in order to record

total sediment suess (i.e. force per unit area) and interstitial pore water pressure, respectively,

during scouring. Several types of sediment displacement markers were aligned in series

across the width of the testbed. i.e. perpendicular to the scour path. These were designed to

measure horizontal and vertical sediment displacement and to show the extent of sub-surface

shearing beneath the scowing TOM. Five series of II stainless steel ball bearings (12.5 mm

diam.) were placed at the following depths: z= 500 (on the surface), 460. 400. 360 and 300

mm relative to the base of the bail. Pliable, 0.9 mm diameter solder strands were placed at

depths of z = 470, 420. 370 and 320 mm. Sand. wllich had been coloured by machinists

liquid blue dye and dried. was laid at the following testbed depths: z = 490, 470 and 450 mm

in approximately I em wide by 5 mm thick bands using a funnel. A shop.vac. with flexible

hose attached to the gantry, was used to shave narrow channels in the testbed for placement

of instrumentation and coloured sand. In placing the instrument strin8s, personnel worked

from large plywood boards to minimize disturbance to the testbed.

After placement of all subsurface instrumentation, the entire testbed surface was

shaved to the final testbed height of 500 mm using the vacuum system. After this was

completed, one series of ball bearings and five large eye/acardia sp. A (RBI) were

positioned on the prepared testbed surface.

As with the bivalves. the 3-D positioning system was used to record pre-test and post-
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lest positions of all instruments and displacement markers. The pointer tip was aligned on

the top cenlre of individual ball bearings. Coordinales of the continuous solder strands and

coloured sand bands were logged at approximately 10 points along their length. The post.

test testbed was mapped by logging surface coordinales at 13·16 points along each of1

equally spaced transects oriented perpendicularly to the scour path sparmjng the length ofthe

testbed.

4.2.10 Test procedure

[t took approximately 12 hours to flood the testbed at a rate of960 Iitres per hour. The

water level was raised to a height ofapproximately 20 cm above the prepared testbed surface

which ensured immersion of the spoil build·up adjacent the scouring TOM shoe. The

motorized gantry towing the TOM was remotely controlled and the test was completed in

less than 20 seconds at a constant model speed of0.44 m1s (0.81 knots). After the water was

drained from the tank, the TOM assembly was removed from the gantry and replaced with

the )·0 positioning system in preparation for posHest measurements.

4.2.11 Measurement of bivalve sbell strengths

Compressive snell strength tests were performed on adults of the six species used in

the TOM test. Specimens were collected by hydraulic grab from the OETSA and fixed in

10% buffered formalin and transferred to 70% ethanol. Because Macoma calcarea was

considered to be the most fragile species, tests were performed over a size range for this

species. Normally, shell strength tests are performed on empty shell valves; nowever, this

ignores any potential counter·baIancing effect of internal resistance provided by the soft

tissues of the bivalve. Therefore, tests were performed using whole bivalves. Since drying

may affect the strength oflhin shells (Currey, 1919), all specimens were kept wet prior to
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testing.

Shell strength index. tests were performed using a triaxial compression machine (ELE

Digital Tritest 50) equipped with a 250 lb. strain gauged proving ring (Fig. 4.5). The bivalve

was laid on one valve in the centre of the triaxial platen and the proving ring was then

lowered until it was just touching the specimen. The platen was raised at a loading rate of

I mm/min. Typical loading rates (uniaxial, unconfined) for molluscs range between 1 and

5 mm/min. (Vermeij and Currey, 1980; Currey and Hughes, 1982; Blundon and Vermeij,

1983; Cook and Kenyon, 1993; Preston et al., 1996). During the test, proving ring signal

voltage was continuously recorded. Failure was defined by a significant reduction in load.

The load contact area was determined by measuring the dimensions of the disturbance of

petroleum jelly which had been applied to the underside of the proving ring plate. The

disturbance represented the surface area of shell in contact with the proving ring and was

used to define peak stress at shell failure: Stress (kPa) ~ Load (kN)/Contact area (ml
).

".3 Results

".3.1 S~our path profile

A mound ofsediment (i.e. frontal spoil) formed adjacent the leading face of the roM
shoe as it scoured me testbed. Due to me angle ofanack, most of this frontal spoil was shed

olTthe trailing end of the shoe and formed a berm me length of the testbed. This resuiled in

a single, rounded berm with an adjacent shallow, V-shaped depression (i.e. furrow)

representing the scour path (Fig. 4.6). Mean (± sd) berm height above the pre-test testbed

surface was 55 .:t 10 nun.

4.3.2 Displa~elheDt of testbed markers

The ball bearings laid on the testbed surface wimin the scour path were caught up in
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the frontal spoil and deposited off the trailing edge of the shoe. Depending on point of

contact along the shoe, forward displacements (+ x) ranged between 0.5 m and 1 m (Fig.

4.7). Outside the scour path. surface ball bearings on the side of the leading end of the shoe

were displaced approximately 4 cm while those at the trailing end were not displaced.

Several ball bearings at a testbed depth of 3 em (z = 460) were displaced: 5 ball bearings

placc:d in a line from the eentre of the scour path to a point 10 em outside the path on the

leading edge side of the stIce. were displaced about 8 cm towards the berm with negligible

forward displacement. The solder strands. all of which were sub-scour (z ;; 320-470).

showed no signs of deformation. The band of coloured sand located at a depth of 1 cm

(z=490) was obliterated within the scour path. The band located at a depth ofJ cm (z = 470),

which was I em subscour. was bowed slightly ( I em) in the direction of travel of the roM

al the centre of the scour path while the band located at a depth of5 em (z = 450). 3 em sub

scour. was intact and undeformed.

4.3.3 Forces acting on tbe TDM

The time record of total venical force acting on the TOM during scouring showed a

cyclic loading panern with peak and mean uplift forces of 1548 N and sn N, respectively

(Fig. 4.8). The vectorial sum of the lateral forces (x and y directions) acting on the model

also showed a cyclic pattern with peak and mean forces of 1231 Nand 587 N, respectively

(Fig.4.8). Although peak forces were greatest in the x direction (1013 N) relative to y (757

N). the loading patterns were very similar. The forces acting on a plough are positively

correlated with ploughing speed (Palmer, 1993). Using Palmer's (1993) regression data. and

extrapolating to the scouring depth and speed used in the TOM experiment, a factor of 1.5

was calculated in order to convert roM forces to approximate field trawling forces (see

Appendix 4.1). This would result in peak field trawling vertical and lateral forces of2322
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Nand 1846 N. respectively.

4.3.4 Pore pressures aad lolal slresses fftOrded duriag scouri_.

There was a general trend ofincreasing pore water pressure with approach of the roM
to a point where the shoe was about 50-60 cm from the transducer (Fig. 4.9). At this point,

there was a sharp drop in pore pressure ranging from -1.6 kPa at 2=400 and 450 to -0.6 kPa

at z=350. The initial response ofPPT #3 (z=350) is suspect due to the drop in pore pressure

when the TOM was still about 4 maway, however, the subsequent pattern is similar to that

of the other transducers.

Total stress increased rapidly beginning at a point where the centre of the shoe was

approximately 40·50 cm from the stress cell (Fig. 4.9). Maximum increase in total stress

ranged from approximately 13.5 kPa at 3 em (2=450) below the shoe to 5.5 kPa at 13 em

below the shoe (z = 350). Applying the scaling (ncwr (1.5) produces a sediment suess of

20.2 kPa at the shallowest depth.

4.3.5 Displacemenl of bivalves

All bivalves within the scour path at the sediment~water interface (z - 500) were

displaced and patterns of displacement were similar between the two blocks (Fig. 4.10).

Specimens ofCyclocardia sp. A, C. novongliae and A. borealis located within the scour path

were displaced forward and towards lhe developing berm a distam:e consistent with point of

contact along the shoe. In general, forward displacement (Ax) increased as point of contact

moved closer to the leading end of the shoe. In RB I, maximum forward displacement

attributable to the TOM was approximately 2.5 m (eye/acardia sp. A) although for most

specimens it was less than 1 m in both +x and -y directions (Fig. 4.10). Specimens which

were initially buried within 200 mm of either side of the scour path showed minor
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displacement whereas two eye/acardia sp. A (specimens #6 and 7) placed on the testbed

surface immediately adjacent the scour path were displaced forward a maximum distance of

10 cm and towards the berm (-y) by 27 cm.

In RB2. displacement of bivalves ranged from approximately 58 em to l.I m forward

(.c.x) and ·29 to -41 em laterally (.c.y). There were several instances ofatypicaJ displacement.

One small M. calcarea (specimen #8) and one small C. ciliatum (specimen #4) were

displaced in a direction opposite to that of scouring (Fig. 4.10). In another instance. one

large C. ciliafum (specimen # 19. length =55 rom) in RBI was displaced forward a distance

of 6 m and was found lying adjacent the middle wall of the scour tank.

Considering only the displaced specimens. 7 out of 12 buried bivalves in RBI were

disinterred or partially exposed by the scouring process while specimens located adjacent the

scour path on the trailing end of the shoe were covered by the berm. In RB2, all of the

displaced specimens had originally been buried, and 7 out of 10 specimens within the scour

path were either partially or entirely exposed on the berm. Two small M. calcarea and one

A. borealis were buried in the berm. Displacement at a testbed depth of2 em (z.=480 nun)

was confined to bivalves within the scour path. In RB 1, two small M calcarea out ofa total

of9 within the scour path were displaced a maximum distance ofabout 4 m. As a result of

scouring, one medium and one large M calcarea were partially exposed but not displaced.

In RB2, one small M calcarea was displaced forward by approximately 3.5 m. Specimens

located deeper than 2 em displayed no evidence ofdisplacement attributable to the roM
with one possible exception. At adepthof5 em (z=450 rom) one small M calcarea from

within the scour path appeared to be rotated about 90" from its original position.

4.3.6 Bivalve damage

Out ofa total of 42 recovered bivalves which had originally been placed in the scouring
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zone (Le. upper 2 cm ofscour path), two specimens(S 'Yo) in RB2 swtained major damage

(Tables 4.3 and 4.4). In one instance, the TOM shoe had removed most ofthe dorsal portion

of the shell ofa large C. ci/iatum while the ventral halves of the valves were intact, lying in

their original pre-test position in the testbed. In the other instance, a mediwn M calcarea

originally located in the centre of the scour path at a depth of2 em was recovered with

disaniculaled valves. The only occurrences of minor damage (17 in total) were recorded

with M. calcarea and were represented by a very small chip in one or both valves at the

posterior margin. These occurred in both blocks and there was no discernible panem, with

occurrences both inside and outside the scour path and to testbed depths of 15 em. We

nttribute minor damage to this relatively fragile species to handling effects during testbed

preparotion and excavation.

4.3.7 Shell strength

Peak lond and stress at shell failure in specimens ofthe six species used in the roM test

are shown in Table 4.5. For M calcarea, peak load at shell failure was positively correlated

with shell length (r 1 = 0.95) and total mass (r 1 = 0.88). There was no correlation between

either of these two size parameters and peak stress at shell failure. In general, the more

fragile status of M. calcarea was confinned.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Scour profile

The scour profile consisted of a shallow furrow bordered by a single low benn. This

type of profile would be observed on relatively level, sandy seabeds. Basic elements of trawl

door scour profiles common [0 all types of ottcr trawls, include paired parallel door scour

marks or grooves, Le. scour furrows. and a single berm on the inner edge ofeach scour. The
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widlh of scour marks, scouring depth. and berm height vary, depending on lowing

condilions, type of trawl gear and sediment type. Most reported widths of OUcr trawl door

tracks are less than one metrc (Arntz and Weber, 1972; Caddy, 1973; Krosl et. al., 1990;

Brylinsky et. al., 1994). In the TOM experiment, berm height was approximately S5 nun.

In general, berm height will be correlated with scouring depth.

·t4.2 Description or trawl door Kouring

The following description of trawl door scouring in sand is based on the TOM test

results of sediment displacement and transmined forces. Iceberg scouring theory, combined

with published observations of cuning blades in sediment, provided a framework for the

interpretation of the TOM data.

4.4.2.1 Sediment deformation

The leading facc ofa trawl door shoe represents essentially a vertical, blunt cutting blade

ploughing horizontally through the seabed. In advance of a trawl door moving through the

sediment is a zone of sediment deformation. Dense sand is dilatant and when it is sheared

individual grains ride up over each other. which results in localized increases in the volume

of the inlerstitial spaces. The suction which develops results in negative pore water pressure

(van Os and van Leussen, 1987; Palmeret al., 1990). A drop in pore pressure was recorded

during the TOM test at a distance ofO.S 100.6 m in front of the shoe. The magnitude of the

pressure gradient decreased dramatically with depth, indicative of a vertically restricted zone

of sediment defonnation. Coincident with a drop in pore pressure was an increase in total

stress within the defonned sediment mass, since the fluid suction resulting from the negative

pore pressure presses individual sand grains more firmly together. The zone ofincreasc in

total stress within the sediment extended approximately 0.4 10 O.S m in front of the shoe.
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4.4,2,2 Sediment failure .nd displ.cement

Sediment failure (i.e. structural collapse) during scouring is characterized by a series

of discrete failure surfaces or planes that extend from the oonom of the cutting device to the

sediment surface (Selig and Nelson, 1964; Been. 1990). Sand is excavated forward and

upward along failure planes, accumulating as surcharge (i.e. fronlaJ spoil) adjacent to the

leading face of the shoe. New failure planes are crealed due to a series of evenlS of sediment

surcharge build-up and shoe movement. which results in alternating episodes of resistance

and sedimem failure. several centimelres in advance of the scouring shoe. This process was

identified from the cyclic nature of the TOM lateral and venical load outputs, a pattern

which has also been recorded in iceberg model scouring tests (Paulin, 1992; Hynes 1996).

A steady state condition can be envisioned whereby newly excavated sand is added to the

frontal spoil, while simullaneously. spoil is cast off at the trailing end of the angled shoe,

torming a single, low berm. The mass of sediment thai undergoes sediment defonnation can

be partitioned into three venical zones (Palmer et aI., 1989)(Fig. 4.11). In Zone 1. which

extends from the surface 10 approximately the bottom of me shoe, sediment is excavated to

the surface. becoming frontal spoil. Zones 2 and 3 are sub-scour. Zone 2 begins

approximately at the base of the shoe and sediment in this zone is displaced forward by the

shoe passing over it. This zone was identified. in the testbed by the distortion of the coloured

sand layer at a sub-scour depth of I cm. At the cenlre of the scour path the sand had been

locally deformed forward a distance of approximately 1.8 em. This zone of 'shear dragging'

is vertically restricted in dense sand. and extended to a depth of less than 3 em below the

shoe. Based on resullS from the various displacement markers it is also apparent that

sediment displacement is laterally restricted, being confined almost entirely to within the

scour path.

Zone 3 is characterized by stresses that have been transmitted down through lene 2.
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Most of the resulting defonnalions are elastic, rebounding after release of load. Within the

testbed. the lower boundary of Zone 3 extended to at least a subscour depth of 13 em.

At the faster speeds characteristic of true trawling. transmitted stresses may extend deeper

into the seabed. Because of the higher forces generated, Zones 2 and 3 would also be thicker,

extending deeper below the surface.

4.4.2.3 Effects of altering scouring paramelen

Because this was an experiment, key parameters such as scouring depth and speed were

fixed. During nonnal trawling operations these factors will change, with corresponding

efiects on forces generated by trawl doors and stresses transmitted to the seabed. Door speed

is an important variable. A factor of 1.S was derived for converting TOM generaled forces

10 field trawling forces. Higher forces and deeper penetration of sediment stresses (i.e. into

Zone 3) will result from deeper scowing. Conversely, in the case of shallower scowing,

forces generated by trawl doors will be lower and changes in vertical stresses would not

extend quite as deeply into the sediment. Sediment density is also a variable. For example,

trawling in areas with lower sediment density (i.e. at shallow depths), would result in lower

generated forces relative to dense sediments while the depth of the shear dragging zone (i.e.

Zone 2) would be expected to increase somewhat.

4.4.3 Bivalve displacement

There are two main effects of trawl door scouring with respect 10 bivalve displacement.

Trawl door scouring causes shallow burrowed bivalves in lhe scour path 10 be re-distributed

and concentrated along a benn (Arntz and Weber, 1972; this study). The second effect is 10

increase the risk of predation, by exposing or partially exposing bivalves on the surface,

Kaiser and Spencer (1994. 1996a) documented scavengers feeding on damaged bivalves after
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passage of a beam trawl. Many of the common, shallow-burrowing bivalves on the Grand

Bank are slow burrowers with re-burrowing times after excavation in the laboratory, ranging

from minutes to several hours. The extent of feeding by predalors wilhin recently trawled

areas on the Grand Banks is Wlknown but evidence from our in situ trawling experiment

(Prena et aI., in press.) indicates thai adult male snow crabs (Chionocetes opilio) move in to

disturbed areas within 9-12 hours after trawling. This is supported by documentation of

highly mobile scavengers such as fish and crabs moving into disturbed areas within hours

(Caddy. 197]; Kaiser and Spencer. 1994; Ramsay et. aI., 1996) while less mobile scavengers

such as whelks and starfish move in within days (Kaiser and Spencer, 19900).

404.4 Physical damage to bivalves

Only two out of 42 recovered bivalves which had originally been buried in the scour

path at the sediment-water interface showed major damage. although all non-damaged

specimens were displaced. This low incidence of damage to bivalves directly in the scour

path was similar to the results ofour in situ experimental trawling (OETSA). in which mean

percent major damage to infaunal bival\'es after intensive trawling was < 15%. However.

the patterns of damage recorded in the OETSA represent cumulative effects of all gear

components.

"'....5 A physical model for trawl door-binlve interaction

A model for the interaction of trawl doors with infaunal bivalves must combine

elements of sediment mechanics with key biological/ecological parameters. Sensitivity ofan

organism to physical impacts of trawling can be defmed as a measure of the organism's

innate ability to \vithstand damage, for instance after a single trawl pass, whereas

susceptibility combines both sensitivity and intensity of trawling (ICES. 1996), Intuitively,
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one would expect that any bivalve fixed in place in the sediment coming into contact with

a trawl door would be destroyed. This is based on the orders of magnitude higher forces

which can be generated by a trawl door, relative to forces that break shells. While TOM

forces can be scaled·up to true trawling forces, patterns of shell damage as a function offorce

are more complex, partly due to a shape factor (Currey, 1988). Although the TOM speed

was lower than ceue crawling speeds, given the power of the gantry, if the TOM shoe had

contacted an immovable bivalve its shell would have been descroyed. This was observed

when a large C. cilia/um in the scour path was destroyed (i.e. sheared in halt) while it

remained in its original position. Likewise, the forces which can be generated by modem

commercial trawlers are considerable as evidenced by damage to pipelines which come into

contact with olter boards (Moshagen and Kjeldsen, 1980; Verley et. aL, 1992). In the TOM

tcst. with one exception, all shallow specimens in the scour path were displaced, yet they

were not damaged. The following model is proposed in order to reconcile this paradox.

A novel visual aid, developed by Palmer et a1.. (1990) to assist in the interpretation of

sediment deformation during ice scouring, is applied in the context of trawl door scouring,

with an added biological component. If an observer moves at the same velocity as a trawl

door then it will appear stationary relative to the observer. In steady-state scouring, sediment

dcfonnation relative to the trawl door is a steady flow of sediment past the shoe, represented

by a displacement field (Fig. 4.11). Since the displacement field consists of particles (i.e.

sediment grains), bivalves can be added to the displacement field as large particles.

Sediment and small bivalves residing entirely or predominantly in Zone 1 will, at some

critical distance from the shoe, be excavated into the frontal spoil. This mix of sediment and

bivalves will flow along the length of the shoe, to be cast-off as a benn (Fig. 4.12). This

accounts for bivalve displacement. The low incidence of damage can be attributed to a

buffer effect. The two prerequisites for shell destruction· (i) fixed position and, (ii) direct
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contact with the shoe, are precluded by the process in which bivalves are excavated and then

entrained within the fluidized frontal spoiL

The test results indicate that with respect to damage to bivalves. key sensitivity

parameters are burial depth and size. The proportion ofa bivalve which extends below the

scouring depth. may be a critical factor. For example. in typical life position, an A. borealis

which is 4 cm in shell length would extend vertically into the sediment a distance of

approximately 3 cm. Therefore. in the case of the TOM test setup. approximately 33% of

the bivalve would extend below Zone I which was sufficient for excavation. In contrast.

;7% of a ;-6 cm C. ciliatum extended below Zone I. a proportion that afforded stability

within the sediment during scouring. Large size notwithstanding, a spherical shape

combined with well-defined radial ribs on the valves. provides infaunal stability in C.

cilia/urn (Stanley. 1970).

Tidwling is a dynamic process and in reality, depth of scouring is not fixed. Scouring

deeper than 2 cm should result in a greater number of excavated/displaced bivalves,

including large individuals. within an overall higher berm. At shallower scouring depths

(e.g. I cm), near-surface medium-size species such as A. borealis may not always be

('xeovated, resulting in higher frequencies of damage. Overall. the effect ofshallow scouring

(Le. < 2 cm) might be to further demarcate the susceptibility of relatively large, shallow

burrowing bivalves to major shell damage.

The boundary between Zone 2 and Zone 3 is less precise and in the TOM test it lay

somewhere between I cm and 3 em sub-scour. Bivalves occupying Zone 3, while not at risk

of direct shoe contact or exposure to shear dragging forces, will be exposed to vertical

stresses transmitted down through Zone 2. However, it was.seen that even juveniles (10-15

mm) of the more fragile M calcarea have shell strengths which an: an order of magnitude

greater than maximum predicted sediment stresses in Zone 3.
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A hydrodynamic force acts on a trawl door as it moves through the water column

during bottom trawling (Cre\\o'e, 1964). As water flows around the ends ofthe door. a vortex

is created behind lIle door. A small-scale vortex was observed at the water surface behind

the TOM. Atypical displacements of bivalves in the TOM test were probably an artifact of

a non·living condition (i.e. due to positive buoyancy after excavation) combined with a re

bounding surface wave in the tank. Hydrodynamic forces generated by trawl doors probably

playa role in displacement. over short dislances, of small juveniles, in light of the frontal

pressure wave and vortices which are crealed by ltawl doors wilh lheir large surface areas.

Finally, the TOM lest was perfonned on a level, smooth sand bed. While large areas

of the Grand Banks an: known to consist of relatively level bonom sand. al depths < 110m

the seabed displays wave-fonned sand ripples and megaripples (Barrie et. aI., 1984). Other

features that create uneven swface macro-topography include iceberg SCOutS and large rocks,

and on lhese features, otter boards will be active, displaying periodic jumping action (Main

and Sangster, 1979; Krost et. aI., 1990). In these instances, the boards will momentarily

leave and return to the seabed, impaning higher localized forces. Under these conditions.

near-surface bivalves may suffer higher levels of damage compared to smooth bonom

conditions.

Towing speed was a major difference between the TOM test and nonnal trawling

operations. A primary objective oCthe test was to quantify the level of physical damage to

infaunal bivalves directly attributable to a trawl door. It is necessary therefore, to examine

the relationship between towing speed (i.e. speed ofw trawl door through the sediment) and

damage to bivalves. In the case of bivalves that are not excavated (i.e. those that an:: fixed

in place), towing speed is irrelevant with respect to damage. Due ta the high farces

generated by a trawl door relative ta shell strength, any bivalve that is directly contacted will

be destrayed regardless of towing speed. Bivalves that are excavated and cast-off in lIle
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frontal spoil escape damage. Although some of the parameters associated with sediment

defonnD.lion and excavation will change with speed, the end result is essentially the same.

The zone of excavation extends from the base of the shoe outwards and upwards to the

surface. in the form of failure planes. Sediment and bivalves within this scouring zone will

always be excavated in front of the shoe and a buffering zone will exist regardless of speed.

In terms of major shell damage, scouring depth and bivalve size are the key determinants of

damage.

This experimem was conducted in azoic sediment. As such. biological cohesion of

sedimem resulting from the activities and secretions of benthos was absent. Organisms have

effects on physical properties of sediments that likely have consequent effects on patterns of

sediment shear strength and natural trnnspon processes (Hall. 1994). However. biological

cohesion would break down tmder exposure to shear forces generated by trawling. Therefore,

the fact that azoic sediment was used in the experiment should not affect the main results and

conclusions.

The results of Ihis experiment indicate the imponance of linking the interaction

between bottom fishing gear and the seabed in order to determine mechanisms of physical

disturbance and damage to infaW'lal bivalves. The physical TOM was developed specifically

for relatively level-bottom, dense sandy seabeds found on the northern Grand Banks. The

other major surficial sediment type on the Grand Banks is gravel<nbble. Elsewhere. the

influence of sediment coarseness on severity ofdamage caused by bottom fishing gears has

been docwnented by the higher frequency ofdamage to scallops on a gravel-cobble substrata

(25%) vs. sand (7%) caused by scallop dredging (Shepard and Auster. 1991). h is likely that

otter boards would also inflict greater damage 10 bivalves associated with this bottom type.

particularly the epifaunal Iceland scallop. Chlamys islandica.

Large near-surface bivalves such as Clinocardium ciliatum are less common on the
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Grand Banks compared to small and medium size groups, and while results of the TOM

experiment suggest greater sensitivity to physical damage in these large individuals, their low

densities make it more difficult to field test this hypothesis. The focus of fishing gear impact

experiments is generally on the directly observable shallow scouring zone, yet increased

sediment stress is recorded to depths occupied by deep burrowers. The results of the TOM

experiment indicate that these transient elevated stress levels are of insufficient magnitude

to cause shell damage. Behavioural effects are unknown.

The results oCthe present study are only one aspect of the overall impacts to benthos

from otter trawling. Habitat alteration, in the fonn of changes to the physical structure of

surficial sediments. was clearly identified after repetitive trawling at the DFO OETSA

(Schwinghamer et. aI., 1996).

Considernble progress has been made in tenns of understanding the immediate, direct

impacts of various types of bollom fishing gears. Determining long-term impacts is a far

more difficult task. particularly when often it can only be done retrospectively. In the shon

term, benthic ecologists can make significant contributions by working with fishing gear

technologists in order to design mobile bollom fishing gear thai is less physically disruptive.

Recent designs of lighter, more hydrodynamic footgearand lrawl doors are ;benthos fiiendly'

examples.
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Table 4.1. Comparison of selected geotechnical properties ofexperimental testbed sand and
offshore experimental trawling study area (OETSA) sand.

Parameter Testbed OETSA

Sand type Grade No. 0 silica· fine
fine to mediwn

Mil.ximum grain 2mm 1.5mm
size

D,. 0.26 nun O.l7mm

C. 2.154 1.618

0 10 is effectin grain size which is a sample parameter representing the grain size for which
10% of the grains are smaller than this diameter; C. is the codfkie.t or u.lrormity which
is an index of sediment unifonnity with respect to grain size distribution defined as:
C. - D.JD,o; D611 is the diameter that W/o of the sample grains are smaller than this; if C.
< 5 then the sample is very homogeneous.
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Table 4.2. Bivalve species and size classes placed in the experimental testbed.

Relative shell Natunl
Species Size(mm) thidmess bunuwU1gdepth

Macoma calcarea large (>30) intermediate deep
(GmeHn, 1791) medium (15-30) thin deep

small (10-15) thin shallow to deep

Cyrlodaria siliqua large (55-89) thick docp
(Spengler. 1793)

Astarte borealis large (30-41) thick SWP
Schumacher. 1817

Clinucardillm ciliatum large (55) intermediate SWI
(Fabricius, 1780) small (l2-15) thin SWI

Cyclocardia novanglitle large (15-19) intermediate SWI
(Morse, 1869)

Cydo"ordia sp. A large (17-20) thick. SWI
mediwn (12.15) thick. SWI

I- SWI - Sediment-water interface: the posterior margin of the valves extends to within
millimetres, or at times just above the seabed surface.
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Table 4.3. Frequencies of damage 10 bivalves after TOM scouring in RBI.

Testbed Species SCQurpalbsrx;cimsQi Allip"imcns
depthlz " .. NO Minor " •• N Minor

SWII e,_
>0O Ce......

e,_
Ca,_
e,-_A,_ , , ,

~eml Me,....

'" M,_
Me.....,

SemI Me.....
'>0 Me,,_

Me....u
Cs,_

10emi M,_
400 M,_

Me""""e,_ • •
IS em! Me,....
llO M,_

e,-.
~O em! M,_
300 e,,--

TOTALS " 51 .. '08 '04 .. ,.
$WI· sediment·water interface; Ce- Cli"OI:OI"dium cilia/um, Cn- Cyclocard;a nova"gllae, Ca- Cyclacardia ¥JoA,
Ab- Astarte borealis, Me- Macoma calcarea, Cs- Cyrtodorfa sillqua: P- placed in leslbcd (pre-test)
R- recovered (post·test): NO- no damage
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Table 4.4. Frequencies of damage to bivalves after TOM seOilring in RB2.

Testbed Species SepllrrN,lbSP$dw'iM

dcpthlz liP IIR NO Minor Major

SWII
500

3
3 3

::!cml Me_
480 Me_M,_
Semi Me",••
450 Me.......

Me ..
C,~

JOem! Me.....
400 Me_

Me..... ::! 2
C.....

15cml Mc_
350 Mc...-

C......

20cm! Mc_ 2 2
300 Cs,_ 2

TOTALS 48 ..7 ..3

Al!$QcsimCOi

liP #R NO Minor Major

92 9081

SWI· sediment-waler interface; Ce- Clinocordillm eiliu/Ilm, Ab- .tllOrfC borealis, Me· MocoIlla calcarea,
Cs- Cyrlodaria sil;qua; p. plated in testbed (pre-test); R- recovered (post-lest): NO- no damage
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Table 4.5. Peak load and stress at shell railure ror bivalve species used in the TOM test.

Species Shell Mass Peak load Contact Peak"""
length (8) (N) =a(m') (kPa)
(mm)

M. calcarea 10.0 0.1 4.2 O.5S·IO·} 763.6
\5.3 0.3 7.' 3.957·10-' 199.6
16.4 0.4 4.\ 0.62·10" 654.8
21.8 0.7 13.1 2.873·10" 456.0
28.\ I.S 31.1 4.S94·10·} 677.0
42.0 7.6 56.2 1.276·10-1 440.'

A. borl!alis 35.' 8.3 205.7 5.343·10-' 3849.9
41.2 14.8 253.0 8.055.10.1 3140.9

C.sp.A 23.4 6.8 162.9 7.2·10-' 2262.5

C. novangfiae 15.1 1.1 30.0 1.734.10-1 1730.\

C. dliatum 14.2 0.' 32.' 1.5·10" 2\'3.3
57.8 32.6 \\7.0 2.43·10" 4814.8

C. Jiliqua 72.7 61.2 74.7 25.41·10" 294.0
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Figure 4.1. Plan and profile views oCme experimenlal tank used for the [taw! door model
experiment (dimensions in nun).
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Forward

f;: I" ,m
~5 em

165 em

AI<

,0,

Figure 4.2. (Top) Portion ofa trawl door that fanned the main part of the TDM, consisting
of the welded centre and aft shoe sections and plate. (Bottom) Assembled TOM connected
to triangular mounting frame (a) that is connected to a vertical support frame (b) that attaches
to the gantry. Also shown is the gantry axle and the underwater video camera mounted on
the TOM steel plate. The total length of the model is 165 em.
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Figure 4.3. (a) Plan view oflDM assembly mounted on the gantry showing the 300 angle
ofanack. (b) Plan view ofexperimental testbed illustrating layoUl ofexperimental blocks for
bivalves and instrumentation. (i) bivalves-RB I (li) ball bearings (ill) electronics and coloured
sand (iv) bivalvcs-RB2 (v) solder straDds.
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Figure 4.4. Orientations of bivalye species in me testbed.. Clillocardium ciUIJIJDII.
eye/acardia navangliat, Cycloall'dilJ sp. A IDd A.st471~ bormlis occupy the sedimcIlt·water
interface. Arrows show J·D poimc:r positioo for IoaiDa coordiDa1es.
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Proving Ring

Steel plate (6 mm thick)

Bivalve ----++_.;;;~I
Platen (moves vertically)

Speed selector switch C:::'.L-_.L-~

Figure 4.5. Triaxial compression machine used to test bivalve shell strengths (dimensions
inmm).
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Figure: 4.6. Post·scour testbed profile.
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Figure 4.7. Plan view of the displacement of ball bearings by the scourina: TOM. The five
series were at the following depths (from left 10 right): z""' 500, 460. 400, 360 and 300 mm.
Dimensions in nun.
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Figure 4.8. (Top)To1al uplift (i.e. vertical) force acting 00 tbeIDM as a func:tioDofsboe
position (x coordinate) as it SCOlftd the testbed.. (Boaom) Vectorial sum of lateral forces
(x,Y coordinates) acting oa the IDM as a function ofshoe position.
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Figure 4.9. Pore walerPftSSlft: ard total sediment stress recordings along the centre Ii.oc: of
the scour path as a function of shoe position (x coordinate) as it scoured the testbed. The
depth of the pore prcssu.rt transducers (PPT) and total stress cells (TSq in the testbed are
indieat<d by the dashed VCTlicallines. (.),(b). z· 450 mm; (.),(d). z =400 mm; ('),(t). z
3S0mm.
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Figure 4.10. (Top) Post-test displKementofbivaives u1he sedimenllwaaer
inle:rf3Ct (z'" 5(0) in RBI.Cydocarduup. .4: 1(12.3 mm).2(1l.3 mm),3 (11.1 mm). 4
(23.4 mm). 5(11.0mm). 6 (21.4 mm). 1(21.1 mm);AstGrte:borN/u: 1(37.5 mm). 9 (37.0
mm), 10 (35.8 mm). II (40.9 mm). 12 (40.0 nun), 13 (31.3 mm). 14 (34.7 mm). 15 (35.6 mm),
16 (37.0 mm); ClinocQT't/ill1fl cili4trar. 17 (15.0 mm). II (14.4 mm), 19 (55.6 mm): CycIOClll'diQ
nOllang/iae:: 20 (15.6 mm), 21 (17.3 mm), 22 (11.8 nun), 23 (17.3 mm). 24 (17.5 nun), 25 (11.0
mm), 26 (19.3 mm). (Bottom) Post-test displacement ofbivalves at the sediment/water interface
(z'" 500) in RB2. AsUUfe: bona/u: I (40.0mm). 2(36.1 nun),] (41.2 mm); CliIIoctJrdiJorr
ciliaJum: 4 (14.0mm), 5 (12.1 mm), 6 (55.0 mm), 7 (54.9 mm); MocaMQco/cana: I (11.4 mm),
9 (I2.1mm). 10 (15.2 mm), 11 (13.0 mm), 12 (13.0 mm), 13 (1S.1 mm).
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Figure 4.11. Profile of physical model (to scale) of trawl door·bivalve interaction durina
scouring. Large bivalve is AJIDI't~ bonDli3 (40 mm) aod small bivalve is Macoma ClJicar~a

(28 mm). Circles indicate relative mqnitUde ofstress adjacent the sboe. 111-3 are zones of
sediment defonnation referred to in the text; broken lines are zone boundaries.
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Appendix 4.1. Derivation of a velocity IcaiiDI f.ctor uKd to cODvert TDM fones to

field trawling forces.

For a trawl door cuning (i.e. scouring) through a level-bonom sandy seabed, the major

force component is horizontal. This is also the force component of primary interest with

respect to physical damage to bivalves. The velocity scaling factor used to convert TOM

forces to field trawling forces was derived from Palmer's (1993) study into the relationships

b!:tween horizontal forces generated by a plough and cutting (i.e. scouring) depth and speed.

In sand. there is a strong positive. linear relationship between cutting force and cutting

speed. Figure I has been reproduced from Palmer (1993). These results are based on a

model plough being pulled through coarse beach sand (Cresswell sand, 0 10 "" 0.312 nun).

The degree ofsoning of this sand is unknown but it appears to be somewhat coarser than the

sand used for the TOM testbed (0 10 = 0.26 nun). Because the model plough was towed or

pulled. Palmer reters to the resulting horizontal force as horizontal pulling force. This force

is analogous to the horizontal or lateral force that was recorded as the roM scoured or cut

the testbed. Pulling force increases with cutting speed and rate of change in force increases

with cutting depth. Using the data from Figure I. the rate of change in horizontal puJling

force as a function of velocity (dP/dU) was planed for each of the cuning depths (h = 100,

200, 300 and 400 mm). A best fit line was passed through the four points (Fig. 2). It is

reasonable to assume that this linear trend would extend to a 20 nun cuning depth, the

cutting depth used in the TOM test. Extrapolating lo a cutting depth of 20 nun, dP/dU =

1,48 kN/(m1s}. The y·interceptsofPalmer's best tit lines (from Fig. I) were planed against

CUlling depth and a best fit line was passed through the four points (Fig. 2). Extrapolating

to a cuning depth of20 nun. the value of the y.intercept is 2.39 kN. The derived equation,

y = 1.48x + 2.39, where y = pulling force and x = cutting speed, was used to plot horizontal
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pulling force vs. cutting speed fora cutting depth of20 mm (Fig. 3). At the TOM cutting

speed (0.44 mfs), the required horizontal pulling force is 3.05 kN. At a typical trawling

speed of 1.54 mfs (3 knots), the horizontal force is 4.65 kN. Therefore. forees generated by

the trawl door would increase by a factor of 1.5 due to the: increase in cutting speed. The

horizontal forees generated by the TOM. when increased by a factor of 1.5. give a reasonable

estimate of full-scale (i.e. nonnal speed) trawling forets. Pan of this increase: in force would

likely be lransmitted downwards through the sediment, resulting in higher seabed stresses

:1.I depth. relative to recorded testbed stresses.
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Figu.--e. I. Relationship between horizontal pullins force aod euttins speed for a model
plough pulled lhrough coarse sand at four sediment depths (h) (from Palmer. 1993).
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(a)

h.=-- y-0.17035 dP/dU _IOUXllJ = 1.41@h"'20mm
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Figure. 2. Derivation of values for the slope: and intercept for the linear equation relating
horizontal pulling force 10 cutting speed for a cutting depth of20 mm. (a) slope (kN/(m1s»)
(b) y-intercept (horizontal pulling force. kN).
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Figure 3. Calculation ofa velocity scaling factor (I.S) derived from the ratio ofborizontal
pulling force at normal trawling speed (1.52 mls) and horizontal pulling forte at the IDM
cuning speed (0.44 m1s).
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Natural Physical Disturbances Affecting the Seabed on the Grand Banks

5.1 Introduction

It is important to place fishing related physical disturbances in the context ofnatural

disturbances (Hall. 1994; Kaiser et aI., 1996). The focus of this chapter is a comparison of

disturbances caused by olter trawling with natural physical disturbances occurring on the

Grand Banks. Much ofthe disturbance literature consists of chronic, small-scale, ubiquitous

disturbances such as the creation of new space and food resoW'Ces or impacts of biotic

structures (e.g. tubes, casts, etc.). The various models of benthic disturbance focus on

localized displacement or damage to resident organisms which directly or indirectly createS

an opportunity for new individuals to colonize disturbed areas (Sousa, 1984). Because

disturbance models emphasize adaptation. primarily in terms ofcolonizing ability, only those

disturbances that have frequencies ofoccurrence within the lifetime ofan individual within

the community are considered. There is limited infonnation on the recovery of benthic

communities from natural disturbances of large magnitude. Reasons for this are that these

types of disturbances are unpredictable and fall outside the experimental approach.

Investigations of large-scale disturbances include opportunistic before·after surveys

following the passage of storms (Dobbs and Vozarik, 1983; Posey et al., 1996).

Because of the low predictability of large-scale disturbances, ecologists consider it

unlikely that species have evolved specific adaptations to exploit them (Thistle, 1981).

However, Boero (1996) cautions against viewing episodic events (i.e. disturbances) strictly

within an ahistorical context or Within too narrow a time frame. Although severe, infrequent

disturbances may not act as directional selective agents, but they can serve as sources of

indiscriminant mortality and as initiators of successional processes (Posey et al., 1996).

Ecological and evolutionary scale disturbance processes can be considered. Community

ecologists consider predictability to be an important criterion for adaptive response to a



disturbance however, the experimental approach is really only feasible with small·scale

disturbances that can be manipulated. On the other hand, paleobiologists consider

catastrophic disturbances, which lie outside the adaptive framework ofbenthic communities,

to be important over evolutionary time scales. For instance, changes following such

catastrophes include physical modifications of the benthic system or release or introduction

of some biotic interaction (Orensanz and Gallucci, 1982).

The following discussion focuses on natural physical disturbances and their effects

on bivalves living in unconsolidated sediments on the Grand Banks. Because the primary

goal is to compare these disturbances with physical disturbance associated with otter

trawling, only sediment·mediated physical disturbances are considered. These are:

(i) Secondary hydrodynamic forces: sediment resuspension and transport by waves

and currents;

(ii) Iceberg scouring;

(iii) Bioturbation

There are numerous definitions ofdisturbance. For the purposes of the following

discussion, the definition put forth by White and Pickett (1985) is appropriate:

.A disturbance is any discrete event in time that disrupts ecosystem, community or

population structure and changes resources, substrate availability, or the physical

environment.'

Due to a paucity ofinfonnation on effects of these natural disturbances on benthic

organisms, the discussion focuses on the physical environment. The first sections are

devoted to assessment of disturbance regime descriptors and impacts for each natural
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disturbance agent listed above. An historical (i.e. evolutionary scale) analysis is included

be1:ause bivalves have co-evolved with natura.I disturbances while otter uawling is a veT)'

recent phenomenon. The ftnal seetion is devoted to a comparison of !he physical processes

and main effects of natural disturbances with those of otter trawling. The teml probability

is used in the context of frequencies of OCCW'I'er'ICC of individual disturbance events while

prroictability refers to the probability of a bivalve experiencing a distw'bance event during

its lifespan.

5.2 Hydrodynamic disturbanct agtnts

Sediment transport pathways on the eastern Canadian continental shelf have been

determined from geological evidence, including grain size trends and bedfonn orientation

(Amos and Judge, 1991). Oncontincntal shelves, processes of sediment transport vary with

w:J.ter depth. with distance from shore, and with latitude. Sediment transport along the

coastline in the western Atlantic is wave dominated, particularly in association with winter

stonns (Barrie et aI., 1984; Lyne et at, 1990; Amos and Judge, 1991; Harris and Wiberg,

1997).

5.2.1 Bedforms

In recent yean, consK1erable progress has been made towards wwierstanding sediment

dynamics on the Grand Banks based on processes ofbedfonn fonnation and differentiation

of modem sediment reworking from relict features (Barrie et al., 1984; Fader and Miller,

1986; Amos and Judge, 1991; Dalrymple et al., 1992). The hydrodynamic regime shapes

seabed geomorphology. On the Grand Banks. surficial sands and gravels are moulded by

waves and currents into characteristic bedforms. extending to water depths representing the

approxima.te wave base. i.e. 110-120 m (Barrie et aI.• 1984; Barrie and Collins, 1989;
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Dalrymple 1992). Bedfonns are classified by their height, width, length, morphology. and

orientation. The largest bedfonns are sand waves, ridges and ribbons. Sand ribbons greater

than 30 km in length and 1 tun in width have been observed on the Grand Banks (Amos.

1982). Sand ridges are larger scale, linear bedfonns. Typically, they are 10-40 m high, 1-2

km wide and up to 60 km long. They often occur in groups, with inler-erestdistances of4-12

km. The tenn 'sand wave' refers to any rhythmic feature ofsand. SllJId waves typically have

wave heights between 1.5 and 3 m and on the Grand Banks, waves up to I tun in length have

been observed (Amos, 1982). Ripples llJId megaripples are small-scale, flow-transverse

bedforms. Wave and currenl-fonned ripples are generally less than 25 em in height and up

to 2 m in length. Megaripples are formed at higher current speeds and display wavelengths

ranging between 0.1 and 25 m and wave heights between 5 and SO em (Amos., 1982). The

formation of sand waves, ripples and megaripples are associated with specific sand

coarseness grades. Small-scale bedforms may be superimposed on the larger bedfonns.

Surficial sediments over 80% of the Grand Banks may be mobilized by modem

hydrodynamic processes (G. Fader, pers. comm.; cited in Amos and Judge, 1991, p. 1044).

Storms are considered the main cause of sand transport on the Grand Banks at depths less

than 120 m while at deeper depths the seabed is considered to be relatively stable based on

lack of evidence of ripples. Side-scan sonograms typically reveal a smooth, continuous

surface at deeper depths (Barrie et aI.• 1984; Dalrymple et aL, 1992).

The spatial distribution and crestline-strike orientation of bedfonns have been used

to infer the direction of sediment transport on the Grand Banks. Overall, net movement of

sediment on the Grand Banks is towards the south-southeast, parallel 10 the bathymetric

contours, by suspended and bedload transport processes (Barrie and Collins, 1989;

Dalrymple et aI., 1992). Finer sediment fractions in particular are transported in suspension.

Oscillatory water motion near the seabed at depths of 80 m (Hibernia area) is known to

resuspend sediment (Barrie and Collins, 1989). These authors recorded from a submersible,
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poor near-bottom visibility at Hibernia due to high concentrations of suspended sand and/or

silt. At the time, there was a 3 m surface swell.

In bedload transport, particles may slide. roll or bounce along the sediment-water

interface.

5.2.2 Probabilities ofllorm dislurban«s

The current speeds (0.5-1 m S·I ) required to generate sand waves and megaripples

on the Grand Banks probably occur only during storms (Dalrymple et aI., 1992). The Grand

Banks experiences a large number of winter storms. Storm-wind conditions (wind speeds

> 88 kIn h· l) occur on average, for more than 40 Ius per month during December to January.

Individual storms can cover large areas (up to 1000 kIn in diameter) and, as such, impact

large areas as they track over the Grand Banks. By comparison. tidal currents and the inshore

branch of the Labrador Current rarely exceed speeds of0.1 m s·lwhich is below the critical

threshold of motion for medium sand. The prevailing flow of the Labrador Current may

contribute to the overall southerly migration of bedforms (Dalrymple et aI.• 1992).

Model estimates of wind speeds required for sediment transport at 5pe(ific depths on

the eastern Canadian continental shelf have been applied to known periodicities ofstorms

of varying intensity (e.g. wind speeds and significant wave heights) in order to predict stonn

associated sediment mass transport (Amos and Judge. 1991). This type ofanalysis has been

used to calculate the probabilities and consequences of major hydrodynamic disturbance

events on the Grand Banks. Amos and Judge (1991) modelled storm transport ofmedium

sand (0.35 mm) on the Grand Banks. as this particle size was considered a reasonable

approximation of the mean bank-averaged particle diameter. Significant wave heights

associated with stonns of different intensity (i.e maximum wind speed) were considered.

In order ofdecreasing intensity, the storms considered had return times of32. 10 and 1years.

The 'Ocean Ranger Storm' was classified as a one-in-32-year (I :32) storm. For a storm of
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this intensity, the projected direction of sediment transport was very similar to that derived

from geological inference. The magnitude of sediment transport was strongly depth·

dependent. Transport was predicted over most of the Grand Banks to depths of at least 200

m. Sediment transport versus panicle size was predicted for Hibernia (c. 80 m depth) at the

height of the storm. Transport rates for sediments finer than 30 rom diam. (pebbles) were

estimated to range between 5,,10'" and S"IO'} kg m· l S·l. A transport rate for very fine sand

(0.062-0.125 rom) was estimated at 10-1 kg m·1
S·l. These rates of transport were associated

with depth-averaged current speedS:2: 0.8 m S·l inside the 100 m isobath. Predicted sand

transport trajectories for the 1: I0 yeat stonn were similar 10 those for the I:32 year return.

Current speeds were highest at shallow depths (1.5 m S·l over St. Pierre. Green and Whale

Banks) while over centrol and northern Grand Bank they were 0.6 m S·l. The maximum

predicted particle size in motion at Hibernia was 20 nun and peak rate of transport of

medium sand was 6x10'" kg m·1
fl. Sediment transport approached zero between the 100

and 200 m isobaths. The 1: I year stonn was predicted to have depth-averaged current

speeds of between 0.1 m S·l and 1 m S·l. Under these conditions. fine to coarse sand ( < 2

mm) were potentially transported at depths less than 100 m.

In summary, sediments on the Grand Banks are probably being reworked only during

the winter months of higher wave activity. At water depths of 70 m. critical threshold

velocities for sediment transport are exceeded greater than 30% of the time during the

months of November to March. Wave action and steady low current flow, often in the same

direction, are responsible for the formation and migration ofbedfonns (Barrie and ColHns,

1989).

5.2.3 Sediment tnDsporl: imp.c:ts .ad predid.bilities

Hall (1994) reviewed studies that examined the impacts ofstonns on benthos (also

see Posey et aI., 1996). Most investigations of stonn·related disturbances on infauna are
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from nearshore. shallow water habitats. Sources of monaIity were associated with bedfonn

movements and erosion and deposition of surficial sediments. In numerous studies. there

were marked changes in densities of mac:rofaWlll caused by 'wash-out' of organisms from

sediments. Storms in shallow water have been kno"n to deposit new layers of sediment

ranging from I to 10 cm thick (McCall. 19n; Rachorand Gerlach, 1978). Dynamic

habitats are often dominated by opportunistic species that are able to quickly re-eolonizc:

disturbed areas and deep burrowing tau that can tolerate shifting sedimenL Macrobenthic

communities in shallow water soft. bonom habitats often display considerable resilience in

the face of considerable wave-generated sediment disturbance and transport (Turner and

Miller. 1995). It might be expected that biological conununities in different habitats would

differ in their resistance to physical disturbances based on relative frequencies ofexposure

to disturbances. Based on laboratory simulations of physical disturbances, Schra~er and

Warwick (1998) concluded that nematode assemblages from mobile sandy sediments were

more resilient than those from sheltered muds. Adaptations to hydrodynamic disturbances

include morphological adaptations that reduce the likelihood of washout (i.e. the concenttic

symmetric shell ridges in bivalves (Stanley. 1970. 1981), and life history traits that lead to

rapid recovery of populations (Hall. 1994). Near-surface species and sedentary taxa may be

more susceptible to sediment disturbance than deep, active burrowers (posey et al., 1996).

Posey et al. (1996) examined the: effects of the passage of a severe stann on infauna

inh:1biting an artificial reef·sand habitat in an offshore, shallow water (13 m) environment.

Mean densities of near·swface taXa, iocludingjuvenile bivalves, decreased after passage of

the stonn. The authors speculated however. that these changes may be less than

background, armual variability. There is ex.perimental. evidence that juvenile bivalves. which

reside at the sediment·waler interface. may be particularly susceptible as a result of a

synergistic effect of physical disturbance and increased availabilily to predators (Bonsdorff

etal.. 1995).
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There is evidence that low levels of sediment disturbance can be beneficial 10

inf:mnal bivalves. Emerson (1990) reported that Mercenaria mercenaria displayed a higher

than unexpected rate of growth when exposed 10 a near-bonom current velocity of 0.03 m

S·I. This was explained as a food subsidy from resuspended paniculate maner.

Effects of storms on benthos are unknown at depths represenling most of the Grand

Banks (> 60 m). Based on the sediment transpon model predictions. a certain degree of

sediment displacement is expected to depths of at least 100 m. Based on data from the

Hibemia area, bedload transpon of sand al a depth of 80 m probably occurs at a low role.

The fastest migration rates are associated with ripples (4-6 em crest heights} and megaripples

« 50 em crest heighls) while migration rates oflarger features such as sand waves (2-3 m

crest heights) probably occur only over long time periods (lV. Barrie, pers. comm.). Given

the longevity of bivalves. most species on the Grand Banks should, over the course of their

life spans. be exposed to these shifting sediments.

Much of what is known concerning the effects of episodic burial on bivalves comes

from laboratory estimates of monality and burrowing behaviour associated with different

thicknesses of overburden (Maurer et aI.• i 980; Appleby and Scarran. 1989). These studies

investigated questions associated with dumping dredge spoil at sea. Not unexpectedly. deep

burrowers displayed higher survival rotes from burial than shallow burrowers. The large,

deep-burrowing Panopea generosa survived burial under 15 cm of spoil and could possibly

tolerate overburden thicknesses as much as 50 em (Goodwin. 1975; cited in Chang and

Levings. 1978). Likewise, the deep-burrowing Yoldia thraciaeformis and Macoma calcarea

were able to migrate vertically through 30 em of sediment overburden. Relatively low

monalilies (8.3%) were recorded for both species after this burial regime (Reid and

Baumann, 1984). In contrast, shallow.burrowing species might be expected to be most

adversely affected since, unlike deep-burrowers, they do not have a long, siphon in which to

maintain contact with the surface. The shallow burrowing, relatively sedentary cockle,
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Clinocardium nUla/lii. had marginal success escaping burial beneath 10 cm of sand. No

individuals escaped from 20 cm burial over a 24 hour period (Chang and levings. 1978).

Ansell (1967) observed that three species ofCardiidae (Laevicardium crassum, Cardium

t!chinalllm and C. edule) readily bWTowed upwards through an overburden ofS cm ofsand

to re-establish their normal position at the sediment-water interface.

There is evidence that some deposit feeding species can migrate greater vertical

distances after substantial burial compared to suspension feeders (see Reid and Baumann,

1984). Intuitively. this makes sense because obligate deposit feeders must be able to seek

out new food sources. For a given species and size of individual. escape from burial will be

a function of overburden stress. which is a measure that relates bulk sediment density and

burial depth (Nichols et al.. 1918). For bivalves. overburden stress reaches a critical point

when the animal cannot open its valves to extend the foot (Reid and Baumann. 1984).

Relative to the maximum life spans of most species of bivalves (> S years). annual

storms represent a highly predictable disturbance. Long-lived species (> 20 yrs) such as

Arctica islandic:a and surf clams (Spisula solidissima and Mac:tromeris polynyma) would

experience storms of greater intensity (i.e. I: 10 and I :32 year storms) during their life spans.

Many of the extant bivalve genera on the Grand Banks immigrated from the Nonheast

Pacific through the Arctic ocean into the Northwest Atlantic c. 3 mybp (Vermeij. 1991).

Modem re-working of sediments on the Grand Banks has occurred over a very long period

of time. Bivalves living on the Grand Banks have evolved in this type of shifting

environment. The large-scale nature of sediment transport events during stonns means that

bivalves over large areas are potentially affected. Likely, it is a combination of adaptive

traits at the individual level (burial survivorship) combined with life history characteristics

(i.e. ability to re-eolonize from non-impacted areas) that has ensured the success of bivalves

on continental shelves.

Shallow offshore banks are subject to substantial resuspension of sediments during
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slOnns (Appleby and Scarratt. 1989). Sediment resuspension due to currents below the wave

base is also predicted for deep waler areas of continental shelves (Churchill, 1989).

Residence times in the water column of resuspended particles will be a function of particle

size. Particle sizes thai remain in suspension long enough to have potential biological

impacts are the finer grained sands. silts and clays. Suspended solids can affect bivalves

directly through injury as a result of mechanical or abrasive action of particles. 1bey can also

interrupt normal gonad development and feeding by suspension feeders. Experimental

simulation of stonn conditions (concentrations of suspended solids of 193 mg 1.1) did

interrupt feeding in M. mercenaria, but effects were short-lived with nonnal resumption of

growth after the disturbance (Turner and Miller, 1995). Concentrations ofsuspended solids

that are lethal vary with species. exposure times and co-occurring environmental conditions

(Appleby and Scarratt, 1989).

Churchill (1989) modelled sediment resuspension due to currents over the middle

Atlantic Bight. The highest concentrations of resuspended sediment were observed over an

area known as the 'Mud Patch' (south ofNantueket). characterized by sediments with a silt

clay fraction> 25%. Concenlrations of resuspended sediment were greatest during winter

months (0.2-2.2 mg cm·l of seabed), coinciding with peak storm-induced bottom stress.

Elsewhere on the shelf. at depths < 200 m, the silt-clay fraction was less than or equal to 5%.

Over most of the Grand Banks, resuspended sediment due to storms would be expected to

Slay in suspension for shorter periods of time on the main part of the banks relative to slope

depths where silt and clay fractions are higher. While poor visibility from an ROV at depths

< 100 m indicate that wave-generated resuspended sand concentrations can be high on the

Grand Banks (Barrie and Collins. 1989). video surveys at the DFO OETSA and Hibemia

areas over the period 1992-1997, have generally shown excellent near-bottom visibility.
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5.3 Ittberg Kourial

5.3.1 Ic:eberg OC:C:IUTnc:a

Iceberg conditions on the Grand Banks represent the net effects of advection and

accumulated deterioration of ittbergs calved at least two years previously. primarily from

west Greenland glaciers (Anon.• 1997). Ofthc approximately 10.000 to 30.000 icebttgs

produced annually. on average. only 400 drift into the Grand &nics region each year (Paulin,

1992). The oct:urrcnce of icebergs is a seasonal phenomenon. Long·tenn records (1955

1985) show highest average monthly totals (120-130) in April and May (Anon., 1997).

Most records of iceberg scours in the region have been obtained using sonograms.

submersible observations of individual scours have also provided detailed infonnation on

specific physical and biological features. Critical to an understanding of iceberg scouring

phenomena has been the ability to distinguish between relict and modem scours and seabed

materials (Syvitski et al.. 1983; Fader. 1989; Woodwonh-Lynasetal., 1991).

5.3.2 Disturb_au pro«:sHS

When icebergs strike and move through the seabed, they create characteristic

curvilinear scours. Scour dimensions average t-2 m in depth, 30.40 m in width and range

in length from hundreds of metres to several kilometres. The period of iceberg·seabed

contact varies from minutes to months. The main features of a scour are a flat-bonomed

trough bordered by two benns. Woodworth-Lynas et aI., (1991) give a detailed description

of the physical processes of seabed disturbance during iceberg grounding and scouring. Pits

or craters are another scouring feature. Venical oscillations oficeberg.s can produce a string

of pits along the main scour line (Lewis et aI., 1981).
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5.3.3 Iceberg scour dimensioas

There is an extensive database on scour statistics for the Newfoundland-labrador

region (see Goodwin et aI., \985; Davidson and Simms, 1997). Scours in the Terra Novaarca

(northeastern Grand Bank, 80-100 m depth), have mean (± sd) scour lengths, widths and

depths of S66 ± 623 ttl., 24.8 ± 4 m and 0.6 ± 0.3 m, respectively. A maximum scour length

and depth of 3.4 km and 1.5 m have been recorded (Anon., 1997). Scour benns can rise to

6 m above the seabed (Woodworth-lynas etal.. 1991). Iceberg pits up to 100 m in diameter

and 6.5 m deep have been recorded (Lewis and Barrie, \98\). Median depth of these pits is

about 2 m (Davidson and Simms, 1997).

5.3,4 Spatial distribution of icebel'l !eoan on tbe Grand Banks

The majority of iceberg scours in the Newfoundland-Labrador region are found

deeper lhan 100 m (Paulin, 1992). Lewis et aI., (1987) mapped scour densities (both recent

and relict) for the northern Grand Banks and northeast Newfoundland shelf from sidescan

sonar records. Highest densities were recorded at depths greater than 200 m including the

Avalon Channel (500-4000 scours/IOO km·l
). Observed scour densities on the northern

Grand Bank at depths less than 100 m were I km·1•

Paulin (1992) summarized the areal coverage of the seabed by iceberg scours, by

geographic location. On the northeastern Grand Bank. scour densities in water depths < 100

m are very low. In deeper water, up to 95% of the seabed is disturbed. In relatively heavily

scoured areas of the Labrador shelf(e.g. central Makkovik Bank), scours cover 3()..4Q% of

the seabed (Woodwonh-Lynas and Barrie, 1985).

5.3.5 Iceberg scour probabilities

Iceberg scour statistics and probabilities have been calculated to assess risk of iceberg

contact with offshore pipelines and seabed installations. A variety of methods have been
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used to derive estimates of scouring rates on the Grand Banks (see lewis et aI., 1987 for a

review). Regardless of the method employed, there is considerable uncertainty associated

with estimates of scouring rales. AMuaI scouring rates for the northern margin ofGrand

Bank range from 0.08 to 1.05 scours/IOO Ion!, while those for the Hibemiaarea range from

0.04 to 0.35 (Lewis el al .• 1987). Davidson and Simms (1997) mapped probability

distributions for craters on the Grand Banks. The probability of observing I crater km·1

inside the 100 m depth conlour was < 10%, increasing to 40010 between 100 and 200 rn.

Certain areas were characterized by high probabilities (80-90%). Supporting evidence from

sedimentological studies which assume that ice-rafted sediment correlates with Ihe presence

of icebergs, suggests that the Grand Banks is a marginal iceberg zone and overall it would

appear that modem iceberg scouring is a relatively infrequent occurrence on Grand Bank

(Lewis and Parrott, 1987).

5.3.6 Impacts of iceberg scouring on bivalves

5.3.6, I Mortality

Unle is known aboUI the ecological impacts oficeberg scouring, particularly in tenns

of recovery rales. Observations of physical disturbances caused by scouring icebergs are

opportunistic. As such. sludies are largely confined to records of species composition and

densities inside and outside scour features. In the Newfoundland-labrador region, most of

the observations of biota from scour fealures are from deep waler, based on videos or

photographs taken from submersibles (Fader, 1989; Woodworth-Lynas et aI., 1991). Divers

have been used to study the benthos associated with scour features in shallow waler habitats

in Antarctica (Peck and Bullough, 1993; Gutt el aI., 1996). Densities and biomass inside

scours are reduced compared to adjacent undisturbed areas (Braun and Carey, 1985; Gun et

al.. 1996; Sahade et aI., 1998). In some shallow water environments, the destnU:tive effects

of iceberg scouring are believed to regulate benthic assemblages (Sahade et al., 1998). These
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changes are known 10 persist for at least several years (Braun, 1985, cited in Carey, 1991).

Over time, scoured areas of the seabed show signs of re(;Overy through fetolonization. Gutt

et aL, (1996) recorded the motile pectinid, Arctinu/a green/aMica, as the first pioneer

organism on a iceberg-scoured sandy seabed off northeast Greenland.

Peck and Bullough (1993) studied size distributions and growth rales of the shallow

burrowing bivalve, Yo/dia eights;, from habitats showing varying degrees of scouring. At

a site where iceberg groundings were regularly observed, densities oflarge individuals were

unusually low while densities of juveniles were high. The authors hypothesized that

scouring may have caused both disproportionate mortalities in adults and enhanced

recruitment of juveniles due to competitive release with adults.

5.3.6.2 Habitat aileration

In terms of magnitude of impact, there is no analogue to iceberg scouring. This is

evident in photographs (Fader, 1989; Woodworth-Lynas et aI., 1991; Gutt et aI., 1996).

Individual scouring events are localized, but the longevity of scour features can result in

substantial cumulative impacts to benthic habital over time. The shallow (several em deep)

trawl door furrows left on a sandy seabed in the experimental trawling study area (c. 137 m

depth), were discernible for approximately one year. tn contrast iceberg furrows can persist

from years 10 centuries. The dimensions of scours impose a substantial relief to the seabed

and in some cases may produce unique. localized hydrodynamic regimes (Fader, 1989).

leeberg pits modify seabed topography even more radically than scours. For instance. Barrie

et al., (1986) investigated a pit in the Hibernia area that was 10 m deep with plan dimensions

of 125 m by 80 m. Seabed recovery after ice scouring occurs gradually by the processes of

scour infilling and degradation of berms.

Over time, icebergs can rework the seabed, altering the original sedimentary

composition. Estimates of annual volumes of sediment re-worked on the highly scoured
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Saglek Bank, labrador. have been placed at 33.6 x 10' ml (Woodwonh-lynas and Barrie.

1985). Annual rates ofsediment re-working on lhe Grand Banks due to icebergs should be

much lower. Through a combination of forces and ice-raftcd material. icebergs can

dramatically alter seabed propenies (Woodworth-lynas et aI .• 1991). Sediment texture: in

troughs is often different from that ofadjacent benn material. The process ofscouring often

results in large boulders being pushed aside while large. irregular blocks of sediment form

lhe margins offurrows on mud bonoms(Fader, 1989; Woodwonh -lynas., 1991; Guttetal.•

1996). Sediments inside troughs have been exposed to tremendous forces and as a result.

troughs are often areas of more unifonn sediments. possibly the result of sediment sorting

by crushing of boulders inlo cobbles and gravel sizes (Fader, 1989). Comparisons of taxa

from scour features and adjacent undisturbed areas would appear to suppon observations of

small·scale sediment changes based on physical evidence (Carey. 1991). In areas with

frequent scouring, spatial variability in sediment types from iceberg activity has a strong

influence on benthic community stnJCture. Along the northern Alaskan inner continental

shelf. scouring produces a mosaic of long-lasting linear. sedimentary patches ofdiffering

ages and sediment rype. Invenebrate sptties compositions in these: areas exhibit a strong

correlation with sediment characteristics (Braun and Carey, 1995).

5.3.7 Predicl.bility of KOurUl "eats

Iceberg SCOurini has been a phenomenon on Canada's eastern continental shelfsince

at least the Wisconsinan glaciation (10,000 ybp) while modem scouring occurs primarily

north of the Grand Banks (Woodwonh-lynas and Barrie, 1985). The current sea level was

established approximately 10.000 ybp, but it has been suggested that the labrador Current

was not re-established in its current path until 5,000 to 2.500 ybp (Miller et al.• in prep: cited

in Davidson and Simms. 1997). As such, the modem population of iceberg scours is inferred

to have a maximum age within this range of ages (Davidson and Simms. 1997).
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Notwithstanding the long history of iceberg scouring in the region, estimates of scouring

rates indicate very low predictability.

Through contact with the seabed, icebergs are sources of indiscriminant monality

leading to successional processes (Posey et al .• 1996). Peck and Bullough (1993) propose

that on evolutionary lime scales, iceberg scouring in polar regions has been a powerful

influence affecting populations of benthic invertebrates over large areas of the world's

oceans. Furthermore, they suggest that population characteristics of many infaunal cold

water. continental shelf species may have been panly shaped by iceberg activity. Although

adaptive responses of benthos to iceberg scouring have not been demonstrated, there is one

possible example of individual-level adaptation in an infaunal bivalve species living in a

highly ice scoured habitat. Ansell and Rhodes (1997) observed unusual capabilities for

surfllce movement in the normally deep-burrowed bivalve Laternula elliptica. The retention

of high mobility into adult life in such a deep-burrowing bivalve, combined with the capacity

to re-burrow, suggests that this species is exposed to periodic excavation even at deep

sediment depths. The small-scale patchiness of sediment types suitable for burrowing in this

species, combined with relatively frequent excavation during the lifespan of this species,

were suggested as the selective forces for high surface motility in this species.

5.4 Bioturbation

5.4.1 Biological sediment duplaccment

Disruption of sediments by benthic invertebrates and demersal fish by locomotion or

feeding, may represent the smallest spatial scale at which sediment-mediated physical

disturbance processes operate (Hall. 1994). Biological "bulldozing". attributable to the

locomotory activities of mobile infauna and epifauna, is the most significant form of

bioturbation with respect to sediment turnover (Thayer. 1983). Bulldozers are classified as

sediment destabilizers (Woodin. 1983). On sandy bottoms on the Grand Banks, brinlestars
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ilnd sand dollars often occur at high densities. These species alone are capable of re

working the uppermost sediment layers. Based on submersible observations and photographs

of an area of seabed taken at two different time periods, it was apparent that newly fonned

sand ripples (i.e. several cms in height) had been degraded within several weeks by mobile

invenebrales and sand lance (Barrie et aI., 1984). The infaunal brittlestar, Amphiura

fili/armis, often occurs at high densities on soft bottoms in the eastern Atlantic. Its

movements destabilize the sediment and affects other infauna and larval settlement

(Rosenberg et aI., 1997).

Rales of sediment re-working by mobile fauna will be a function of the size of

organisms, their densities, activity rates, and functional group status. Individual and

population level sediment re-working rates have been estimated by a variety of techniques

(reviewed by Thayer, 1983; Hall, 1994). There is a considerable range in magnitude of rates

of sediment re-working. ntis partly reflects the different modes ofdisturbance. variation in

densities of organisms, and method of rate calculation. Most estimates for rales of sediment

re-working pertain to members of a single species. Some of the most effective displacement

bulldozers are echinoderms. Thayer (1983) repons annual sediment re-working rates of

approximately 900 I_m·2 and 1100 I-rtf for the sand dollars Dendraster e:centriclLS and

Eneap/! grandis occurring at densities of approximately 10 m·l
. These densities are within

the range of densities of Echinarachnius parma on sand bottoms on the Grand Banks.

Sediment re-working rates of 525 and 5.748 l_m·l were attributed to the blJl1'Owing activities

of aggregations of Macoma halthica. Corresponding turnover times were greater than 139

days and 3.2 days, respectively. Densities within these populations were between 2S and 30

m·~. In contrast, M. calcarea occurs at densities greater than 400 mol on northeastern Grand

Bank. Mobile, deep burrowers and dense concentrations of bivalves should have a

significant effect on sediment properties over a large vertical range. The vertical extent of

bioturbation by other organisms, such as arnphipods, may be confmed to the top 2 cm of the
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sediment (Nedwell and Walker, 1995).

Physical disruption ofsurficial sediments by foraging predators is an important subset

of the bioturbation process (Hall, 1994). Surficial sediments are also disturbed by the

burrowing and concealment behaviours of certain demersal fishes. such as flatfish and sand

lance. Presumably, on fine to medium sand bonoms on the Grand Banks. this form of

disturbance can be significant based on collection of sand lance in grab samples at densities

of dozens per 0.5 mZ (pers. obs.).

5.4.2 Impacts on bivalvcs

Large mobile benthos should be capable of displacing small. near-surface bivalves.

Early juvenile stages of invertebrates are particularly vulnerable to predation and ingestion

or crushing by 'bulldozers' (Sloan and Robinson, 1983; Gosselin and Qian. 1997). However,

instances of crushing of larger bivalves by bulldozers are probably rare considering the

protection afforded by the bivalve shell. Infaunal bivalves are able to disrupt normal

activities (e.g. feeding) of other bivalves through sediment disruption associated with

movement (Levinton. 1977). Significant negative interactions leading to exclusions of taxa,

i.e. mobility-group amensalism, have only been clearly demonstrated when the sizes of

interacting organisms are disparate (Posey, 1981). Vertical advection of sediments,

panicularly resulting in the exposure of subsurface sediments. have been shown to delay or

prevent settlement of bivalves although the age ofthe disturbance would appear to be a factor

(Woodin et aI., 1995).

5.4.3 Predictability or biologic.1 sedimeat displacemeat

Sediment disturbance by the movements of benthos is the most predictable type of

physical disturbance occurring in unconsolidated sediments on continental shelves. It is a

continuous process operating at small spatial scales over the entire seabed. Even short-lived
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bivah'e ~pecies that occupy the upper several centimetres cf the sediment would be exposed

to these disturbances within their life spans. Out of 161 values ofsedimc:nt turnover time for

populations of bivalves reported by Thayer (1983), 103 (64%) were less than or equal to 1

year. Furthennore, some of these species may have been dominant bioturbators within their

communities, even though they represent only a ponion of the total community of mobile

f..una. The ecological-scale impacts of bioturbation are not well understood. However,

bioturbation has likely influenced the course of bivalve evolution. Over geologic time, tidal

and stonn activity probably have not changed significantly, while bioturbation seems 10 have

added to a more-or·less steady background of physical disturbance (Thayer, 1983).

Estimates ofcumulative population sediment re-working rates suggest a global increase in

continental shelf biOlurbation rates since the Paleozoic. With respect to the Bivalvia,

patterns ofchange in generic diversity of different functional groups suggest that increased

bioturbation nues have led to the decline of vulnerable, endobyssate groups while nwnbers

of mobile (i.e. free-burrowing) taxa have increased (Thayer, 1983).

S.S Discussion

The effects of physical disrurbances are manifested at the individual, population and

community levels of biological organization. The nature lUld magnitude of the effects vary

:lccording to the type ofdisturbance (see Hall, 1994 for a review). The manner in which

marine benthic communities respond to a disturbance determines their stability. typically

defined in tenns of persistence, resistance and resilience properties (see Boesch and

Rosenberg. 1981).

Organisms respond to disturbances with mechanisms to cope with the physical

variability in their envirotunent. It has been suggested that most anthropogenic disturbances

are similar to those which occur naturally, although they may differ in intensity (Boesch and
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Rosenberg, 1981}. For instance, Rees and Dare (1993) present the example of soft-bottom

benthic communities in coastal areas that are subject to relatively frequent sediment·

mediated storm disturbances. In order to persist, populations living in these habitats must

survive re-dislribution and light burial. They suggest that man-made disturbances

(depending on frequency) may mimic these natural events. All sediment-mediated

disturbances acting on me Grand Banks share some common features, including the capacity

to displace sediment and resuspend particles. Churchill (1989) concluded that magnitudes

ofcross-shelf (mid-Atlantic) sediment resuspension by trawling activities and by storms were

similar. However, examination of disturbance regime descriptors reveal widely varying

spatial scales, rates and impacts associated wilh each type of disturbance (Table 5.1). For

instance, lhe scouring action of trawl gear causes localized displacement of me top several

centimetres of sediment. In contrast, stonn·generated sediment movement can impact very

large areas of the seabed. Likewise, while trawl door scouring and iceberg scouring are

analogous in terms of the disturbance mechanism, they have vastly different severities of

impact. A kcy distinction between natural and fishing related disturbances is that while

natural disturbances will vary in frequency and intensity within an overall, long-term range

of values, trawling disturbance regimes can be significanlly altered and controlled. It has also

been pointed out that hwnan activities have had profound impacts on ecosystems through the

alteration of the frequency and intensity of natural disturbances (Mack and D'Antonio,

1998). Although there are nwnerous examples ormis from terrestrial ecosystems, it is not

clear how important this may be in marine ecosystems.

At small scales there is no single disturbance event more destructive to the benthos

than iceberg scouring. However, the low predictability and localized area of impact

associated with iceberg scouring probably means lhat iceberg scouring has had a negligible

effect on bivalve populations on the Grand Banks. In contrast, physical disturbances and

associated biological interactions caused by mobile infauna occur at comparatively small
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scales. with very low forces, yet the ubiquitous and continuous nature of bioturbation appears

to have significantly shaped evolution of the benthos.

On sandy bottoms, the highly localized redistribution of surficial sediments and

associated small-scale bW'ial beneath benns left by trawl doors are unlikely to be a significant

source of mortality in populations of infaunal bivalves. Unconsolidated sediments on the

Grand Banks at depths less than 120 m (and probably deeper) are dynamic, albeit at low

migratory rates. Therefore. infaunal bivalves have evolved within a shifting sedimentary

r~gime. Storm·generated sediment movement and sediment resuspension may cause

temporary cessation of activities. A similar behavioural response might be expected in

bivalves that have been disturbed by shifting sediments due to trawling. On sandy substrala,

the mechanism ofolter trawl gear·seabed interaction would appear to preclude significant

direct monality in infaunal bivalves. This is certainly not the case on rocky bottoms where

the compressive forces and scraping actions of bottom fishing gear inflict higher levels of

monality to the benthos than on sandy bottoms (Van Dolah et al., 1987; Shepard and Auster.

1991: Auster et al.. 1996; Collie et al., 1996, 1997). Large, epifaunal bivalves such as sea

scallops (Plac;opecten magelJanicus) and horse mussels (Modiolus modiolus) are particularly

vulnerable (Shepard and Auster, 1991; Service and Magorrian. 1997).

The functioning of an ecosystem is related to its history and to the history of its

components (Seero, 1996). In cOnlrast to sedimem·mediated natural disturbances. otter

trawling is a very recent disturbance within marine ecosystems. Nonetheless, bivalves living

in sandy bottom ecosystems on the Grand Banks possess traits that reduce the effects of

trawling. At the individual level, the small size of many near-surface species facilitates their

excavation by otter trawl gear without being damaged. Over much of their lifespan. deep

burrowing species achieve a fortuitous spatial refuge from the direct effects of trawling. The

resistance of shallow infam bivalves may breakdown under the effects of heavy. sustained

trawling. Although in some areas crawling frequency may be high there will always be
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interruptions. resulting in intervals where there is no trawling disturbance. In areas where

there has been high trawling monality to bivalves. or benthos in general. recovery will be

most rapid in those species which have life-history and dispersal adaptations which facilitate

rapid recolonization ofdisturbed areas (Boesch and Rosenberg, 1981). It has been suggested

that the long-term abundance and dominance of most marine species is detennincd by larval

recruitment (Jennings. 1997). At high levels of physical disturbance. a large proportion of

the benthic landscape may be at some point on a successional trajectory (Hall. 1994).

Rees and Dare (1993) note that while anthropogenic activities, including fishing. can

cause local extinction ofbenthic populations. most benthic species do not appear to be at risk

over larger scales (i.e. North SealEnglish Channel). Furthermore. they suggest that such

changes are unlikely to be pennanent. unless the habitat has been materially altered.

In summary. marine benthic bivalve communities found on the Grand Banks probably

have considerable capacity to withstand the physical effects of trawling. This is founded in

existing mechanisms. at different levels of biological organization. used to resist natural

disturbances. The manifestation of severe impacts will occur in those habitats in which

trawling disturbance processes differ markedly from natural disturbances.
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Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

This thesis examined the impacts ofolter trawling on infaunal bivalves living in

sandy bottom habitats on the Grand Banks. Population level impacts associated with

capture (i.e. bycatch) and immediate (hours-days) and snort-tenn (months-) years)

incidental effects (i.e non-capture) of experimental otter trawling were examined. A key

component of this thesis was an examination of the physical interaction ofotter trawl gear

components with sediments and infaunal bivalves. The designs of the various trawling

experiments pennit conclusions to be expanded to include sandy bottom habitats

throughout the Grand Banks.

Increasingly. bivalves worldwide are the target of a variety of mobile bottom

lisneries and they have long been taken as bycatch in other demersal fisheries (Serchuk

and Murawski. 1997). Otter trawls have been used on the Grand Banks since the 1950s

in order to harvest various groundfish species. On the main pan of the banks. otter

trawling is conducted over sandy bottoms in order 10 harvest flatfish (Limafldajerrugiflea

and Hippoglossoides plalessoides) and cod (Gadus morhua). There is considerable

speculation on the pnysical and biological impacts ofotter trawling, however there is

little data to evaluate effects. Fishing impact experiments conducted with a variety of

bottom gear types show that impacts must be placed in the context of habitat type. in

addition to gear type. Several components ofotter trawl gear disturb the uppennost

several centimetres (c. 0-5 em) of sandy sediments (Krest et aI., 1990). A large proportion

of the bivalve fauna on the Grand Banks reside within the immediate disturbance zone of

otter trawls. The bivalve fauna of the Grand Banks is dominated by infaunal species

(80%) and of these, approximately 69% can be classified as shallow bunowers. Le.

residing in the uppennost ) em ofsediment. These figures are representative of the DFO



OETSA, in which 91% and 70% of the bivalve fauna are infaunal and shallow burrowers,

respectively.

Capture rates of infaunal bivalves on the Grand Banks by DFO groundfish survey

trawls are very low. Oner trawl capture efficiencies for infaunal bivalves are on the order

of IO'~ based on capture rates, densities of near-surface bivalves, and trawl swept areas.

The reason that large groundlish and shrimp oner trawls are inefficient at capturing

bivalves, or indeed most benthic invertebrates, is because the large footgear used with

these trawls elevates the opening of the trawl considerably above the seabed (i.e. 200-250

em) and the mechanics of gear-seabed interaction does not transfer relatively small,

sedentary organisms over the footgear into the net. It is likely that historical capture rates

of bivalves in commercial otter trawl fisheries have also been low considering similarity

in design to survey trawls and the larger minimwn mesh size of commercial trawls. The

only large epifaunal bivalve on Grand Bank is the Iceland scallop, Ch/amys is/andica.

This species displays a strong functional association with coarse bottom (Schneider et aI.,

1987; Gilkinson and Gagnon, 1991). Overall, the effects of trawl capture on populations

of bivalves living on the Grand Banks are considered negligible, particularly on sand. The

combined effects of harvesting (i.e. bycatch) and non-eapture mortalities on C. is/andica

on rocky bottoms are not known.

Two independent lines of evidence point to negligible incidental impacts ofotter

trawling on populations of infaunal bivalves living in sand on the Grand Banks. After

three years of intense, short-term experimental trawling at a site on the northeastern

Grand Bank, there was no evidence that trawling had any large effect on biomass or

densities of bivalves. Most notably, there was no detectable trawling effect on densities

ofjuveniles « 5 mm), the size group that was expected to be most vulnerable to the

physical forces of trawling. There was no evidence ofan immediate effect of trawling in
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each of the years. Mean percent frequency of major shell damage in the shallow

burrowers assemblage (SBS) was low « 1(010) and trawling inflicted damage could not

be distinguished from damage caused by the sampling gear.

The experimental trawling did affect seabed habitat. There was an increase in

surface roughness. due to the creation of trawl door furrows and benns, and a decrease in

biogenic structural complexity likely through the destruction of burrows, tubes. etc.,

(Schwinghamer et aI., 1996, 1998). There was evidence of te(:overy in the intervening

years between trawling. These changes in sediment structure did not preclude recroilment

in bivalves (s 3 mm) inside trawled corridors. Based on these data, a precautionary

approach to incidental impacts is justified considering the low power of the statistical

analyses due to limited sample size and high variance.

The field trawling experiment was designed to study cumulative, combined

effects of all trawl gear components. The total swept area, and therefore area of impact,

of the two doors (c. 2 m) was approximately 10010 of the footgearswept area (20 m). As

such. the probability of sampling within a door furrow is less than the probability of

sampling within an area swept by the footgear. although this will increase after 12

concentrated trawl passes. Trawl doors are considered to be the most destructive

component of me otter trawl. Frequencies ofdamage recorded in infaunal bivalves

during a laboratory experiment were similar to the field trawling experimental results. In

the laboratory. the trawl door model inflicted major shell damage to approximately 5% of

shallowly placed bivalve specimens in the immediate scour path. The low rates of

damage are explained by the plowing action of the door, which displaces bivalves to the

side, undamaged, in advance ofa scouring trawl door. The key factors are the processes

of sediment defonnation and displacement associated with the trawl door shoe plowing

through sand. combined with the size ofinfaunal bivalves and the depth of scouring. A



widely quoted prediction of fishing disturbance is the gradual loss of long-lived, slow

growing taxa from communities and replacemem by small fast growing taxa. This is

largely based on long-term changes in benthic community composition (all taxa) in the

Wadden Sea. an area that has long been subjei:ted to a variety of physical distw'bances

(Reise. 1982). Many bivalve species display considerable longevity. In general, bivalves

are amongst the largest taxa in infaunal communities. On the Grand Banks large bivalves

are more susceptible to bottom fishing mortality than smaller bivalves because they are

not excavated and will therefore be directly hit by the trawl door or possibly the

groundgear. The low densities of large species in the OETSA precluded a test of this

hypothesis. There was no evidence in this study that trawling eliminates more fragile taxa

due to physical damage (ICES, 1992). The most fragile and vulnerable members of the

bivalve community, based on shell slrength and proximity to the sediment swface. were

not affected by trawling in the field experiment.

Bivalves living on the Grand Banks are exposed 10 a variety ofscdiment-mediatcd

nalUral disturbances. including storms. icebergs and bioturbation. The adaptive

capabilities of bivalves at the individual level will depend on the type of disturbance and

its severity. Bivalve populations recover from periodic severe disturbances (e.g. severe

storms. iceberg scouring) due to the ability of many species to recruit into disturbed

habitat. Bivalves cannot withstand direct impacts with trawl doors. but the chances of

direct contact with trawl doors for most spedes are greatly reduced by a combination of

factors including sediment mechanics associated with trawl door scouring, life position

and size.

Experimental trawling was purposefully conducted at a high intensity. Making the

assumption that prior to the fishing moratorium (in t992), most areas of the Grand Banks

were trawled less than once per year, then the frequency ofexperimental trawling was
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high for the Grand Banks as a whole. Based on commercial trawling activity in favoured

fishing grounds on the Grand Banks, the frequency ofexperimental trawling likely falls

within the range of frequencies for high intensity commercial trawling. A limitation in

the interpretation of results of fishing impact experiments. is the lack ofdata on

microscale frequencies of trawling disturbance. This information, rather than estimates

based on lotal swept area of trawls and area of fishing grounds, is required in order to

have a beller underslanding of the true extent of seabed disturbance. Microscale fishing

effort has a bearing on the interpretation of experimental impacts. and management

decisions pertaining to gear restrictions or closures (Rijnsdorp et ai., 1996).

The results of this study apply only to sandy bottom habitats. Otter trawling in

other more sensitive habitat such as cobble-boulder fields with abundant emergent

epifauna. might be expected to have a much greater impact (Auster. 1998). This study

investigated the impacts on a single faunal group. The results were interpreted in terms of

the ecology of the component species and aspects of gear-seabed interaction. Benthic

communities are typically comprised of many species representing diverse life histories.

body structures and relative sensitivities to disturbance. As such. the results obtained for

bivalves in this study cannot necessarily be expanded to include other faunal groups.

This further emphasizes the importance of specifying gear types. habitat and biological

communities when discussing the impacts of bottom fishing gears.

(n conclusion. there was no evidence that the pattem ofexperimental trawling

employed in this study had a large effect on bivalve populations found in sandy bonom

habilats on the Grand Banks. Trawling does inflict damage to infaunal bivalves, but such

occurrences are probably largely confined to trawl door tracks, and 10 large near-swface

bivalves. This emphasizes the importance of considering the structure and size

composition of bivalve communities when considering impacts. Despite independent
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lines or evidence indicating no major effect ofoner trawling. the low power or the field

study does not preclude the possibility that more subtle effects or trawling on bivalves

went undetected.
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